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Viktor Frankl on Humor as a Lifeline to Sanity and Survival 

“Humor, more than anything else in the human make-up, can afford an aloofness and an ability to rise above 

any situation, even if only for a few seconds.” 

BY MARIA POPOVA 

 

“When one is considering the universe,” Ella Frances Sanders observed in her lovely illustrated celebration of 

wonder, “it is important, sensible even, to try and find some balance between laughter and uncontrollable 

weeping.” Somehow, on our tiny beautiful planet adrift in a vast unfeeling universe, we have managed to 

create myriad causes for weeping. “Our life has become so mechanized and electronified,” the Hungarian 

journalist and László Feleki wrote with astounding prescience half a century ago, “that one needs some kind 

of an elixir to make it bearable at all. And what is this elixir if not humor?” Mechanization is but one way to 

dehumanize life, but there are others, grimmer, far worthier of weeping and more savaging of sanity. 

Even in the face of those — or perhaps especially in the face of those — the ability to laugh stands as a vital 

protection of sanity and a mighty form of resistance to inhumanity. That is what the great Austrian 

psychiatrist and Holocaust survivor Viktor Frankl (March 26, 1905–September 2, 1997) attests to in his 

extraordinary 1946 psychological memoir Man’s Search for Meaning (public library) — one of the 

profoundest and most vitalizing books ever written, abounding with wisdom on how to persevere through the 

darkest times and what it means to live with presence. 

https://www.brainpickings.org/2019/08/12/eating-the-sun-ella-frances-sanders/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2019/08/12/eating-the-sun-ella-frances-sanders/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2014/04/16/random-walk-in-science-humor/
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0807014273/braipick-20
http://www.worldcat.org/title/mans-search-for-meaning-an-introduction-to-logotherapy/oclc/47688084&referer=brief_results
https://www.brainpickings.org/2014/03/26/viktor-frankl-presence-mans-search-for-meaning/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2014/03/26/viktor-frankl-presence-mans-search-for-meaning/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2013/03/26/viktor-frankl-mans-search-for-meaning/
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0807014273/braipick-20
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Viktor Frankl 

Reflecting on the inner acts of rebellion by which prisoners maintained their dignity, sanity, and zest for life 

in the concentration camp — making art in secret, reading smuggled books — Frankl writes: 

Humor was another of the soul’s weapons in the fight for self-preservation. It is well known that humor, more 

than anything else in the human make-up, can afford an aloofness and an ability to rise above any situation, 

even if only for a few seconds. 

He recounts how he awakened a friend to the life-saving value of humor — an acquired skill, like any art — 

through what is essentially a disciplined implementation of creative prompts: 

I practically trained a friend of mine who worked next to me on the building site to develop a sense of humor. 

I suggested to him that we would promise each other to invent at least one amusing story daily, about some 

incident that could happen one day after our liberation. He was a surgeon and had been an assistant on the 

staff of a large hospital. So I once tried to get him to smile by describing to him how he would be unable to 

lose the habits of camp life when he returned to his former work. On the building site (especially when the 

supervisor made his tour of inspection) the foreman encouraged us to work faster by shouting: “Action! 

Action!” I told my friend, “One day you will be back in the operating room, performing a big abdominal 

operation. Suddenly an orderly will rush in announcing the arrival of the senior surgeon by shouting, ‘Action! 

Action!’” 

https://www.brainpickings.org/2018/12/18/a-velocity-of-being-helen-fagin/
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Art by Olivier Tallec from Jerome by Heart by Thomas Scotto. 

Telescoping from the particular to the universal, Frankl considers how his experience in the concentration 

camp illuminates a broader consolation for the human struggle: 

The attempt to develop a sense of humor and to see things in a humorous light is some kind of a trick learned 

while mastering the art of living. Yet it is possible to practice the art of living even in a concentration camp, 

although suffering is omnipresent. 

To find humor in the grimmest of circumstances is not only a survival tool but a supreme act of creativity and 

an assertion of the most unassailable personal liberty. Frankl writes: 

Everything can be taken from a man but one thing: the last of the human freedoms — to choose one’s attitude 

in any given set of circumstances, to choose one’s own way. 

[…] 

It is this spiritual freedom — which cannot be taken away — that makes life meaningful and purposeful. An 

active life serves the purpose of giving man the opportunity to realize values in creative work, while a passive 

https://www.brainpickings.org/2018/03/29/jerome-by-heart/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2018/03/29/jerome-by-heart/
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life of enjoyment affords him the opportunity to obtain fulfillment in experiencing beauty, art, or nature. But 

there is also purpose in that life which is almost barren of both creation and enjoyment and which admits of 

but one possibility of high moral behavior: namely, in man’s attitude to his existence, an existence restricted 

by external forces. 

Complement the indispensable Man’s Search for Meaning with Frankl on seeing the best in each other — 

another triumph of creativity and spiritual strength — and the great humanistic philosopher and psychologist 

Erich Fromm on the art of living, then revisit the Polish painter Józef Czapski on how Proust saved his soul in 

a Soviet labor camp, Holocaust survivor Helen Fagin on how one book saved young women’s lives, and 

the stirring letter on suffering and transcendence Oscar Wilde penned in prison 

 

 

https://www.brainpickings.org/2019/08/19/viktor-frankl-humor-

survival/?mc_cid=d7ab67dd06&mc_eid=d1c16ac662 

  

http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0807014273/braipick-20
https://www.brainpickings.org/2015/04/14/viktor-frankl-1972/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2016/03/23/erich-fromm-the-art-of-living/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2019/07/31/jozef-czapski-lost-time-proust/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2019/07/31/jozef-czapski-lost-time-proust/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2018/12/18/a-velocity-of-being-helen-fagin/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2016/11/07/patti-smith-reads-oscar-wilde-de-profundis/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2019/08/19/viktor-frankl-humor-survival/?mc_cid=d7ab67dd06&mc_eid=d1c16ac662
https://www.brainpickings.org/2019/08/19/viktor-frankl-humor-survival/?mc_cid=d7ab67dd06&mc_eid=d1c16ac662
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What Stephen King’s It Taught Me About the Shape of Stories 

Leah Schnelbach 

 

Background image: Barari Catalin [via Unsplash] 

I remember reading IT over a weekend. 

Can this possibly be true? 

Have I tangled IT up with some of my other fevered reading experiences? 

I remember sitting on my middle school bus with my knees pressed into the seatback in front of me, 

balancing IT on my denim skirt. That’s where I was when I read about Pennywise (“There was a clown in the 

stormdrain.”) and where I read about a group of kids attacking a couple for being gay and open about it, and I 

can feel my knees digging into the drab green faux leather, and I can see the lightwash denim on either side of 

the book, and I can feel hairs prickling up off of my knees cause I hadn’t started shaving yet, despite the skirts 

(and yes, that did cause me problems) and I remember trying to harden myself as I read—trying to accept the 

vicious death of a 6-year-old, and the horrific murder of a gay man, because this was a Real Adult Book and 

this was training for life in the adult world. 

And I remember doing The Thing, pretending to read my textbook while I had a secret copy of it hidden in 

my lap. But can this possibly have happened? IT is like four inches thick. how did I, a spindly 11-year-old, 

conceal it in my lap? How could that even happen? 

And how can I have read it over a weekend when people have spent weeks reading this book? The paperback 

I have on my desk right now is 1,153 pages long. If I started the book on a Friday on the way home from 

school, as I think I did, did I burn through it over Saturday and Sunday? Surely I had to stop to eat? Surely my 

parents demanded at least some of my time? And if I read it over a weekend how did I also read it secretly 

during class? 

Naturally this blurriness is a perfect response to this book, because memory is the true subject of IT, and 

memory’s loss is the aspect that horrified me the most, clowns be damned. King’s ingenious structure 

introduces us to the losers as ludicrously successful adults. I gobbled these glimpses of idealized adult life up 

like the first fresh water found on a desert island where all other liquid was brackish. Bill Denbrough, the 

Hollywood writer with the beautiful wife living a glamorous life in England! Eddie in glittering Manhattan! 

Richie with his view of the Pacific, his gleaming desk, his Eames chair! (But best of all Richie with his ability 

to make people laugh, to conduct their laughter like his own private orchestra, stealing their free will – or 

suspending it – as he makes them laugh until they hurt.) 

But when we get their flashbacks we start to realize that they’ve lost whole swathes of their minds. How can a 

person live with no memory of their past? How can you build a life with no foundation? 

Which gets to the heart of what IT taught me. 

IT gets knocked all the time for being an undisciplined book. Reviewers use words like “baggy” and 

“overstuffed” (and sometimes “cocaine addiction”) but for me at least, IT provided a great lesson in how to 

create a narrative. First, the book’s structure taught me that books had structure, that an author orchestrated a 

story. They didn’t just pop out fully formed, like narratives were Athena and all writers were Zeus. 

https://www.tor.com/2019/08/28/what-stephen-kings-it-taught-me-about-the-shape-of-stories/
https://www.tor.com/author/leah-schnelbach/
https://www.theverge.com/2017/9/1/16028300/stephen-king-it-movie-adaptation-book-recap-horror-summer
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Thanks to King’s habit of writing garrulous introductions to his books, he gave his readers the sense that these 

books had been written by a person, with a life that was unfolding at the same time as his readers’. And since 

he was my First Adult Author, he wasn’t a Long Dead Edwardian like L.M. Montgomery, or a Long Dead 

Victorian like Louisa May Alcott, or a Long Dead, uhhh, Pioneer Person(?) like Laura Ingalls Wilder. He was 

alive now, he sat at a desk in Maine and wrote this book I was holding. He wrote introductions to his books 

where he explained his inspirations, and later he wore nonfiction books about writing and horror as a genre. 

This was his job, and he did it with thought and care. Which is why, I think, that I noticed the book’s structure 

itself, the way the sections bounce between the Losers Club of 1985, their younger selves in 1958, horrible 

interludes that show us Pennywise’s murders, terrifying side plots with Henry Bowers and Bev’s disgusting 

husband Tom, all weaving together to the final confrontation with IT. And this created a particular reading 

experience that has stuck with me ever since. 

I remember (I think) that I didn’t much like Stan Uris. I loved his wife, because I spent time with her dealing 

with anti-Semitism in Atlanta, and I resented Stan for killing himself and leaving her alone. But then King 

made me live through part of Stan’s childhood back in Derry. He made me see Stan as one of the Losers—just 

as funny, in a dry, deadpan way, as Richie and Eddie with their louder, crasser banter—and I found myself 

crying at the end of one of his sections because I knew he was doomed. Even as I cried, I realized that this 

was a thing that King was choosing to do to me, his reader. This an authorial choice. Just as Richie made 

people laugh uncontrollably, King was making me mourn a character I didn’t even like. 

And it worked the other way, too: Richie the slick and successful used to be such a titanic dork. I was a titanic 

dork. Could slickness and success await me? (ummmmm, slightly? I do not have a view of the Pacific.) The 

way the book bounced between time compressed the experience in a way, allowed for mirroring and 

foreshadowing. It allowed us to see the terrified children trapped inside the adult Losers, and it allowed King 

an easy shorthand for trauma, in that the adults have entire selves and beliefs and powerful friendships tucked 

away in their minds, but have no idea that they’re missing those things. 

IT begins with a promise: “The terror, which would not end for another twenty-eight years—if it ever did 

end—began, so far as I know or can tell, with a boat made from a sheet of newspaper floating down a gutter 

swollen with rain.” 

On the third page of the book we learn that six-year-old Georgie Denbrough is going to die in 1957—“Water 

sprayed out from beneath his galoshes in muddy sheets. Their buckles made a jolly jingling as George 

Denbrough ran toward his strange death”—and then the poor boy gets his first, and last, glimpse of 

Pennywise the Dancing Clown. We turn the page and we’re in 1984, where we find the story of Adrian 

Mellon’s murder—he’s gay-bashed by a group of homophobic metalheads, then murdered by Pennywise. The 

story is brutal and intense, and while the readers know that this is the same clown operating on a 27-year 

cycle, the cops on the case seem to have no idea. The only one who hints that there’s anything larger at works 

is Adrian’ boyfriend, who insists Derry itselfkilled Adrian. Following Mellon’s murder, we turn the page 

again to 1985, where we meet the adult Losers: Stanley Uris, successful accountant, Rich Tozier, famous 

comedian/DJ, Ben Hanscom, renowned architect, Eddie Kaspbrack, chauffeur-to-the-stars, Beverly Rogan, 

acclaimed fashion designer, and Bill Denbrough, bestselling author. We don’t know they’re Losers yet. One 

by one they’re called by their last club member, Mike Hanlon, exhausted librarian, and we see the fissure in 

their adult lives. 

Each of them has forgotten their entire childhood before Mike Hanlon, The One Who Stayed, calls them up. 

They can recite the facts of their lives, but they can’t really remember anything that happened while they lived 

in Derry, Maine. The chapters click along like beads with each Loser repeating phrases like “You bet your 

fur,” getting snatches of ‘50s songs stuck in their heads, and remembering flashes of each other—Stan 
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remembers Bill Denbrough enough that he bought one of his horror novels, so we already know Bill’s a writer 

before the book introduces him. Ben mentions Bev saving his life, and then we meet Bev as she leaves her 

abusive husband, who was also reading one of Bill’s books. Bill mentions Ben to his wife, and it’s his wife 

who realizes that he’s that Ben Hanscom, the famous architect. King builds the world of the adults, and shows 

us their terror as they gradually realize just how much of their lives are utter blanks. And only after each of 

them reckon with that do they remember IT. 

This section of the novel works in an almost meditative way. By the third Loser, Ben Hanscom, we know the 

shape of theses stories, and the tension lies in wondering whether each Loser will make it out, be stopped by a 

partner or boss, or, as in Stan’s case, decide that suicide is a better option than going back to Derry. And once 

they’re all on the way home, we check in with Mike and then flash back for a lonnnggggg stay in 1958—the 

section that makes up the bulk of the recent film adaptation, IT: Chapter I. Then King drops us in 1985 as the 

Losers reconnect, with memories from the ’50s shuffling into the present like cards in a deck. There are a few 

subplots, all firmly set in 1985, except that suddenly we’ve turned the page and we’re in 1958 again, and for 

the final third of the book each page clicks past with memory and present action so thick and jostled that you 

don’t know what year you’re in until IT has been defeated. 

Which of course is IT’s other, harsher lesson, the basic fact that you never get over trauma. Yes, you can 

move through it, you can compartmentalize, you can repress, you can talk about it with your therapist, you 

can rebuild yourself, you can anesthetize with liquor or drugs illegal or prescribed. You can share your pain 

with others, go to Meetings, go to Confession, fast, go on vacation, treat yourself. But the trauma’s still there, 

in your brain, or soul, or whatever—as a wise person once said, it’s indelible in the hippocampus. You’re not 

the person you were before it. Before IT. 

I’ve written before about how King in general and this book in particular gave me a language for trauma, but 

it also taught me, I think for the first time, that what I was going through would be with me forever. That I 

needed to reckon with my pain, and learn to live with it, ’cause it wasn’t going anywhere. This lesson is 

encoded in the book’s basic structure. It’s a coil in the story’s DNA. 

At the end of IT I cried again, a lot, because the Losers’ reward for defeating IT is that they forget Derry 

again. How else can they go back to normal life? But this also means that they lose each other, and not just to 

death, though a few characters die—their memories of childhood fade out again. The diary entries that Mike 

kept, charting their decades-long battle with IT, literally erase themselves from the page. Bill remains married 

to a woman who looks suspiciously like Beverly, his first love, who he has no memory of. Richie goes back to 

being a coke-addled LA celebrity, with no clue that his jokes have literally saved his life. Beverly and Ben 

end up together at last, and a reader can imagine that they tell people vaguely that they met as children and 

reconnected years later, a sweet story of serendipity and True Love. Forgetting is a gift in a way. But when 

Mike writes “I loved you guys, you know. I loved you so much”, and then watches those words grow fainter 

and fainter as the ink disappears, it feels like the most harrowing loss in the story. 

I loved most of IT: Chapter I. I thought the decision to move the flashback sequences into the ‘80s was 

brilliant, because it removed much of the distance between the audience and the horror. Most of the people 

who saw it in the theater have at least dim child-memories of the 1980s, or are currently living through the 

endless waves of Reagan Era nostalgia. Leaving it in the 1950s would have turned the film into too much of a 

period piece. Instead we have hypochondriac Eddie being terrified of AIDs instead of polio, and Ben loving 

New Kids on the Block rather than Screamin’ Jay Hawkins. But here’s the thing that’s tempering my 

excitement for the second half: by streamlining the narrative, the film has lost the sense of compressed time. I 

can’t imagine that the sense of living, inescapable trauma will be preserved by the film, even with a few 

flashbacks to the Young Losers scattered across the Adult Losers’ story. And while I’m quivering with 

https://www.tor.com/2017/10/05/sometimes-horror-is-the-only-fiction-that-understands-you/
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anticipation of the movie (Bill Hader playing Richie Tozier is a personal gift to me, specifically, from the 

fucking Universe and no one’s gonna convince me otherwise) I am already mourning the fact that the movie 

won’t hold the same emotional wallop. 

For one thing I’m not a scared 11-year-old anymore. But more than that, the sense of loss I felt closing the 

book the first time was created by King through an intricate and daring structure. He was throwing a lot of 

book at readers, trusting that at least some of them would be willing to stick it out (there was also probably 

some cocaine involved). But most of all he was playing with time in a way that exposed the raw terror under 

all the nostalgic mid-’80s Baby Boomer stories—that wave of pop culture from The Big Chill and Field of 

Dreams to John Updike and Don Henley, that reimagined the 1950s and ’60s as glory days full of noble moral 

choices and free love. King dug beneath that glossy nostalgia to take a hard look at a society shot through 

with fear—whether it was fear of the Bomb, polio, Black people with actual rights, or women with actual 

autonomy—and filtered it all through a terrifying clown/spider so we could look at it with him. You can’t go 

back (you can never go back) but you also can’t completely ditch that scared 11-year-old. And in writing a 

book that collapses past and present into constant now, in all its wonder and horror, Stephen King didn’t just 

give me an incredible story, he also taught me about the power and responsibility of being a storyteller. 

Is it weird that Leah Schnelbach can’t wait to head back to Derry? Come float with her in the sewers 

of Twitter! 

 

https://www.tor.com/2019/08/28/what-stephen-kings-it-taught-me-about-the-shape-of-stories/ 

  

https://www.tor.com/author/leah-schnelbach/
https://twitter.com/cloudy_vision
https://www.tor.com/2019/08/28/what-stephen-kings-it-taught-me-about-the-shape-of-stories/
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Physicists mash quantum and gravity and find time, but not as we know it 

University of Queensland 

Researchers say they have discovered 'a new kind of quantum time order'. The discovery arose from an 

experiment the team designed to bring together elements of the two big -- but contradictory -- physics theories 

developed in the past century. 

Share: 

     

FULL STORY 

 

 

Quantum time abstract concept (stock illustration). 

Credit: © Stillfx / Adobe Stock 

A University of Queensland-led international team of researchers say they have discovered "a new kind of 

quantum time order." 

UQ physicist Dr Magdalena Zych said the discovery arose from an experiment the team designed to bring 

together elements of the two big -- but contradictory -- physics theories developed in the past century. 

"Our proposal sought to discover: what happens when an object massive enough to influence the flow of time 

is placed in a quantum state?" Dr Zych said. 

https://stock.adobe.com/
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She said Einstein's theory described how the presence of a massive object slowed time. 

"Imagine two space ships, asked to fire at each other at a specified time while dodging the other's attack," she 

said. 

"If either fires too early, it will destroy the other." 

"In Einstein's theory, a powerful enemy could use the principles of general relativity by placing a massive 

object -- like a planet -- closer to one ship to slow the passing of time." 

"Because of the time lag, the ship furthest away from the massive object will fire earlier, destroying the 

other." 

Dr Zych said the second theory, of quantum mechanics, says any object can be in a state of "superposition" 

"This means it can be found in different states -- think Schrodinger's cat," she said. 

Dr Zych said using the theory of quantum mechanics, if the enemy put the planet into a state of "quantum 

superposition," then time also should be disrupted. 

"There would be a new way for the order of events to unfold, with neither of the events being first or second -

- but in a genuine quantum state of being both first and second," she said. 

UQ researcher Dr Fabio Costa said although "a superposition of planets" as described in the paper -- may 

never be possible, technology allowed a simulation of how time works in the quantum world -- without using 

gravity. 

"Even if the experiment can never be done, the study is relevant for future technologies," Dr Costa said. 

"We are currently working towards quantum computers that -- very simply speaking -- could effectively jump 

through time to perform their operations much more efficiently than devices operating in fixed sequence in 

time, as we know it in our 'normal' world." 

Stevens Institute of Technology and the University of Vienna scientists were co-authors on Bell's Theorem 

for Temporal Order, published in Nature Communications. 

 

Story Source: 

Materials provided by University of Queensland. Note: Content may be edited for style and length. 

 

Journal Reference: 

1. Magdalena Zych, Fabio Costa, Igor Pikovski, Časlav Brukner. Bell’s theorem for temporal 

order. Nature Communications, 2019; 10 (1) DOI: 10.1038/s41467-019-11579-x 

 

https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2019/08/190826122010.htm 

  

https://www.uq.edu.au/news/article/2019/08/physicists-mash-quantum-and-gravity-and-find-time-not-we-know-it
https://www.uq.edu.au/
http://dx.doi.org/10.1038/s41467-019-11579-x
https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2019/08/190826122010.htm
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The Quiet Risks of John Edmonds’s Photographs 

 

Nicole R. Fleetwood 

John Edmonds/Company, 

New York 

John Edmonds: Two Spirits, 2019 

https://www.nybooks.com/contributors/nicole-fleetwood/
https://cdn.nybooks.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/08/edmonds-two-spirits.jpg
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John Edmonds’s Two Spirits (2019) both haunts and seduces. In the photograph, a bare-chested man wears a 

Baga bird mask from Guinea. Behind him hangs an African kuba cloth. In this ghostly work shot using 

multiple exposures, the masked head, in motion, appears doubled, while the sculpted chest of the subject is 

relaxed and steady. The title, which invokes the Baga people’s spiritual and ritualistic uses of masking, might 

refer to a concept among North American indigenous communities to describe nonbinary gender identities. 

“There is a difference between history and art history,” Edmonds said of the work in Interview. “Many masks 

and objects have been taken out of their original context and history, and as an African American, I’m 

interested in handling that.” Two Spirits also reflects the oscillation between masking and unclothing that 

more generally undergirds Edmonds’s exploration of race, history, sexuality, and class. 

Wearing a mask, of course, can allude to W.E.B. Du Bois’s famous quote about double consciousness, but in 

Edmonds’s work it also references the nuanced and often quiet relationships between queer black men. The 

critic and curator Hilton Als has described how affecting he finds Edmonds’s work; responding to Edmonds’s 

2014 video Shotgun, Als wrote in The New Yorker, “In it, two black men took turns blowing weed smoke 

into each other’s mouths. I was startled and moved by the intimacy of the piece, and, while watching it, I was 

saddened by the fact that the movie John had made was unusual, in part, because it showed two black men 

being loving, close, and how unusual was that?” 

This was a big summer for Edmonds, who earned an MFA at Yale in 2016, and whose well-received series of 

portraits featuring young black men, many in du-rags and hoodies with their backs to the camera, was 

collected last year in his first book, Higher. Some photographs from this series, along with newer works, are 

featured in this year’s Whitney Biennial. Running concurrently with the Biennial, a solo exhibition, “Between 

Pathos and Seduction,” was on view at the Company Gallery in New York from June 6 through July 27. And 

in early July, Edmonds was awarded the Brooklyn Museum’s inaugural UOVO Prize for emerging Brooklyn-

based artists, which includes a cash prize, a public installation, and a solo exhibition at the museum in 2020. 

Amid all this recent recognition, Edmonds’s work has also been used to literally illustrate recent debates 

about black art, institutional inclusion, and art criticism. Paired with essays sparked by the Biennial, 

Edmonds’s photographs have served as a visual shorthand for the latest perennial debates about exclusivity in 

the art world. His images are evocative for their art-historical references, nods to canonical photographers, 

and utterly contemporary representations of black subjectivity, sexuality, and desire. Because his photographs 

are at once so accessible and historically layered, some critics and editorial teams reproduce his art seemingly 

as a stand-in for contemporary black art generally, as well as for black artists’ centuries-long struggle to be 

included in publications, museums, and other institutions. 

Since its inception in 1973, the Whitney Biennial has been the subject of protests for its exclusion of artists of 

color and women of all races, as well as controversial representations of nonwhite subjects in the works of 

white artists. Most recently, when Dana Schutz’s Open Casket (2016)—a painting by a white female artist 

based on a photograph of Emmett Till’s body in his casket—was included in the 2017 Biennial, it prompted 

an open letter signed by a number of artists asking that the painting be removed and destroyed, followed by 

much public discussion and debate. (For more on this and the Whitney’s history of racial exclusion and 

racially insensitive exhibits, see Aruna D’Souza’s trenchant Whitewalling: Art, Race & Protest in 3 Acts.) It 

seems likely that the museum had this controversy in mind when it selected staff curators Rujeko Hockley, a 

black woman, and Jane Panetta, a white woman, to curate this year’s Biennial. 

The show is deliberately more diverse in ways that exceed simple binaries of race and gender, with artists 

from a range of disciplines, regions, and a sizable number under the age of forty. At the same time, the show 

has been criticized for other forms of exclusion: that it features a preponderance of New York-based artists 

and Yale MFA alums. Critic and curator Danielle Jackson noted in Artnet that most emerging artists of color 

https://www.interviewmagazine.com/art/john-edmondss-sensual-statuesque-portraiture
https://www.newyorker.com/culture/photo-booth/john-edmondss-paragons-of-style
http://www.artnews.com/2017/03/21/the-painting-must-go-hannah-black-pens-open-letter-to-the-whitney-about-controversial-biennial-work/
https://news.artnet.com/exhibitions/whitney-biennial-review-2019-1589902
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have little or no access to these elite institutions and networks. The show led Jackson to reflect on what 

happens when historically marginalized groups are absorbed by institutions that have historically excluded 

them: “Does inclusion of the formerly critical inherently serve to neutralize criticism?” 

John 

Edmonds/Company, New York 

John Edmonds: The Villain, 2018 

The black art critic Antwaun Sargent raised another issue, in response to coverage of the show. In a tweet that 

went viral in May and provoked its own cascade of responses, Sargent wrote, “It’s 2019 and we are in the 

middle of a Renaissance in black artistic production. And you are telling me the best people to evaluate that 

https://twitter.com/Sirsargent/status/1129760615319429123
https://cdn.nybooks.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/08/edmonds-villain.jpg
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are the same ones who basically ignored black artists for decades?” While black artists and other artists of 

color have had more representation in international biennials and museum shows in recent years, the reception 

of their art is still often framed by a narrow and rarified cultural perspective. White male critics have had and 

continue to have the biggest platforms for interpreting art and culture. Sargent’s tweet elicited a number of 

responses on social media and in the world of art coverage. 

John Edmonds/Company, New York 

John Edmonds: T. (Back), 2019 
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What I find curious is how Edmonds’s images have circulated as part of this discussion, in support of various 

sides of the debate. That his photographs have repeatedly illustrated articles in recent debates suggests that, 

for critics and institutions, Edmonds’s art symbolizes the visibility of contemporary black arts—what Sargent 

calls a contemporary renaissance—and the history of institutional exclusion of black artists. 

John Edmonds/Company, New York 

John Edmonds: Young man wearing a maternity bust (from the Makonde tribe), 2019 

 

https://cdn.nybooks.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/08/edmonds-maternity-bust.jpg
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His photographs have accompanied reviews by older white male critics in legacy publications, as well as 

articles by writers arguing for a shakeup of the old white boys’ club of criticism. Illustrating Peter 

Schjeldahl’s largely negative review of the Biennial is Edmonds’s black-and-white photograph Young Man 

Wearing a Maternity Bust (from the Makonde) (2019). Schjeldahl, a white critic writing for The New Yorker, 

dismisses many of the works in this year’s Biennial as derivative and accuses co-curator Hockley of stirring 

“global paranoia.” He quotes her catalog essay—“There is nothing accidental about our heightened states of 

fear, mistrust, and anxiety. Unease is what we are meant to feel, what the stimuli we receive from our 

president, our media outlets, our twenty-first-century world are meant to engender”—and concludes: 

“Nobody here but us victims.” 

Though Edmonds’s photograph was prominently displayed in the review, Schjeldahl never addresses the 

specific work. He characterizes Edmonds’s art in general as “Robert Mapplethorpe’s tony classicism 

translated into slang.” Though editors, not reviewers, typically choose the images that illustrate a writer’s 

work, it’s also true that most editorial offices of the major publications defining the coverage of the Biennial 

are conspicuously white. In any case, Edmonds’s images were clearly in the minds of editors and critics alike 

in the wake of this year’s Biennial and the debates that followed. 

Edmonds’s photographs also illustrated rebuttals of reviews like Schjeldahl’s. Building on Sargent’s tweet, 

Elizabeth Méndez Berry and Chi-hui Yang cowrote an Op-Ed in The New York Times called “The 

Dominance of the White Male Critic.” Berry and Yang, who have created Critical Minded, an initiative to 

support and elevate critics of color, wrote: 

At a time when inequality and white supremacy are soaring, collective opinion is born at monuments, 

museums, screens and stages—well before it’s confirmed at the ballot box… the spaces in media where 

national mythologies are articulated, debated and affirmed are still largely segregated. The conversation about 

our collective imagination has the same blind spots as our political discourse. 

Edmonds’s Tête de Femme (2018) illustrated Berry and Yang’s article, though again his art is not discussed 

in their piece. Tête de Femme is a colorful reimagining of the white Modernist photographer Man Ray’s Kiki 

with African Mask (1926). In Ray’s iconic black-and-white photograph, a white woman’s head, eyes shut, 

rests on a surface next to an African mask. Edmonds’s photo shows a black woman’s face, eyes wide open 

and looking straight into the camera, beside a black and red patterned African mask—seemingly geared 

toward tourists with its medley of animal figures and its not-quite-wearable size, raising broader questions of 

origin and authenticity—which she holds up next to her head. 

https://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2019/05/27/the-whitney-biennial-in-an-age-of-anxiety
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/07/05/opinion/we-need-more-critics-of-color.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/07/05/opinion/we-need-more-critics-of-color.html
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https://cdn.nybooks.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/08/edmonds-tete.jpg
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John Edmonds/Company, New York 

John Edmonds: Tête de Femme, 2018 

Among those who publicly disagreed with Berry and Yang was Kurt McVey, a white critic, whose 

inflammatory retort, titled “Kill Your Darlings: The End of the White Male Ally,” was published in White 

Hot Magazine. McVey took personal swipes at Sargent, accusing him of using Twitter for art criticism, as 

opposed to what McVey describes as carefully researched, in-depth writing. Unwittingly, McVey 

demonstrated the myopia and white male privilege that Sargent, Berry, and Yang critique when he argued that 

he has “pa[id] my dues and illustrate[d] my relevance through ongoing hard work, building a personal brand 

based on shared universal values… My audience is the human audience.” Here, the article curiously leads 

with Man Ray’s Kiki with African Mask (also known as Noire et Blanche) (1926), though McVey never 

addresses Ray’s art in his piece. But the presence of Ray’s well-known photograph can be read as a sleight of 

hand, invoking Edmonds’s Tête de Femme while implying that it is derivative of Ray, thus visually 

diminishing Edmonds’s work. 

In one rare case, in which a writer directly engages with his work, Danielle Jackson writes that, upon first 

seeing it, she feared Edmonds’s would be the type of photography installation “that claims to center black 

people while secretly centering white audiences and their presumed prejudices.” The Villain (2018), which 

illustrates Jackson’s review, like many of Edmonds’s images, flips the idea of the villain, or black criminality, 

on its head: a black man looks out from behind a red bandanna that covers the lower half of his face. His hair 

is twisted in bantu knots and his eye brows are arched. The bandana and title play on familiar stereotypes of 

the black thug, but the subject’s seductive eyes, shirtless body, and supple shoulders suggest something else 

entirely. It evokes a stylized desire that is specific to black masculinity and queerness, but also to a working-

class, street vernacular, an everydayness, that is more often objectified by museums and dominant culture 

rather than studied with the integrity that Edmonds brings to his work. 

https://whitehotmagazine.com/articles/darlings-end-white-male-ally/4332
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https://cdn.nybooks.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/08/edmonds-durag.jpg
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John Edmonds/Company, New York 

John Edmonds: Untitled (Du-Rag 1), 2017 

Instead of privileging white audiences, Edmonds’s photographs focus on quiet exchanges and expressions of 

longing among black subjects. What makes his work so accessible—and therefore, I believe, reproducible, but 

rarely critically engaged in the recent Biennial debates—is his complex use of racially coded objects: du-rags, 

incense, hoodies, bandannas, oversize T-shirts, hand signals, tattoos, and other visual markers. His striking 

images have, in recent debates, been more illustrative than interpreted partly because of their symbolic power. 

Edmonds’s work speaks directly to and about black subjects who have rarely crossed institutional thresholds 

of museums that have historically excluded representations of everyday black life—and is in conversation 

with that of other contemporary black photographers like Deanna Lawson and Zora Murff. 

Edmonds clothes his portraits in familiar symbols of black masculinity, but the interactions between his 

subjects are premised on a largely unseen tenderness, vulnerability, and risk. The title of this summer’s solo 

exhibition, “Between Pathos and Seduction,” comes from a poem by the late poet Essex Hemphill, and the 

curatorial statement includes a passage from it: “New language beckons us. / Its dialect present. / Intimate. / 

Through my eyes / focused as pure, naked light, / fixed on you like magic, / clarity. I see risks…” Edmonds’s 

aesthetic vocabulary is the intimate risk-taking of a black queer bohemia, like his community in Brooklyn, 

recalling not only Hemphill but other black queer artists and writers of the 1980s and 1990s who were 

responding to the AIDS crisis—such as Rotime Fani-Kayode, the late Nigerian photographer, also a victim of 

AIDS, whose portraits focus on black queer sexuality, intimacy, and identity, and also included African masks 

and artifacts. Edmonds’s aesthetic vision of black queer sociality also gestures to black queer artists of the 

Harlem Renaissance who existed in quiet tension with The Talented Tenth and the New Negro movements. 
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John Edmonds/Company, New York 

John Edmonds: Enduring, 2019 

In an interview with Garage, Edmonds said that his work is not only, or not explicitly, about the erotic. He 

collaborates with his subjects—strangers as well as people he knows—to explore a space for “cultivating an 

energy within a picture that feels shared… that feels like it’s part of a circuit of possibilities.” In a two-

channel video included in his solo show, Edmonds depicts two black men, each in a separate channel, whom 

Edmonds has asked to hold up an African kuba cloth on a wall in his kitchen, a seemingly easy task. But the 

video, which focuses on their backs and arms stretched against the cloth and wall, shows each struggling. 

https://garage.vice.com/en_us/article/597jjb/more-than-just-beautiful-people
https://cdn.nybooks.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/08/edmonds-cloth.jpg
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Their muscles flexing in exertion as they struggle to hold the tapestry in place and smoke wafting across each 

channel are the only movement. 

 

John Edmonds/Company, New York 

John Edmonds: American Gods, 2017 

https://cdn.nybooks.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/08/edmonds-american-gods.jpg
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Edmonds and his subjects are involved in what critical theorist Saidiya Hartman calls “beautiful experiments” 

as they play with conventions to cultivate new possibilities of black queer intimacy. Risks are taken—

Edmonds’s request of a sitter, a blow of smoke between two men—to forge a connection, a freedom found 

within the forms of art historical tropes, turned on their heads. Edmonds’s risk-taking has received critical 

praise and enviable recognition in some of the most prestigious art institutions. But while recent debates 

around the Biennial have been fast-paced and loud, Edmonds’s work is a quiet seduction that unfolds over 

time. In one photograph, three seated shirtless men in du-rags—one red, one green, one black—are posed 

with light streaming down on them, casting shadows. They look directly into the camera, their expressions 

calm—wise, perhaps beatific, maybe seductive. The photograph, titled American Gods (2017), seems to ask: 

What do we see when we look? 

https://www.nybooks.com/daily/2019/08/30/the-quiet-risks-of-john-edmondss-photographs/ 

  

https://www.nybooks.com/daily/2019/08/30/the-quiet-risks-of-john-edmondss-photographs/
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The 12 Best Book Covers 

of August 

Or, Fun with Text and Cutouts 

By Emily Temple 

 

August 29, 2019 

Another month of books, another month of book covers. This month, yellow and black were king (not for 

nothing: save the bees), and I saw a lot of interesting text treatments, from trompe l’oeil crumples to playing 

card-style mirroring to gold foil seals. But the main thing that all these book covers have in common is that 

they’re striking, and appealing, which means they’re doing their job. Below, you’ll find a list of my favorites 

from the month; as ever, if I’ve missed yours, link us to in the comments. I never say no to more beauty.  

https://lithub.com/author/emily-temple/
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Jia Tolentino, Trick 

Mirror; design by Sharanya Durvasula (Random House, August 6) 
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It’s amazing how little is actually needed to evoke a playing card here—just the border, the two diamonds, the 

mirroring. I usually don’t like literal representations of title elements in covers, but this mixes just the right 

amount of playfulness with high art, to brilliant effect. Plus, I heard that color is the new millennial pink—and 

if it’s not, considering how the internet feels about Tolentino, I have a feeling it soon will be. 

Jess Row, White Flights; design by Oliver 

Munday (Graywolf, August 6) 

Simple, clever, and um, intensely evocative of Unknown Pleasures—what else could you really want from a 

book cover? 
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Javier Marías, Berta Isla; 

design by Kelly Blair (Knopf, August 6) 

The color story is insanely good. But even better is this mysterious obscuration of the figure, which so 

elegantly blurs the viewpoint of the person holding the book. 
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Donald Hoffman, The 

Case Against Reality; design by Sarahmay Wilkinson (Norton, August 13) 

A cool, sharp book cover that invites you to keep on looking. 
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Yoko Ogawa, tr. Stephen 

Snyder, The Memory Police; design by Tyler Comrie (Pantheon, August 13) 
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This would be an attractive and functional cover with just the halftone portrait and the authoritarian seal (I 

mean, the title and author are presented as a gold foil seal—how good is that), but the added overlay of 

fragments of sketch elevates the whole thing—and makes it perfect for a novel about forgetting. 

Kimberly King Parsons, Black Light; 

design by Mark Abrams (Vintage, August 13) 

Another, very different overlay system: I love the bold text cutout against the 80s-style portrait—it looks as if 

someone printed the title and author on the school copier and used it to make a very cool poster for the school 

dance. 
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Téa Obreht, Inland; design 

by Jaya Miceli, art by Tamara Ruiz (Random House, August 13) 

The text treatment says Important Literary Novel and the impressionistic, almost cutout sky says Beautiful 

Language and Epic Storytelling, and both are correct. 
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Susan 

Steinberg, Machine; design by Kimberly Glyder (Graywolf, August 20) 
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Here the text rests on trompe d’oeil paint swipes instead of trompe d’oeil paper cutouts, which works 

perfectly with this experimental, irregularly fragmented novel. Which isn’t even to comment on that shifted 

perspective—a common image titled just enough to render it unfamiliar and therefore striking. 

ARTICLE CONTINUES AFTER ADVERTISEMENT 

Rion Amilcar Scott, The World 

Doesn’t Require You; design by Laywan Kwan, art direction by Steve Attardo (Norton, August 20) 

A gorgeous painting with a strong typeface: this is one of those super-successful covers that makes me want 

to immediately pick up the book. 
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Ayse Papatya Bucak, The 

Trojan War Museum: and Other Stories; design by Alex Merto, art direction by Ingsu Liu (Norton, August 

20) 

A very good use of the classics. 
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Mary-Kay Wilmers, Human 

Relations & Other Difficulties; design and art by Peter Campbell (FSG, August 27) 

I love this one, and not least because they snuck a penis on a book cover. 
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Nell Zink, Doxology; 

design by Allison Saltzman (Ecco, August 27) 
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On its face, this is the weirdest text treatment of this very exciting month of text: each letter of the title is its 

own crumpled note, unfolded and laid over this lovely painting. It’s irreverent and appealing—not unlike like 

Zink’s writing itself. The UK cover is great too. 

book cover designbook coversdesign 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Emily Temple 

Emily Temple is a senior editor at Lit Hub. Her first novel, The Lightness, will be published by William 

Morrow in 2020. 

 

https://lithub.com/the-12-best-book-covers-of-august/ 

  

https://www.commarts.com/project/29590/doxology-cover
https://lithub.com/tag/book-cover-design/
https://lithub.com/tag/book-covers/
https://lithub.com/tag/design/
https://lithub.com/author/emily-temple/
https://lithub.com/the-12-best-book-covers-of-august/
https://lithub.com/author/emily-temple/
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How memories form and fade 

Strong memories are encoded by teams of neurons working together in synchrony 

California Institute of Technology 

Summary: 

Researchers have identified the neural processes that make some memories fade rapidly while other memories 

persist over time. 

     

FULL STORY 

 

 

Memories in the brain concept (stock image). 

Credit: © metamorworks / Adobe Stock 

Why is it that you can remember the name of your childhood best friend that you haven't seen in years yet 

easily forget the name of a person you just met a moment ago? In other words, why are some memories stable 

over decades, while others fade within minutes? 

Using mouse models, Caltech researchers have now determined that strong, stable memories are encoded by 

"teams" of neurons all firing in synchrony, providing redundancy that enables these memories to persist over 

time. The research has implications for understanding how memory might be affected after brain damage, 

such as by strokes or Alzheimer's disease. 

The work was done in the laboratory of Carlos Lois, research professor of biology, and is described in a paper 

that appears in the August 23 of the journal Science. Lois is also an affiliated faculty member of the Tianqiao 

and Chrissy Chen Institute for Neuroscience at Caltech. 

https://stock.adobe.com/
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Led by postdoctoral scholar Walter Gonzalez, the team developed a test to examine mice's neural activity as 

they learn about and remember a new place. In the test, a mouse was placed in a straight enclosure, about 5 

feet long with white walls. Unique symbols marked different locations along the walls -- for example, a bold 

plus sign near the right-most end and an angled slash near the center. Sugar water (a treat for mice) was 

placed at either end of the track. While the mouse explored, the researchers measured the activity of specific 

neurons in the mouse hippocampus (the region of the brain where new memories are formed) that are known 

to encode for places. 

When an animal was initially placed in the track, it was unsure of what to do and wandered left and right until 

it came across the sugar water. In these cases, single neurons were activated when the mouse took notice of a 

symbol on the wall. But over multiple experiences with the track, the mouse became familiar with it and 

remembered the locations of the sugar. As the mouse became more familiar, more and more neurons were 

activated in synchrony by seeing each symbol on the wall. Essentially, the mouse was recognizing where it 

was with respect to each unique symbol. 

To study how memories fade over time, the researchers then withheld the mice from the track for up to 20 

days. Upon returning to the track after this break, mice that had formed strong memories encoded by higher 

numbers of neurons remembered the task quickly. Even though some neurons showed different activity, the 

mouse's memory of the track was clearly identifiable when analyzing the activity of large groups of neurons. 

In other words, using groups of neurons enables the brain to have redundancy and still recall memories even if 

some of the original neurons fall silent or are damaged. 

Gonzalez explains: "Imagine you have a long and complicated story to tell. In order to preserve the story, you 

could tell it to five of your friends and then occasionally get together with all of them to re-tell the story and 

help each other fill in any gaps that an individual had forgotten. Additionally, each time you re-tell the story, 

you could bring new friends to learn and therefore help preserve it and strengthen the memory. In an 

analogous way, your own neurons help each other out to encode memories that will persist over time." 

Memory is so fundamental to human behavior that any impairment to memory can severely impact our daily 

life. Memory loss that occurs as part of normal aging can be a significant handicap for senior citizens. 

Moreover, memory loss caused by several diseases, most notably Alzheimer's, has devastating consequences 

that can interfere with the most basic routines including recognizing relatives or remembering the way back 

home. This work suggests that memories might fade more rapidly as we age because a memory is encoded by 

fewer neurons, and if any of these neurons fail, the memory is lost. The study suggests that one day, designing 

treatments that could boost the recruitment of a higher number of neurons to encode a memory could help 

prevent memory loss. 

"For years, people have known that the more you practice an action, the better chance that you will remember 

it later," says Lois. "We now think that this is likely, because the more you practice an action, the higher the 

number of neurons that are encoding the action. The conventional theories about memory storage postulate 

that making a memory more stable requires the strengthening of the connections to an individual neuron. Our 

results suggest that increasing the number of neurons that encode the same memory enables the memory to 

persist for longer." 

The paper is titled "Persistence of neuronal representations through time and damage in the hippocampus." In 

addition to Gonzalez and Lois, co-authors are undergraduate Hanwen Zhang and former lab technician Anna 

Harutyunyan. Funding was provided by the American Heart Association, the Della Martin Foundation, the 

Burroughs Wellcome Fund, and a BRAIN Initiative grant from the National Institute of Neurological 

Disorders and Stroke. 
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Story Source: 

Materials provided by California Institute of Technology. Original written by Lori Dajose. Note: Content may 

be edited for style and length. 

 

Journal Reference: 

1. Walter G. Gonzalez, Hanwen Zhang, Anna Harutyunyan, Carlos Lois. Persistence of neuronal 

representations through time and damage in the hippocampus. Science, 2019: Vol. 365, Issue 6455, 

pp. 821-825 DOI: 10.1126/science.aav9199 

 

https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2019/08/190823140729.htm 

  

https://www.caltech.edu/about/news/how-memories-form-and-fade
https://www.caltech.edu/
http://dx.doi.org/10.1126/science.aav9199
https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2019/08/190823140729.htm
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How Nature Works, in Stunning Psychedelic Illustrations of Scientific Processes and Phenomena from 

a 19th-Century French Physics Textbook 

A scrumptious quest “to satisfy that invincible tendency of our minds, which urges us on to understand the 

reason of things.” 

BY MARIA POPOVA 

A century before the trailblazing photographer Berenice Abbott created her arresting visualizations of 

scientific processes and phenomena, the French mathematician, science writer, and liberal journalist Amédée 

Guillemin (July 5, 1826–January 2, 1893) enlisted gifted artists in illustrating his wildly popular science 

books. In consonance with the pioneering 19th-century information designer Emma Willard’s conviction that 

knowledge is most readily received when “addressed to the eye,”Guillemin understood that the fundamental 

laws of nature appear too remote and slippery to the human mind. To make them comprehensible, he had to 

make their elegant abstract mathematics tangible and captivating for the eye. 

He had to make physics beautiful. 

 

Light distribution on soap bubble from Le monde physique. Available as a print. 

https://www.brainpickings.org/2012/12/03/berenice-abbott-documenting-science/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2012/12/03/berenice-abbott-documenting-science/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2019/07/09/emma-willard/
https://society6.com/product/light-distribution-on-soap-bubble-from-le-monde-physique-1882_print?sku=s6-11475521p4a1v1?curator=brainpicker
https://society6.com/product/light-distribution-on-soap-bubble-from-le-monde-physique-1882_print?sku=s6-11475521p4a1v1?curator=brainpicker
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Although Guillemin published prolifically on many distinct scientific subjects — the Sun and the Moon, 

volcanoes and earthquakes, railways and the telephone, the nature of sound and light — his magnum opus 

was the comprehensive 1868 physics textbook Les phénomènes de la physique, which became the backbone 

of his five-volume 1882 popular encyclopedia Le monde physique, or The Physical World. 

Featuring 31 colored lithographs, 80 black-and-white plates, and 2,012 illustrated diagrams, the encyclopedia 

owes much of its success to this beguiling visual presentation of the processes and phenomena Guillemin 

elucidates: gravity, sound, light, heat, magnetism, electricity, meteors. 

“Rainbow double refraction, reflection and scattering of light inside raindrops” from Les phénomènes de la 

physique. Wellcome Collection. Available as a print. 

The most arresting illustrations, many of them preserved by the Wellcome Collection, were done by the 

Parisian intaglio printer and engraver René Henri Digeon, based on sketches by the physicist Jean Thiébault 

Silbermann, who made the first measurements in thermochemistry. 

https://society6.com/product/double-rainbow-from-les-phenomenes-de-la-physique-1868_print?sku=s6-11475763p4a1v1?curator=brainpicker
https://wellcomecollection.org/
https://society6.com/product/double-rainbow-from-les-phenomenes-de-la-physique-1868_print?sku=s6-11475763p4a1v1?curator=brainpicker
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Crystals exhibiting interference of color, from Le monde physique. Available as a print. 

https://society6.com/product/crystals-exhibiting-interference-of-color-from-le-monde-physique-1882_print?curator=brainpicker
https://society6.com/product/crystals-exhibiting-interference-of-color-from-le-monde-physique-1882_print?curator=brainpicker
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“Monochromatic fringes” from Le monde physique. Available as a print.

https://society6.com/product/monochromatic-fringes-from-le-monde-physique-1882_print?sku=s6-11476446p4a1v2?curator=brainpicker
https://society6.com/product/monochromatic-fringes-from-le-monde-physique-1882_print?sku=s6-11476446p4a1v2?curator=brainpicker
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“Polychromatic fringes” 

https://society6.com/product/polychromatic-fringes-from-le-monde-physique-1882_print?sku=s6-11476452p4a1v1?curator=brainpicker
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from Le monde physique. Wellcome Collection. Available as a print. 

Reminiscent of Goethe’s graphically daring diagrams of color perception, the psychedelic images depict the 

spectral distribution of color and the behavior of light as it passes through various materials, ranging from a 

bird’s feather to a tourmaline-coated crystal. 

“Spectra of various light sources, solar, stellar, metallic, gaseous, electric” from Les phénomènes de la 

physique. Wellcome Collection. Available as a print.

https://society6.com/product/polychromatic-fringes-from-le-monde-physique-1882_print?sku=s6-11476452p4a1v1?curator=brainpicker
https://www.brainpickings.org/2016/10/25/goethe-color-diagrams/
https://society6.com/product/spectra-of-various-substances-from-les-phenomenes-de-la-physique-1868_print?sku=s6-11476441p4a1v1?curator=brainpicker
https://society6.com/product/spectra-of-various-substances-from-les-phenomenes-de-la-physique-1868_print?sku=s6-11476441p4a1v1?curator=brainpicker
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Color wheel based on the 

classification system of the French chemist Michel Eugène Chevreul, from Les phénomènes de la physique. 

Wellcome Collection. Available as a print.

https://society6.com/product/color-classification-wheel-from-les-phenomenes-de-la-physique-1868_print?curator=brainpicker
https://society6.com/product/color-classification-wheel-from-les-phenomenes-de-la-physique-1868_print?curator=brainpicker
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Color scale from violet to 

yellow, from Les phénomènes de la physique. Wellcome Collection. Available as a print. 

https://society6.com/product/color-scale-from-violet-to-yellow-les-phenomenes-de-la-physique-1868_print?sku=s6-11476467p4a1v1?curator=brainpicker
https://society6.com/product/color-scale-from-violet-to-yellow-les-phenomenes-de-la-physique-1868_print?sku=s6-11476467p4a1v1?curator=brainpicker
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Said to have inspired Jules Verne, Les phénomènes de la physique enchanted masses of lay readers and 

modeled for generations of scientists an engaging new way of presenting their work. On the borderline 

between these two worlds stood the scientifically voracious but formally untrained Winifred Lockyear, wife 

of Norman Lockyear — the world’s first professor of astrophysics, discoverer of helium, and founder of the 

journal Nature. In the final years of her life, Lockyear set about translating Guillemin’s masterwork. It was 

published in 1877 under the title The Forces of Nature: a Popular Introduction to the Study of Physical 

Phenomena (public domain) — her legacy to the English-speaking world. 

Lockyear took especial care to preserve Guillemin’s spellbinding prose. True to the expository sensibility of 

his century and to the great literary tradition of his country, he approached his science books with a 

philosopher-poet’s sensitivity to the underlying human hungers driving our search for knowledge. He writes 

in the preface: 

. 

From time immemorial the mind of man has felt a strong desire to fathom the laws which govern the various 

phenomena of Nature, and to understand her in her most secret work in short, to make itself master of her 

forces, in order to render them as useful to material as to intellectual and moral life; such is the noble 

undertaking to which the greatest minds have devoted themselves. For too long did man wander in this eager 

and often dangerous pursuit of truth: beginning with fanciful interpretations in his infancy, he by degrees 

substituted hypothesis for fable; and then, at length, understanding the true method, that of experimental 

observation, he has been able, after innumerable efforts, to give in imperishable formulae, the most general 

idea of the principal phenomena of the physical world. 

Polar aurora 

borealis, observed on January 19, 1839, from The Forces of Nature. Available as a print. 

http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/1340759144/braipick-20
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/1340759144/braipick-20
https://archive.org/details/forcesofnaturepo00guilrich/page/x
https://society6.com/product/aurora-borealis-from-the-forces-of-nature-18772261097_print?sku=s6-11475854p4a1v1?curator=brainpicker
https://society6.com/product/aurora-borealis-from-the-forces-of-nature-18772261097_print?sku=s6-11475854p4a1v1?curator=brainpicker
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Half a century after Schopenhauer contemplated the essential difference between how art and science 

illuminate the world, Guillemin subverts the common stereotype of art belonging to the passions and science 

to the cold intellect, and adds: 

“Electrical light in rarefied gas” from Les phénomènes de la physique. Wellcome Collection. Available as a 

print 

In order thus to place itself in communion with Nature, our intelligence draws from two springs, both bright 

and pure, and equally fruitful — Art and Science: but it is by different, we may say even by opposite, methods 

that these springs at which man may satisfy his thirst for the ideals, which constitute his nobleness and 

greatness, the love of the beautiful, truth and justice, have been reached. The artist abstains from dulling the 

brilliancy of his impressions by a cold analysis; the man of science, on the contrary, in presence of Nature, 

endeavours only to strip off the magnificent and poetical surroundings, to dissect it, so to speak, in order to 

dive into all the hidden secrets ; but his enjoyment is not less than that of the artist, when he has succeeded in 

reconstructing, in its intelligible whole, this world of phenomena of which his power of abstraction has 

enabled him to investigate the laws. 

https://www.brainpickings.org/2016/08/05/schopenhauer-art-science/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2016/08/05/schopenhauer-art-science/
https://society6.com/product/electrical-light-in-rarefied-gas-from-les-phenomenes-de-la-physique-1868_print?sku=s6-11476485p4a1v1?curator=brainpicker
https://society6.com/product/electrical-light-in-rarefied-gas-from-les-phenomenes-de-la-physique-1868_print?sku=s6-11476485p4a1v1?curator=brainpicker
https://society6.com/product/electrical-light-in-rarefied-gas-from-les-phenomenes-de-la-physique-1868_print?sku=s6-11476485p4a1v1?curator=brainpicker
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We must not seek then in the study of physical phenomena, from a purely scientific point of view, the 

fascination of poetical or picturesque description; on the other hand, such a study is eminently fit to satisfy 

that invincible tendency of our minds, which urges us on to understand the reason of things — that fatality 

which dominates us, but which it is possible for us to make use of to the free and legitimate satisfaction of our 

faculties. 

. “Forms of snow crystals” from The Forces of 

Nature. Available as a print.

https://society6.com/product/forms-of-snow-crystals-from-the-forces-of-nature-1877_print?sku=s6-11476474p4a1v1?curator=brainpicker
https://society6.com/product/forms-of-snow-crystals-from-the-forces-of-nature-1877_print?sku=s6-11476474p4a1v1?curator=brainpicker
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“Forms of electric discharges” from The Forces of Nature. Available as a print. 

Complement with French artist and astronomer Étienne Léopold Trouvelot’s stunning astronomical 

drawings from the same era and Goethe’s theory of color and emotion, conceived half a century earlier, then 

revisit artist Vivian Torrence’s enchanting depictions of scientific phenomena, created a century later. 

HT Public Domain Review 

 

https://www.brainpickings.org/2019/08/20/amedee-guillemin-le-monde-

physique/?mc_cid=d7ab67dd06&mc_eid=d1c16ac662 

  

https://society6.com/product/forms-of-electric-discharges-from-the-forces-of-nature-1877_print?sku=s6-11476471p4a1v1?curator=brainpicker
https://www.brainpickings.org/2016/07/07/trouvelots-astronomical-drawings/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2016/07/07/trouvelots-astronomical-drawings/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2012/08/17/goethe-theory-of-colours/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2018/03/11/chemistry-imagined-roald-hoffmann-vivian-torrence-carl-sagan
https://publicdomainreview.org/collections/optics-illustrations-from-the-physics-textbooks-of-amedee-guillemin-1868-1882/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2019/08/20/amedee-guillemin-le-monde-physique/?mc_cid=d7ab67dd06&mc_eid=d1c16ac662
https://www.brainpickings.org/2019/08/20/amedee-guillemin-le-monde-physique/?mc_cid=d7ab67dd06&mc_eid=d1c16ac662
https://society6.com/product/forms-of-electric-discharges-from-the-forces-of-nature-1877_print?sku=s6-11476471p4a1v1?curator=brainpicker
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New bioprinting tech creates body parts within seconds 

By Ben Coxworth 

 

A hollow mouse pulmonary artery, 3D-printed using the new technique 

Alain Herzog / 2019 EPFL 

VIEW 1 IMAGE 

We've recently been hearing a lot about 3D-bioprinting, a technique in which small body parts can be 3D-

printed out of biological tissue. Now, new technology promises to make the process quicker and thus more 

practical than ever. 

Ordinarily, bioprinting is performed in a fashion much like regular 3D printing – an object is slowly built up 

as successive layers of material are deposited one on top of the other. This means that it can take hours or 

perhaps days to produce even a simple item. 

Lately, though, scientists have been experimenting with a faster method of printing a variety of non-biological 

objects, which is known as volumetric printing. Working with colleagues at the Netherlands' Utrecht 

University, a team from the Swiss EMPA research institute has adapted that technology to produce body parts 

measuring up to several square centimeters in size – these parts have included a valve similar to a heart valve, 

a meniscus, and a complex-shaped section of femur. 

https://newatlas.com/author/ben-coxworth/
https://newatlas.com/bioprinting-breakthrough-full-scale-heart-parts/60891/
https://newatlas.com/volumetric-3d-printing-laser/52546/
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The process involves projecting a laser beam down into a slowly-spinning tube that's filled with a stem cell-

laden photosensitive hydrogel. By selectively focusing the light energy at specific locations within the tube, 

it's possible to solidify the gel in those places only, building up the desired three-dimensional object within a 

matter of seconds. The stem cells are unharmed in the process. 

Next, the scientists add endothelial cells, which are the type that line the interior surface of blood vessels. This 

causes the item to become vascularized, while the stem cells proceed to differentiate into the type of cells 

needed (i.e: heart cells, bone cells, etc). The finished item may subsequently be utilized either as a 

replacement in a human recipient, or in medical testing, reducing the need for lab animals. 

"This is just the beginning," says Christophe Moser, head of EPFL's Laboratory of Applied Photonics 

Devices. "We believe that our method is inherently scalable towards mass fabrication and could be used to 

produce a wide range of cellular tissue models, not to mention medical devices and personalized implants." 

The volumetric bioprinting process is described in a paper that was recently published in the 

journal Advanced Materials, and is demonstrated in the video below. 

Bioprinting complex living tissue in just a few seconds 

Source: EPFL 

We recommend 

1. D’Trends Appoints Feng to Company Board 

GenomeWeb, 2000 

2. Into the Budget Mix 

GenomeWeb, 2014 

3. TRACERx Study Characterizes Immune Relationship to Lung Tumor Evolution 

GenomeWeb, 2019 

1. Accelrys Posts 3-Percent Rise in Q3 Revenue; Eyes 'Right M&A Opportunities' 

GenomeWeb, 2009 

2. Who Doesn't Want a Board Game About Disease? 

GenomeWeb, 2009 

3. CAREERS: 'A Large Surplus of Expendable Trainees' 

GenomeWeb, 2010 

 

 

https://newatlas.com/3d-printing/volumetric-3d-bioprinting/ 

  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stem_cell
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1002/adma.201904209
https://actu.epfl.ch/news/bioprinting-complex-living-tissue-in-just-a-few-se/
https://www.genomeweb.com/informatics/d%E2%80%99trends-appoints-feng-company-board?utm_source=TrendMD&utm_medium=TrendMD&utm_campaign=1&trendmd-shared=1#.W6wdgMdZrnc
https://www.genomeweb.com/blog/budget-mix?utm_source=TrendMD&utm_medium=TrendMD&utm_campaign=1&trendmd-shared=1#.W76SgMdZrnc
https://www.genomeweb.com/sequencing/tracerx-study-characterizes-immune-relationship-lung-tumor-evolution?utm_source=TrendMD&utm_medium=TrendMD&utm_campaign=1&trendmd-shared=1
https://www.genomeweb.com/informatics/accelrys-posts-3-percent-rise-q3-revenue-eyes-right-ma-opportunities?utm_source=TrendMD&utm_medium=TrendMD&utm_campaign=1&trendmd-shared=1#.W7FjgONlB-E
https://www.genomeweb.com/blog/who-doesnt-want-board-game-about-disease?utm_source=TrendMD&utm_medium=TrendMD&utm_campaign=1&trendmd-shared=1#.W76SgMdZrnc
https://www.genomeweb.com/blog/careers-large-surplus-expendable-trainees?utm_source=TrendMD&utm_medium=TrendMD&utm_campaign=1&trendmd-shared=1#.W7K1AMdZrnc
https://newatlas.com/3d-printing/volumetric-3d-bioprinting/
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What Data-Driven Corporate Medicine Has Wrought 

Terrence Holt Revisits Paul Starr's Classic, The Social Transformation of American Medicine 

By Terrence Holt 

 

There is an engraving you have probably seen, done in a late-Medieval style, depicting a young man sticking 

his head through the starry sphere and gazing, amazed, at the machinery of the Universe. This is how I feel 

when I read history. Like the man in the picture, we inhabit history without grasping it. Even when we 

glimpse its workings, it takes a historian to make sense of what we see. 

I was reminded of this by a story a younger, computer-savvy doctor told me last year, about a time he caught 

a glimpse of the primum mobile of his world—and realized later that he had entirely missed its significance. 

The hospital where he works had adopted a new electronic medical record. Despite the description, the 

program wasn’t primarily a medical record. It was billing software, designed to massage medical information 

in ways that would yield the highest returns. 

 

Neither of us was scandalized about this. It’s hard to blame a hospital for trying to get paid.  What did 

scandalize my friend was when he found that with the right sequence of clicks this new program could display 

something called the “performance characteristics” of every one of his colleagues, listing (among other 

things) how long it took them to sign off on their progress notes. Many of his colleagues, he found, like 

himself, tended to be a little late. 

Let me explain: to many doctors, chartwork is drudgery. Patients come first. To hospitals, progress notes are 

the quantum unit of production, what a hospital must have in order to bill an insurer. The kind of 

procrastination we were discussing was ordinary enough, just the ancient push-pull between employer and 

employee. Seeing that procrastination laid out and anatomized for everyone to see: that felt a little 

scandalous—an indecent airing of private sins, probably a glitch in the program, but really nothing more. 

https://lithub.com/author/terrenceholt/
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But it was more than that: “I realized later that data represented the performance characteristics of everyone in 

the hospital down to the slightest detail. Suddenly we were all working for the machine.” What my friend had 

seen turned out to be the first stirrings of a vast machinery that was about to change his world. The quantity of 

data the machine could collect, the high-resolution analysis it enabled of the physician’s every minute, had 

shifted the balance. Blind to what might actually be going on within those minutes (where the doctor and 

patient might be discussing, say, a newfound cancer), the machine focused simply on counting them, dictating 

what care doctors could provide based on standardized metrics, and not on individual human needs.  

“It’s not like we didn’t have to meet standards before this,” my friend concluded sadly. “It’s just that they’re 

able to police us now so very, very closely.” 

I thought about both that woodcut and that conversation, when I read the new updated edition of Paul 

Starr’s The Social Transformation of American Medicine (Basic Books, 2017). Starr’s brilliantly incisive 

history charts the rise of medicine as a “sovereign profession,” one that, over the course of the nineteenth and 

twentieth centuries, acquired the power and prestige to put itself above many of the forces constraining the 
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rest of us in our daily lives. Starr’s is a meticulously researched social history of a profession viewed always 

in the context of the larger sweep of history it inhabits. 

Starr begins his narrative in the colonial era, when practitioners had to carve out a new position in a new 

society: American medicine started at a disadvantage. Without the aristocracy that had, through its patronage, 

enabled British doctors to claim a place above the ruck of common tradesmen, colonial doctors confronted an 

ongoing struggle for authority. In a nascent democracy, claims to superior knowledge were suspect. 

Along a thinly-populated frontier, the difficulty of gaining access to a physician forced isolated farmers to 

rely on their own skills. Ideology and geography threatened to strangle the authority of American medicine in 

its cradle. Starr traces the profession’s recovery from its awkward beginnings through the nineteenth century, 

as medical organizations pushed for state regulation in order to restrict the activities of competing theoretical 

schools such as homeopathy. The birth of the modern hospital out of the Civil War, the growth of public 

health legislation, and finally the rise of an effective medical practice based in a scientific understanding of 

disease, all led to the establishment of a profession vested with the authority of a state within a state. 

ARTICLE CONTINUES AFTER ADVERTISEMENT 

Committed doctors will still find ways to give time to their patients, even beneath the full weight of the 

corporations’ pressure to “perform.” 

In its struggle to overcome its early weakness, the profession succeeded possibly too well. The sovereignty 

Starr sees medicine attaining in the 20th century allowed it to a great extent to police its own members, charge 

its own rates, practice how it saw fit, and to fight off anything it viewed as an encroachment on these 

prerogatives. This sovereignty helps Starr explain as well why medicine came to view itself as standing apart 

from society at large—exempt not only from economic and political forces, but from social and cultural 

influences as well. In capturing this peculiar, essential aspect of the mindset of American medicine at its 

apogee in the mid-20th century, he sets up the tragedy that emerges in the extensive epilogue appended to the 

new edition, tracking events from 1982 to 2016. 

Starr charts the decline and fall of medicine’s sovereignty under a broad range of political and economic 

forces. Burgeoning research led to increasingly expensive medical treatments and technologies. International 

competition led corporations to offshore and downsize, shedding benefits as well as employees. Consolidation 

of medical care within large corporations created a world in which the sovereign physician became an 

expensive luxury, reserved for those who could afford to sign on to so-called “concierge practices.” We are all 

familiar with the larger outlines of this story, which seems to have culminated with the passage of the 

Affordable Care Act. 

But the story has continued past this epilogue. Events move so quickly now. We might read the final chapter 

of that fall as written not on bureaucratic quadruplicate, but in binary. Where Starr’s epilogue grants one 

paragraph to the impact of the electronic medical record, just three years later we have witnessed, thanks to 

information technology, the transformation of medicine into a panopticon, in which the doctor is no more 

sovereign than any other cubicle-dweller, one more element in a system striving toward optimization of 

outcomes. 

This was what my friend had glimpsed, that day he peered into the works of the electronic medical record. 

Thanks to Starr, we have the context to understand what his story means—not just to one physician, but to all 

of us, doctor and patient alike. 

If we are not inclined to sympathize too much with doctors in their loss of sovereignty—they remain, after all, 

well-paid cogs in the machine—the means by which the profession fell, and the forces that made those means 
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so powerful, nevertheless affect us all. The world moves quickly, but this feels like a familiar story already: 

through information technology, capital amasses to itself new forms of value—forms composed of bits of 

information about everybody—and deploys this new wealth to shape the world to its advantage. Information 

technology enables corporations to squeeze the last quantum of value out of the resources—chiefly human—

at hand. The medical profession has fallen into the same mill grinding up everybody in our era, in a world in 

which everything can be monetized, down to the smallest fragments of our lives. 

In choosing to view physician “performance” (defined God knows how, but unlikely in a way that has 

anything to do with patients’ well-being) as a resource no different from any other commodity, the 

corporations now marketing health care to the public have given doctors reason to worry about who those 

corporations imagine should command physician loyalty. It’s hard to picture this disrupted world as one 

where the patient is supposed to claim the doctor’s allegiance. If the doctor-patient “encounter” is imagined as 

a line in accounts receivable, that makes it much harder for it to be honored as an episode in a relationship. 

What new chapter we are about to open in the history of medicine is difficult to foresee. But I wonder if the 

digital panopticon is really the end of the story. The panopticon is never as perfect as the individual fears—or 

the corporation wishes—it to be. Orwell understood this, and this is why he gave Winston Smith his oddly 

shaped apartment, where—out of view of Big Brother’s all-seeing eye—he still could make his own moral 

choices. Committed doctors will still find ways to give time to their patients, even beneath the full weight of 

the corporations’ pressure to “perform.” They will and can continue to do so, I believe, for two reasons. They 

will, because medicine (if we imagine that word can still refer to individual practitioners rather than a mass of 

employees) still subscribes to a moral code in which the needs of the sick must come before the demands of 

the corporation. They can, because the structures of knowledge and power we inhabit are everywhere full of 

gaps. 

The moral code speaks for itself. As for an individual physician’s continuing freedom to choose that code 

over the corporation: I come back to that engraving, and the curious, daring figure breaking through the scrim 

that hides the workings of his world. I admire his spirit, though Orwell understood how fantasies about 

individual spirit come to grief in the grip of power. Seeing in the engraving now some kind of allegory—the 

individual physician, my young friend getting a glimpse of the iron law coming to rule his world—I can’t help 

but feel the weight of all that machinery. And wonder if we can count on the efforts of overburdened 

individuals to save us all from the tyranny of that mill. 

And yet—consider as well the most important fact about that engraving. It’s not Medieval at all, but the work 

(most probably) of Camille Flammarion, the popularizer of science who first published it in the late-

nineteenth century. Done to look like a Medieval woodcut, and mistaken as such by readers for generations 

until historians set us straight (although, to be fair, Flammarion never offered it as antique), the image’s 

resonance suggests how we tell our stories, and the nuances with which we understand their relation to 

history, both matter. Each in its own way helps us puncture constraining frameworks. 

In representing an exploded paradigm, this engraving tells us something important about all such paradigms, 

about the limits of the power to be gained by the deployment of knowledge. Understanding the picture not as 

an artefact of history but as a retrospective comment about history relocates its meaning. No matter how 

complete we think our understanding—and in this I include also the corporations in their deployment of Big 

Data’s all-seeing eye—there are always gaps, fundamental flaws in the way we have framed the situation, 

things we have taken as fact that turn out, on examination, to be anything but—misprisions and 

misrepresentations suggesting the ultimate vulnerability of structures built on an unquestioning faith in the 

power of data. Compelling accounts like Starr’s that so brilliantly document and carefully locate us in social 

history help us see that the machine isn’t always what it presents itself to be. 
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Share: 

 

Terrence Holt 

Terrence Holt is the author of three books, and is an associate professor of social medicine at the University 

of North Carolina School of Medicine. 

 

https://lithub.com/what-data-driven-corporate-medicine-has-wrought/ 
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Maurice Sendak, Center Stage 

Catherine Bindman 

Photo by Janny Chiu/The Maurice Sendak Foundation/The Morgan Library & Museum 

Maurice Sendak’s design for the show scrim for The Magic Flute, 1979–1980 

“You wanted a fresh, dumb designer and, God help you, you found one,” wrote Maurice Sendak (1928–2012) 

to Frank Corsaro of their early collaboration on The Love for Three Oranges (it opened at Glyndebourne in 

May 1982). In 1978, the opera director had first commissioned the middle-aged author to devise the sets and 

costumes for a production of The Magic Flute that premiered at the Houston Grand Opera in November 

1980. Sendak protested: “I had no idea how to do such a thing.” Nevertheless, Corsaro had correctly intuited 

that the illustrator’s exceptionally inventive visual storytelling skills, his ability to represent the darkness in 

one of the Grimms’ grimmest of stories for children, The Juniper Tree, which he was reading to his son at the 

time (child abuse and decapitation loom large), would be well matched to the opera’s sinister fairytale. 

What Corsaro did not know was that Mozart was Sendak’s favorite composer—“a god I could really respect, 

because he was an artist”—and that The Magic Flute was his favorite opera. Sendak was to create designs for 

a dozen more stage productions over the next decade alone. Five of the most important—The Magic 

Flute, Where the Wild Things Are, The Cunning Little Vixen, The Love for Three Oranges, and The 

Nutcracker—are documented in an exhibition, now at the Morgan Library & Museum, of some 150 sketches, 

studies, and finished watercolors as well as dioramas, props, and costumes taken from among some nine 

hundred designs for those productions bequeathed to the Morgan by Sendak’s estate in 2013. (Their display 

here is also supported by loans from the Maurice Sendak Foundation.) 

https://www.nybooks.com/contributors/catherine-bindman/
https://cdn.nybooks.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/08/sendak9.jpg
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The Maurice Sendak Foundation/The Morgan Library & Museum 

Maurice Sendak’s diorama of Tamino in front of Sarastro’s temple, from The Magic Flute, 1979–1980 

The first work you see as you enter “Drawing the Curtain: Maurice Sendak’s Designs for Opera and Ballet,” 

the diorama for The Magic Flute showing Prince Tamino in front of Sarastro’s temple (from which he hopes 

to rescue Pamina, daughter of the Queen of the Night), is an exemplary introduction to many of Sendak’s 

discordant preoccupations, fetishes that the world of musical theater allowed him to explore at a whole new 

level. For, like many of the other little-known designs here, this particular theatrical contraption shows 

Sendak fusing Baroque scenographic methods with motifs reflecting his own formidable erudition, his 

eclectic range of artistic tastes, ranging from antiquity (or riffs on it) to old movies, and, not least, his interest 

in historic books, toys, tchotchkes, and devices of all kinds. 

Sendak’s use of painted scenery comprising wings, borders, cut cloths, and flats in this production, for 

example, allowed him to evoke the stagecraft of the inaugural production of The Magic Flute in 1791. 

Meanwhile, the Egyptian(ish) statues and hieroglyphics reference the role of such motifs in Freemasonry, as 

well as specific objects from the tomb of Tutankhamun. But with this mishmash of historic structures, styles, 

and exotic foliage, Sendak, who wrote about seeing Disney’s Pinocchio and Fantasia (both 1940) as among 

the fundamental artistic and emotional experiences of his Brooklyn childhood, also created what looks 

suspiciously like a scene out of a Hollywood Old Testament extravaganza. (One can almost picture the 

crumbling stonework falling—and bouncing.) And the proscenium arch, decorated with Egypto-kitsch and 

filtered through an Art Deco lens, might equally have been lifted from one of the 1930s moviehouses of 

Brooklyn. 

https://cdn.nybooks.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/08/sendak-diorama.jpg
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The Maurice Sendak Foundation 

Maurice Sendak’s diorama of Max’s sea journey for Where the Wild Things Are, 1979–1983 

This motley assemblage nonetheless conjures something oddly familiar. For in his scenography for The 

Magic Flute (and other productions), Sendak devised, in effect, a series of giant pop-up books. The 

illustrator’s two-dimensional approach not only evoked historic stagecraft but enabled him to transfer 

illustration to the stage in the most direct and highly intentional way. Young Tamino alone in a scene framed 

by trees is decidedly reminiscent of an illustration from Wild Things (“That very night in Max’s room a forest 

grew”), but here animated. In two beautiful dioramas for the musical of Wild Things (a 1984 London 

production with Corsaro), both Max and the sea-monster spring up from the stage as two-dimensional figures 

set against layers of scenery that merely hint at a sense of perspective. In Sendak’s 1983 Nutcracker in 

Seattle, too, Clara rode in a ship as two-dimensional as the one in the design for it on waves created by layers 

of painted flats. 

Indeed, Sendak had always been fascinated by the pop-up books of his own childhood as well as the 

mechanical books of an earlier era, like Lothar Meggendorfer’s International Circus (1888). As the playwright 

Tony Kushner has noted, “It is only on the stage that Sendak characters actually move among Sendak forests, 

houses, and ruins… But for all their depth, sound and motion, for all their atmospherically evocative power, 

[his designs] evoke nothing more powerfully than they do the book illustrations of Maurice Sendak.” 

https://cdn.nybooks.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/08/sendak-waves.jpg
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Photo by Janny Chiu/The Maurice Sendak Foundation/The Morgan Library & Museum 

Maurice Sendak: Ship (Nutcracker), 1982–1984 

This is actually the fourth exhibition of Maurice Sendak’s work at the Morgan—and the most comprehensive 

of them. The museum was offered many of his stage designs, the exhibition’s curator, Rachel Federman, told 

me, but for reasons of space it focused on these five major productions. The special thing here is the chance to 

look at them alongside the works in the Morgan that directly inspired them, not least those from its 

distinguished collection of William Blake’s watercolors, drawings by the Tiepolos (père et fils), and music 

https://cdn.nybooks.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/08/sendak14.jpg
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manuscripts. We are offered an unusually intimate understanding of the artist’s long history with the museum, 

as well as of his relationship to the work of specific artists. 

In 1977, seeking a “color clue” for his preliminary drawings for Outside Over There, an unpleasant tale of an 

infant snatched away by goblins, Sendak “sat and looked through a magnifying glass at Blake’s illustrations 

for Milton’s ‘L’Allegro’ and ‘Il Penseroso,’ a suite of illustrations that I’ve always loved.” He began work 

on The Magic Flute in the next year, and the influence of Blake’s watercolors on those designs is evident. The 

diaphanous blue in the night sky of Blake’s The Goblin (circa 1816–1820) from L’Allegro, for example, is 

reflected in the background of the show scrim for the opera. Mozart is shown in silhouette on the scrim in the 

forest cabin in which he composed The Magic Flute, a structure apparently inspired by the simple wood-

framed building also found in The Goblin. (Mozart in his Blakean cabin also appears, unaccountably, in a 

cameo role in an illustration in Outside Over There.) And in his design for the Temple of the Sun backdrop 

for the finale, Sendak seems to have adopted the pastel colors and luminous rainbow of Blake’s Milton’s 

Mysterious Dream. 

Photo by Janny Chiu/The Maurice Sendak Foundation/The Morgan Library & Museum 

Maurice Sendak's design for the show curtain for The Love for Three Oranges, 1981 

1.  

2.  

But while Blake and Mozart were preeminent in his artistic canon, Sendak borrowed most directly and 

shamelessly from the work of the Tiepolos in his designs for Prokofiev’s The Love for Three 

Oranges (another Corsaro production, which opened at Glyndebourne in 1982). He directly quotes Giovanni 

Domenico Tiepolo’s pen-and-ink drawing of The Chaperoned Visit, cheekily posing the mincingly genteel 
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young couple as the Fata Morgana, the evil witch (here with a bonnet even more absurd than her prototype’s), 

stepping forth with her rival, the foppish Tchèlio. He also lifted from both Domenico Tiepolo’s Punchinello 

Beside a Villa Wall and Giovanni Battista Tiepolo’s famous drawing of the Drunken Punchinello to create a 

composite version for the curtain accompanying the march section of the opera. 

The Maurice Sendak Foundation/The Morgan Library & Museum 

Maurice Sendak’s moonlit backdrop for The Cunning Little Vixen, 1983 

“It is an odd matter indeed,” Sendak wrote to Corsaro at the time, “this almost magical union that occurs 

between stealer and stealee; it is as though I know what I want but can see it only inside (in this case) a 

Tiepolo drawing and then I can draw it out and make it quite properly my own.” 

Notably, too, the sense of lurking menace that removes Sendak’s children’s books from the realm of the 

saccharine (one of the attributes that had attracted Corsaro in the first place) seeps into his stage work. It can 

be found in the scenery flat for Three Oranges, with its horridly grinning skeleton boat crew and in the 

gloomy ruins that haunt scenes from New York City Opera’s The Cunning Little Vixen (1981, again with 

Corsaro), probably inspired by the Romantic landscapes of Caspar David Friedrich and Samuel Palmer. 

Sendak even resisted The Nutcracker’s traditional “confectionary goings-on” in favor of a more sinister and 

erotic tale, closer to E.T.A. Hoffmann’s original story. 

https://cdn.nybooks.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/08/sendak-vixen.jpg
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Photo by Graham S. Haber/The Maurice Sendak Foundation/The Morgan Library & Museum 

Maurice Sendak: Fantasy Sketch (Mozart, Der Schauspieldirektor), 1987 

1.  
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2.  

But the creepiness is tempered by much joy, especially in the storyboards. These reflect both Sendak’s initial 

ignorance of the conventions of stage design and what he called “the perfect good” of “hauling into my 

theater designs all the vast repertoire of my life as an illustrator.” Sendak had long created little storyboards of 

“fantasy sketches,” tiny sequential vignettes relating to favorite pieces of music. Among the most delightful is 

one for an imagined production of The Magic Flute, on which he had already begun working in 1975, and 

another for Mozart’s Idomeneo. 

In both, the work of Sendak’s great musical hero has been subverted by the illustrator’s own peculiar comic 

sensibility—to glorious effect. In the Magic Flute sheet, the Queen of the Night stands in the foreground, her 

arms extended and head thrown back like an aging pop diva on a comeback tour. In the Idomeneo drawing, a 

figure in eighteenth-century dress removes the top of his sea-serpent costume, the head of which nonetheless 

intimidates a small group of onlookers. The finished storyboards for productions such as Wild 

Things and Three Oranges even show the little scenes divided into cells like those in a comic strip or an 

animated film. 

The Maurice Sendak Foundation/The Morgan Library & Museum 

Maurice Sendak’s costume studies for insects for The Cunning Little Vixen, 1981 

Sendak himself identified the “crappy toys,” “tinsel movies,” and comic books of his childhood as “the only 

art I grew up with… and for some reason I find it very important.” A moving drawing by Sendak at the end of 

the exhibition, along with Mozart’s manuscript for Der Schauspieldirektor that inspired it, shows the great 

https://cdn.nybooks.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/08/sendak-vixen-insects.jpg
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composer bounding through the illustrator’s version of the script as if in a Disney cartoon short. For all the 

revelations of this extraordinary exhibition, it is this drawing and Sendak’s sheet of watercolor costume 

studies for insects from Cunning Little Vixen (1981) that have remained most vivid for me. 

These tiny human figures in bug costumes, each type meticulously labeled “grasshopper,” “ladybug,” 

“various beetles,” and so on, will not be corralled. Instead, they blithely cavort, negotiate, gossip, and dance 

in unison in little chorus lines across the page—it’s a sublime Sendak-style nuttiness that I defy you to resist. 

 

“Drawing the Curtain: Maurice Sendak’s Designs for Opera and Ballet” is at the Morgan Library & 

Museum through October 6. 

 

https://www.nybooks.com/daily/2019/08/29/maurice-sendak-center-stage/ 
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Dignity vs. Money: Europe, Please Choose 

Ilija Trojanow on the Chasm Between Europe's Actions and Its Ideals 

By Ilija Trojanow 

 

August 29, 2019 

As Brexit looms, British governance descends deeper into chaos, further jeopardizing the idea of a united 

Europe based in the values of democracy and universal human rights. Fragile to begin with, though—as poet 

Illija Trojanow points out below—European ideals have not always aligned with European actions. The 2019 

Open Letter to Europe is an initiative of the international festival Days of Poetry and Wine, in collaboration 

with Berlin-based Allianz Kulturstiftung. Each year, the festival’s curators pick a prominent poet and give 

them an opportunity to address Europe and shine a spotlight on the problems they consider the most pressing. 

Last year, the laureate was Swedish poet Athena Farrokhzad. This year’s letter by Ilija Trojanow, translated 

from the German, was read publicly at the opening of the festival. 

____________________________ 

A Letter to Europe 

Dear Europeans, dear accomplices, dear fellow victims, 

I recently received an email from Aisha al-Gaddafi, the only daughter of Libya’s former dictator. We didn’t 

know each other, and yet Mrs. Gaddafi wrote very confidently that she would entrust $27.5 million to me if 

I’d help her to invest the money in my country. She would reward me with a handsome commission of 30 

percent of this sum. She requested that I get in touch with her as a matter of urgency. 

https://lithub.com/author/ilijatrojanow/
http://www.versoteque.com/
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I didn’t believe that Mrs. Gaddafi personally had written to me, of course. It wasn’t the first time I’d been 

contacted like this, after all. You’ve probably received a similar missive at least once in your life—in the past 

as a letter, for a brief time by fax, and for some time now by email. It’s the setup for a con. 

Nigerians call this a “419” after the relevant paragraph of their country’s criminal code. Someone writes to 

you, claiming to have access to gigantic sums of (misappropriated) money. That someone would like you to 

help him or her to get this cash out of Nigeria (or Russia or Brazil or some other country). Enterprising 

Nigerians send out millions of these mails, and if a recipient falls for their trick, they ask for some modest 

administrative payments to grease the wheels for the big windfall. Agree to a face-to-face meeting with one of 

these shysters and they’ll lead you a merry dance. 

ARTICLE CONTINUES AFTER ADVERTISEMENT 

Europeans usually talk or write about 419 cases as an example of the tremendous corruption in countries such 

as Nigeria, expressing a mixture of indignation and amusement. Less frequently mentioned is the behavior of 

the con’s targets, who are generally regarded as victims despite in fact being accomplices. How do the senders 

of these emails come up with the seemingly fanciful idea of enticing someone in Europe with absurd tales of 

gold and gemstones? The sting works only because it’s clear to both parties that Nigerians, Libyans or Iraqis 

are handing over their dirty money to a “whiter-than-white” European to look after and launder. No one is 

surprised by how obvious it seems that Europeans are blindly trusted to guard the grubbed millions. 

This is clearly one of our jobs under the global division of labor. Other people steal, we fence; one dollar 

washes the other. Every 419 email is a sign that corruption in the global South is only possible because the 

stolen money eventually ends up somewhere here, be it London or Zurich, Cyprus or Liechtenstein. 

As citizens of Europe, we need to take a look at our own schizophrenia. 

And yet we’re appalled by the scale of corruption in the South. Around $50 billion is embezzled every year in 

the world’s poorest countries. Capital flees to the North. It isn’t quite as easy to designate who’s responsible 

for the basic tone of globalized capitalism as many of us would like to think. Transparency International, for 

example, thinks that Somalia is the most corrupt country on earth, whereas the renowned Italian journalist 

Roberto Saviano, who has been studying mafia-style organizations for decades, is of the opinion that Great 

Britain is the most corrupt state in the world (London has degenerated into a playground for international 

crooks). 

Transparency and Saviano are both right, but as citizens of Europe, we need to take a look at our own 

schizophrenia. We demand good governance and launder dirty money—both at once, with our hearts in the 

sky and our fat arses on the couch of complacency. 

In late 18th-century Edinburgh there lived a man named William Brodie, an elegant gentleman who ran a 

cabinetmaker’s shop and was respected by his fellow citizens. By day he served on the city council and 

reliably fulfilled his clients’ orders; by night he would break into his customers’ houses and rob them . . . until 

one day he was arrested and executed. 

William Brodie would be long forgotten if Robert Louis Stevenson hadn’t seen in him an extreme symbol of a 

disturbing human trait—the split personality. Stevenson wrote about Brodie three times. His first two attempts 

were plays that flopped, the third—a fast-paced novella called The Strange Case of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. 

Hyde—became a bestseller. 

“I was born in the year 18— to a large fortune, endowed besides with excellent parts, inclined by nature to 

industry, fond of the respect of the wise and good among my fellow men, and thus, as might have been 

supposed, with every guarantee of an honorable and distinguished future.” Thus begins Dr. Jekyll’s 
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confession in the final chapter of the book. He is an eminent doctor—a man who heals people, who prizes 

education and knowledge, and a prominent member of society. 

At the same time, however, he is the callous and brutal epitome of blind greed, a man by the name of Mr. 

Hyde. 

There is no Dr. Jekyll on the one hand and Mr. Hyde on the other, but a creature that was “committed to a 

profound duplicity of life.” Also: “I saw that of the two natures that contended in the field of my 

consciousness, even if I could rightly be said to be either, it was only because I was radically both. 

Europe—or, to be more precise, the European Union—is Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde. 

Dr. Jekyll is neither innocent nor naïve nor blind. He recognizes the enemy within, and he would dearly love 

to vanquish him. Eventually, though, he gives up the fight. 

A direct line can be drawn between this story and the present. What is true of individuals can also hold for 

societies as a whole. Europe—or, to be more precise, the European Union—is Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde. 

In 2017 the president of the European Commission, Jean-Claude Juncker, expressed horror at the state of 

refugee camps in Libya. “I can’t sleep easy when I think about what’s happening to those people who went to 

Libya to try and improve their lives, only to find themselves in hell.” Europe must not “be silent in the face of 

this outrageous problem, which dates back to another century.” He was “very shocked” by reports that 

refugees in Libya were being sold as slaves. “I didn’t know until two months ago the full extent of the 

problem. It’s become a constant, urgent situation.” It’s easy to understand Juncker’s horror. In Libya thirty 

refugees or so are packed into cells measuring less than five square meters, and they’re starving because 

they’re only fed every three days. According to a report by the NGO Doctors without Borders, their living 

conditions have been getting steadily worse. Almost a quarter of the inmates in Sabaa prison in Tripoli, the 

capital, are apparently undernourished, many of them children. 

The International Organization for Migration (IOM) estimates that there are currently around 670,000 

refugees in Libya. The German embassy in Niger wrote to the German Chancellery back in 2017, describing 

what happened to refugees who were sent back across the Mediterranean: “Executions of migrants who 

cannot pay, torture, rape, blackmail and abandonment in the desert are a daily occurrence. Eye witnesses 

spoke of five shootings per week in one of the prisons—these were pre-announced and always took place on 

Friday to free up space for newcomers.” 

A study by the Women’s Refugee Commission concludes that virtually every woman who flees via Libya 

falls victim to sexual violence. Survivors report being raped with sticks, genitals being burnt, penises cut off, 

and men forced to rape their sisters. Unimaginable atrocities, and all within the past two years. 

So what has Juncker done to bring an end to such dreadful circumstances? Nothing! 

What could he have done? Many things. 

That’s because what’s happening in Libya is taking place not only with the EU’s acquiescence but even with 

direct funding from the bloc, since Libyan border guards are meant to use all available means to prevent 

refugees from escaping. If refugees endure terrible conditions and die in Libya, this is a direct consequence of 

a targeted EU policy. 

If refugees endure terrible conditions and die in Libya, this is a direct consequence of a targeted EU policy. 

However, it would be wrong to accuse advocates of this policy, like Jean-Claude Juncker, of hypocrisy. His 

outrage was undoubtedly sincere. He is an heir to the European tradition that has promulgated universal ideals 
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of solidarity around the world since the French Revolution, abolished slavery and played a decisive role in 

drafting the Universal Declaration of Human Rights. Dr. Jekyll puts his finger on this conundrum: “Though 

so profound a double-dealer, I was in no sense a hypocrite; both sides of me were in dead earnest; I was no 

more myself when I laid aside restraint and plunged in shame, than when I labored, in the eye of day, at the 

furtherance of knowledge or the relief of sorrow and suffering.” 

The EU declares that it “supports national authorities to improve their capacity to fight traffickers.” In actual 

fact, though, the distinction between the Libyan authorities and the gangs of human smugglers is somewhat 

blurred. 

“European governments and institutions keep saying that they advocate the end of arbitrary detention of 

refugees and migrants, but they have not taken any decisive action to ensure this would happen,” said Matteo 

De Bellis of Amnesty International. 

European politicians talk like Dr. Jekyll and act like Mr. Hyde. The German international development 

minister, Gerd Müller, drafts repeated plans for saving the world, but little good has come about during his 

time in office. 

The minister would like western societies to fundamentally change their lifestyles. “We should no longer 

derive our prosperity from slave and child labour and exploiting our environment.” In his book Unfair he 

writes: “We must reach a state that allows every person on the planet to live in dignity. The goal is to satisfy 

everyone’s basic needs of food, water, shelter and work at last, and for the industrialized countries, which 

have already acquired these material goods, this means we must learn to share. In the long term there must not 

and will not be any further growth at the expense of others.” 

In a speech in honor of the Catholic aid agency Misereor a year ago, he declared: “Instead of ‘I take pity’ we 

should now say, ‘I take responsibility’ for those things that are in my power. And we have power! As 

consumers. As businesses producing around the world. As policymakers of great economic powers.” 

He went on to quote Cardinal Frings’s challenge to appeal to the consciences of those who shape political, 

economic, and social conditions. That is all very honorable: Minister Jekyll is formulating a clear ethical 

mission, which every single one of us senses in defining moments. My daughter learned at school that a 

prosperous Swiss citizen uses as many resources as a whole African village. If we were on a raft, such 

parasitic and anti-social behavior would not be tolerated. 

Real-life politics is different, though. Every international body prevents indispensable reforms to the global 

economic and financial system. There have been attempts at various administrative levels of the United 

Nations over the past four decades to link economic conduct and human rights, and approve binding rules. 

Most recently, the Intergovernmental Working Group (IGWG) on transnational corporations and human 

rights published a draft agreement on business and human rights a year ago. This “zero draft”—so-called to 

show that it is provisional and amendable—was the result of years of haggling between the participants. It 

will now be “discussed”—a euphemism for the neutering of any strict and legally binding restrictions on the 

often brutal, and almost always exploitative, actions of international companies in poorer countries. 

Whenever money is involved, Mr. Hyde rears his ugly head and sabotages the struggle for human dignity. 

In parallel, the efforts of the global South to be admitted to the OECD-dominated international tax policy 

committee were vetoed by the North including Germany. That would have been “to increase the fiscal 

opportunities of poorer countries to determine international regulatory measures, e.g., shutting down tax 

havens, fighting tax evasion and combating competition for tax dumping.” 
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As recently as two decades ago, debt relief for the poorest countries was a high-profile political issue. All that 

stood in the way of writing off developing countries’ debts was the greed and selfishness of industrialized 

countries. Nowadays, these countries tooth and nail to defend their advantages. When Cyclone Idai recently 

devastated parts of Mozambique, the heart-rending appeals for debt relief fell on deaf ears. According to IMF 

statistics, Mozambique is one of the 35 states that find themselves in an existential debt crisis. The country is 

behind with its payments and incapable of servicing its outstanding debts. 

Whenever money is involved or “our” prosperity under threat, Mr. Hyde rears his ugly head and sabotages the 

struggle for human dignity and a good life for all. 

Instead of binding rules, the EU and the German government (including Minister Müller) opt for voluntary 

schemes for environmental and social standards. 

A year ago I drove for two hours solid through the north of Borneo and as far as the eye could see on either 

side of the road there was nothing but oil palms where jungle flourished only a generation ago. The view: 

chemically fueled monoculture, and growth that leads to death (after two decades the soils are completely 

exhausted). The Amsterdam Declarations now encourage traders, agricultural companies and food businesses 

that have contributed to the unique destruction of nature over several decades to voluntarily commit to more 

stringent standards as part of multi-stakeholder platforms, and to put their business models on a more 

sustainable footing. There is only one drawback to this old idea—it doesn’t work. 

Mr. Hyde is particularly rampant in agriculture. Although the latest World Agriculture Report appeals for a 

radical change in global farming, the EU and its most powerful member states continue to push for the 

expansion of industrial agriculture complete with intensive use of fertilizers, pesticides and patented seeds. 

This principally serves the interests and profits of the agricultural corporations involved, while sustainable 

agro-ecological farming methods barely get a look in. 

One could tear one’s hair out over this deep-rooted schizophrenia, but there are also signs of hope. Slavery 

was as much a fact of late 18th century life as container ships are today. When small groups in Britain began 

to question its legitimacy, their ethical beliefs were dismissed because the transatlantic slave trade was 

immensely profitable for the United Kingdom. It provided jobs, it allowed fortunes to be made and it 

guaranteed the flow of consumer goods. This was sufficient justification. It’s the same situation today 

regarding glaring social inequalities and environmental destruction. Mr. Hyde’s arguments die hard. And yet 

50 years of political struggle finally resulted in the abolition of slavery in Europe. 

That too is part of the European tradition. In Crisis in Civilization, Rabindranath Tagore’s forceful indictment 

of British rule in India, the poet endeavors to distinguish between resistance to imperialism and a rejection of 

western civilization. On the one hand, India was “smothered under the dead weight of British administration”; 

on the other hand, it should never forget what the country had gained through Shakespeare’s drama and 

Byron’s poetry and above all “the large-hearted liberalism of the 19th century English politics.” The tragic 

aspect, however, was that “that which was truly best in their own civilizations, the upholding of the dignity of 

human relationships, has no place in the British administration of this country.” 

It is no secret that the tale of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde ends badly. Robert Louis Stevenson, that well-travelled 

Scot, encapsulated Europe’s dual nature with remarkable prescience: “Henry Jekyll stood at times aghast 

before the acts of Edward Hyde; but the situation was apart from ordinary laws, and insidiously relaxed the 

grasp of conscience. It was Hyde, after all, and Hyde alone, that was guilty. Jekyll was no worse; he woke 

again to his good qualities seemingly unimpaired; he would even make haste, where it was possible, to undo 

the evil done by Hyde. And thus his conscience slumbered.” 
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An Open Letter to EuropeBoris JohnsonBrexitdr. jekyll and mr. hydeduplicitydysfunctionEuropeIlija 

Trojanowpolitics 

 

 

 

 

Ilija Trojanow 

Ilija Trojanow (1965, Germany/Bulgaria), born in Sofia, grew up in Nairobi. He studied law and anthropology 

in Munich. Trojanow founded the Marino publishing house for books on Africa in 1989. From 1998–2003 he 

lived in Bombay and from 2003–2006 in Cape Town. Now he lives in Vienna. Trojanow is a novelist and an 

essayist, a translator, and a publicist. He is the author of over 20 books that have been translated into 31 

languages. For his work Trojanow has received numerous awards such as the Leipzig Book Fair Prize (2006), 

the Berlin Literature Prize (2007), the Würth Prize for European Literature (2010), the Heinrich Böll Prize 

(2017), and the Vilenica International Literary Award (2018). 

 

https://lithub.com/dignity-vs-money-europe-please-choose/ 
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A novel technology for genome-editing a broad range of mutations in live organisms 

Scientists develop a new gene-editing tool that could help treat many disorders caused by gene mutations 

Salk Institute 

Researchers have developed a new tool -- dubbed SATI -- to edit the mouse genome, enabling the team to 

target a broad range of mutations and cell types. The new genome-editing technology could be expanded for 

use in a broad range of gene mutation conditions such as Huntington's disease and the rare premature aging 

syndrome, progeria. 

FULL STORY 

 

 

Gene editing concept (stock image). 

Credit: © vchalup / Adobe Stock 

The ability to edit genes in living organisms offers the opportunity to treat a plethora of inherited diseases. 

However, many types of gene-editing tools are unable to target critical areas of DNA, and creating such a 

technology has been difficult as living tissue contains diverse types of cells. 

Now, Salk Institute researchers have developed a new tool -- dubbed SATI -- to edit the mouse genome, 

enabling the team to target a broad range of mutations and cell types. The new genome-editing technology, 

described in Cell Research on August 23, 2019, could be expanded for use in a broad range of gene mutation 

conditions such as Huntington's disease and the rare premature aging syndrome, progeria. 

https://stock.adobe.com/
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"This study has shown that SATI is a powerful tool for genome editing," says Juan Carlos Izpisua Belmonte, 

a professor in Salk's Gene Expression Laboratory and senior author of the paper. "It could prove instrumental 

in developing effective strategies for target-gene replacement of many different types of mutations, and opens 

the door for using genome-editing tools to possibly cure a broad range of genetic diseases." 

Techniques that modify DNA -- notably the CRISPR-Cas9 system -- have generally been most effective in 

dividing cells, such as those in the skin or the gut, using the cells' normal DNA repair mechanisms. The 

Izpisua Belmonte lab previously showed that their CRISPR/Cas9-based gene-editing technology, called HITI 

(for homology-independent targeted integration), could target both dividing and non-dividing cells. Protein-

coding regions function like recipes for making proteins, while areas called non-coding regions act as chefs 

deciding how much food to make. These non-coding regions make up the vast majority of DNA (~98%) and 

regulate many cellular functions including turning genes off and on, so could be a valuable target for future 

gene therapies. 

"We sought to create a versatile tool to target these non-coding regions of the DNA, which would not affect 

the function of the gene, and enable the targeting of a broad range of mutations and cell types," says Mako 

Yamamoto, co-first author on the paper and a postdoctoral fellow in the Izpisua Belmonte lab. "As a proof-of-

concept, we focused on a mouse model of premature aging caused by a mutation that is difficult to repair 

using existing genome-editing tools." 

The new gene knock-in method, which the scientists call SATI (short for intercellular linearized Single 

homology Arm donor mediated intron-Targeting Integration) is an advancement of the previous HITI method 

to enable it to target additional areas of the genome. SATI works by inserting a normal copy of the 

problematic gene into the non-coding region of the DNA before the mutation site. This new gene then 

becomes integrated into the genome alongside the old gene via one of several DNA repair pathways, relieving 

the organism of the detrimental effects of the original, mutated gene, without risking damage associated with 

fully replacing it. 

The scientists tested the SATI technology in living mice with progeria, which is caused by a mutation in the 

LMNA gene. Both humans and mice with progeria show signs of premature aging, cardiac dysfunction and 

dramatically shortened life span due to the accumulation of a protein called progerin. By using SATI, a 

normal copy of LMNA gene was inserted in the progeria mice. The researchers were able to observe 

diminished features of aging in several tissues including the skin and spleen, along with an extension of life 

span (45% increase compared to untreated progeria mice). A similar extension of life span, when translated to 

humans, would be more than a decade. Thus, the SATI system represents the first in vivo gene correction 

technology that can target non-coding regions of DNA in multiple tissue types. 

Next, the team aims to improve the efficiency of SATI by increasing the number of cells that incorporate the 

new DNA. 

"Specifically, we will investigate the details of the cellular systems involved in DNA repair to refine the SATI 

technology even further for better DNA correction," says Reyna Hernandez-Benitez, co-first author on the 

paper and a postdoctoral fellow in the Izpisua Belmonte lab. 

Other authors included Keiichiro Suzuki, Rupa Devi Soligalla, Emi Aizawa, Fumiyuki Hatanaka, Masakazu 

Kurita, Pradeep Reddy, Alejandro Ocampo, Tomoaki Hishida, Masahiro Sakurai, Amy N. Nemeth, 

Concepcion Rodriguez Esteban of Salk; Zhe Li, Christopher Wei and Kun Zhang of the University of 

California San Diego; Estrella Nuñez Delicado of Universidad Catolica San Antonio de Murcia; Jun Wu of 

University of Texas Southwestern Medical Center; Josep M. Campistol of the Hospital Clinic of Barcelona in 

Spain; Pierre Magistretti of the King Abdullah University of Science and Technology in Saudi Arabia; Pedro 
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Guillen of the Clinica CEMTRO in Spain; Jianhui Gong, Yilin Yuan and Ying Gu of the BGI-Shenzhen in 

China; Guang-Hui Liu of the Chinese Academy of Sciences; and Carlos López-Otín from the Universidad de 

Oviedo in Spain. 

The work was funded by the 2016 Salk Women & Science Special Award, the JSPS KAKENHI (15K21762 

and 18H04036), the Takeda Science Foundation, The Uehara Memorial Foundation, the National Institutes of 

Natural Sciences (BS291007), The Sumitomo Foundation (170220), The Naito Foundation, The Kurata 

Grants (1350), the Mochida Memorial Foundation, The Inamori Foundation, the Guangdong Provincial Key 

Laboratory of Genome Read and Write (No. 2017B030301011), Guangdong Provincial Academician 

Workstation of BGI Synthetic Genomics (No. 2017B090904014), the Shenzhen Peacock Plan (No. 

KQTD20150330171505310), The Leona M. and Harry B. Helmsley Charitable Trust (2012-PG-MED002), 

the G. Harold and Leila Y. Mathers Charitable Foundation, the National Institutes of Health (R01HL123755 

and 5 DP1 DK113616), The Progeria Research Foundation, The Glenn Foundation, KAUST, The Moxie 

Foundation, the Fundación Dr. Pedro Guillen, the Asociación de Futbolistas Españoles, and Universidad 

Católica San Antonio de Murcia (UCAM). 

 

Story Source: 

Materials provided by Salk Institute. Note: Content may be edited for style and length. 
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LISA LUTZ ON CREATING ICONIC FEMALE PROTAGONISTS 

"When I write women I’m thinking about what I want to put out in the universe." 

AUGUST 29, 2019 BY OLIVIA RUTIGLIANO 

 

 

Lisa Lutz has written some of the century’s most simultaneously enjoyable and empowering mystery novels. 

She made a name for herself in 2007 with the publication of The Spellman Files, a comical mystery about a 

(slightly dysfunctional) family of private investigators. In addition to writing the novel’s five sequels, she co-

wrote the novel Heads You Lose, with David Hayward, as well as the standalone novels The 

Passenger and How to Start a Fire. Having produced a pantheon of shrewd, sharp, and independent female 

protagonists, she’s contributed so meaningfully to a relatively new tradition in crime fiction: complex, 

brilliant, and capable women investigators and protagonists who are “cool” in way that used to be reserved 

exclusively for male sleuths like Sam Spade. I asked Liza Lutz a few questions about strong female 

characters, literary puns, and her new novel The Swallows, now out from Ballantine Books. 

Olivia Rutigliano: During the last few years, you’ve written some of the most memorable women protagonists 

in crime literature. They all, also, seem like they might get along well with one another, if they all shared a 

universe (especially Izzy Spellman and Alex Witt). How do you write your women characters—are there 

essential qualities you feel a good female protagonist must have?  

Lisa Lutz: I don’t know. It really depends on the story. I mean, sure, there are similarities—I don’t tend to 

write about women who put on a front, whether it’s physical or emotional. There’s enough of that bullshit in 

life. I like my characters to be difficult, amusing (in varying degrees), slightly insane (also to varying 

degrees). Write what you know, they say. 

I also have to admit that when I write women I’m thinking about what I want to put out in the universe. I’m 

not saying that I think Isabel or Alex would be anyone’s role model, but if they help one person be a little less 

https://crimereads.com/author/oliviarutigliano/
https://bookmarks.reviews/reviews/the-swallows/
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uptight or more themselves (because sometimes uptight is your personality, and I think you should own that) 

then I’ve done my job or part of my job. 

ARTICLE CONTINUES AFTER ADVERTISEMENT 

OR: The Swallows engages with serious issues that are relevant 

to today’s #metoo movement, but you’ve set the novel a decade ago, in 2009. Why? What does that setting 

allow you to do? What argument does it allow you to make?  

LL: I started the book around 2014/2015. It wasn’t prompted by the #metoo movement. I had a couple of 

reasons back then for setting the book in 2009—one reason was eventually cut from the novel, so I won’t 

mention it. But there were a few others: A) That era was around the time that many of the private school 

scandals came to light, so it felt reasonable that Stonebridge Academy was still part of that culture of silence. 

B) 2009 was before social media took over our lives. While I appreciate books that address the world we live 

in, I didn’t want to deal with Tweets or have to describe an Instagram photo or Snapchat. I didn’t want the 

story to get lost in the weeds of social media. 

OR: You’ve set this novel at a historic New England boarding school—why? How does the image of an elite, 

prep-school factor into the culture you’re condemning? Also, at Stonebridge, all the buildings are named after 

British literary luminaries—how does this kind of veneration of old, dead, (mostly) male writers factor into 

the culture you’re responding to? 

“I UNDERSTAND THE SENSE THAT THE #METOO MOVEMENT HAS WOKEN PEOPLE UP, BUT 

I’M NOT SURE WE’VE EVOLVED AS A SOCIETY AS MUCH AS PEOPLE THINK.” 

https://bookmarks.reviews/reviews/the-swallows/
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LL: I think setting the story in a boarding school was always linked to the idea of a gender war—that 

description may simplify the story to some people, but I always used it as a framework for the way conflicts 

can escalate. The private school setting just makes sense because there’s an autonomy to those schools, and 

they have their own culture and quirks. I suppose any boarding school is elite to a certain extent, but I wasn’t 

trying to critique private school culture. As far as I’m concerned, Stonebridge could be anywhere. I 

understand the sense that the #metoo movement has woken people up, but I’m not sure we’ve evolved as a 

society as much as people think. This shit is still going on at schools, colleges, and workplaces around the 

country. So long as Trump is president, I know that we, as a society, are miles from where we should be, 

where I thought we were, and where we need to be. 

As far as the nomenclature of the school buildings is concerned, I really just wanted to flesh out the setting of 

Stonebridge Academy and I was amusing myself with the Graham Greenehouse and the Waugh Way. I’m 

afraid it wasn’t more complicated than that. 

OR: You’ve been dabbling in various crime/mystery subgenres over the last few years. But given the 

similarities between Alex Witt, Gemma Russo, and Izzy Spellman, I’m wondering if The Swallows marks a 

kind of return to a vibe from your early work. Do you think Alex Witt is a detective? Would she be a good 

PI? What about Gemma?  

LL: I think the similarity is related more to tone than story. While there are very dark elements in The 

Swallows, I still allowed more humor in the story than I have in recent books. While I think there’s a definite 

Linny/Rae connection, I don’t see Isabel in Alex or Gemma as a PI. 

ARTICLE CONTINUES AFTER ADVERTISEMENT 

OR: You’ve said in the past that The Spellman Files series began as a screenplay… and definitely, The 

Swallows, with its shifting perspectives and narrators, seems very cinematic. How, if at all, did your film 

background factor into it? 

LL: Whether it’s a book or a screenplay, it’s always great if you can generate a sense of place, have images 

that stick in the readers’ heads. I just got lucky with The Swallows. When I think of Gemma, in all her rage, 

chopping down a tree, that feels so visceral and perfect. But it doesn’t have anything to do with me having 

written a screenplay twenty years ago. In a way, because our culture is much more focused on film/TV than 

books, it doesn’t hurt if the reading experience offers some cinematic elements. 

OR: The Swallows has been described as having a “boys vs. girls” battle or a “gender war”—but that seems 

to be far too simple a schematic to explain what you’re doing, here, especially because the young women at 

Stonebridge are fighting a culture of exploitation. You make it clear, with characters like Martha Primm, who 

don’t present themselves as allies for women, that there is much more going on than simple gender division. 

What did you want to explore about allies and gender?  

LL: Women can’t be exploited if other women aren’t complicit to some extent with that exploitation. 

Predators (and that can be men or women) can’t exist in society without enablers. There’s a documentary 

called Hunting Ground that deals with rape culture in college, among other things. There are so many 

interviews with female students who reported their rapes to female administrative official and those officials 

blatantly silenced the accusers, sometimes suggesting that it was their own fault. 

I wasn’t trying to place blame on men or women. We’re all part of the problem and the solution. 

  

#metooBallantine BooksLisa LutzOlivia RutiglianoThe Swallows 

https://crimereads.com/tag/metoo/
https://crimereads.com/tag/ballantine-books/
https://crimereads.com/tag/lisa-lutz/
https://crimereads.com/tag/olivia-rutigliano/
https://crimereads.com/tag/the-swallows/
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Olivia Rutigliano 

Olivia Rutigliano is the CrimeReads editorial fellow. Her work appears in or is forthcoming from Vanity 

Fair, Lapham's Quarterly, Public Books, The Baffler, Politics/Letters, The Toast, Truly Adventurous, PBS 

Television, and elsewhere. She is a PhD candidate and fellow in the departments of English/comparative 

literature and theatre at Columbia University. 

 

https://crimereads.com/lisa-lutz-on-creating-iconic-female-protagonists/ 

  

https://crimereads.com/author/oliviarutigliano/
https://crimereads.com/lisa-lutz-on-creating-iconic-female-protagonists/
https://crimereads.com/author/oliviarutigliano/
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Fascinated to Presume: In Defense of Fiction 

Zadie Smith 

 

Lynette Yiadom-Boakye: To Reason with Heathen at Harvest, 2017. An exhibition of Yiadom-Boakye’s 

work, curated by Hilton Als, is on view at the Yale Center for British Art, New Haven, September 12–

December 15, 2019. 

https://www.nybooks.com/contributors/zadie-smith/
https://cdn.nybooks.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/smith_1b-9102419.jpg
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I’ve always been aware of being an inconsistent personality. Of having a lot of contradictory voices knocking 

around my head. As a kid, I was ashamed of it. Other people seemed to feel strongly about themselves, to 

know exactly who they were. I was never like that. I could never shake the suspicion that everything about me 

was the consequence of a series of improbable accidents—not least of which was the 400 trillion–to-one 

accident of my birth. As I saw it, even my strongest feelings and convictions might easily be otherwise, had I 

been the child of the next family down the hall, or the child of another century, another country, another God. 

My mind wandered. 

To give a concrete example: if the Pakistani girl next door happened to be painting mehndi on my hands—she 

liked to use me for practice—it was the work of a moment to imagine I was her sister. I’d envision living with 

Asma, and knowing and feeling the things she knew and felt. To tell the truth, I rarely entered a friend’s home 

without wondering what it might be like to never leave. That is, what it would be like to be Polish or 

Ghanaian or Irish or Bengali, to be richer or poorer, to say these prayers or hold those politics. I was an equal-

opportunity voyeur. I wanted to know what it was like to be everybody. Above all, I wondered what it would 

be like to believe the sorts of things I didn’t believe. Whenever I spent time with my pious Uncle Ricky, and 

the moment came for everyone around the table to bow their heads, close their eyes, and thank God for a plate 

of escovitch fish, I could all too easily convince myself that I, too, was a witness of Jehovah. I’d see myself 

leaving the island, arriving in freezing England, shivering and gripping my own mother’s hand, who was—in 

this peculiar fictional version—now my older sister. 

I don’t claim I imagined any of this correctly—only compulsively. And what I did in life, I did with books. I 

lived in them and felt them live in me. I felt I was Jane Eyre and Celie and Mr. Biswas and David 

Copperfield. Our autobiographical coordinates rarely matched. I’d never had a friend die of consumption or 

been raped by my father or lived in Trinidad or the Deep South or the nineteenth century. But I’d been sad 

and lost, sometimes desperate, often confused. It was on the basis of such flimsy emotional clues that I found 

myself feeling with these imaginary strangers: feeling with them, for them, alongside them and through them, 

extrapolating from my own emotions, which, though strikingly minor when compared to the high dramas of 

fiction, still bore some relation to them, as all human feelings do. The voices of characters joined the ranks of 

all the other voices inside me, serving to make the idea of my “own voice” indistinct. Or maybe it’s better to 

say: I’ve never believed myself to have a voice entirely separate from the many voices I hear, read, and 

internalize every day. 

PUBLICIDAD 

At some point during this inconsistent childhood, I was struck by an old cartoon I came across somewhere. It 

depicted Charles Dickens, the image of contentment, surrounded by all his characters come to life. I found 

that image comforting. Dickens didn’t look worried or ashamed. Didn’t appear to suspect he might be 

schizophrenic or in some other way pathological. He had a name for his condition: novelist. Early in my life, 

this became my cover story, too. And for years now, in the pages of novels, “I” have been both adult and 

child, male and female, black, brown, and white, gay and straight, funny and tragic, liberal and conservative, 

religious and godless, not to mention alive and dead. All the voices within me have had an airing, and though 

I never achieved the sense of contentment I saw in that cartoon—itself perhaps a fiction—over time I have 

striven to feel less shame about my compulsive interest in the lives of others and the multiple voices in my 

head. Still, whenever I am struck by the old self-loathing, I try to bring to mind that cartoon, alongside some 

well-worn lines of Walt Whitman’s: 

Do I contradict myself? 

Very well then I contradict myself, 

(I am large, I contain multitudes.) 
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I’m sure I’m not the first novelist to dig up that old Whitman chestnut in defense of our indefensible art. And 

it would be easy enough at this point to march onward and write a triumphalist defense of fiction, ridiculing 

those who hold the very practice in suspicion—the type of reader who wonders how a man wrote Anna 

Karenina, or why Zora Neale Hurston once wrote a book with no black people in it, or why a gay woman like 

Patricia Highsmith spent so much time imagining herself into the life of an (ostensibly) straight white man 

called Ripley. But I don’t write fiction in a triumphalist spirit and I can’t defend it in that way either. Besides 

which, a counter-voice in my head detects, in Whitman’s lines, not a little entitlement. Containing multitudes 

sounds, just now, like an act of colonization. Who is this Whitman, and who does he think he is, containing 

anyone? Let Whitman speak for Whitman—I’ll speak for myself, thank you very much. How can Whitman—

white, gay, American—possibly contain, say, a black polysexual British girl or a nonbinary Palestinian or a 

Republican Baptist from Atlanta? How can Whitman, dead in 1892, contain, or even know anything at all of 

the particularities of any of us, alive as we are, in this tumultuous year, 2019? 

This inner voice suspects the problem starts in that word, contain, which would appear to share some lexical 

territory with other troubling discourses. The language of land rights. The language of prison ideology. The 

language of immigration policy. Even the language of military strategy. Nor does it seem at all surprising to 

me that we should, in 2019, have this hypersensitivity to language, given that it is something we carry about 

our person, in our mouths and our minds. It’s right there, within our grasp, and we can effect change upon it, 

sometimes radical change. Whereas many more material issues—precisely economic inequality, criminal 

justice reform, immigration policy, and war—prove frighteningly intractable. Language becomes the 

convenient battlefield. And language is also, literally, the “containment.” The terms we choose—or the terms 

we are offered—behave as containers for our ideas, necessarily shaping and determining the form of what it is 

we think, or think we think. Our arguments about “cultural appropriation,” for example, cannot help but be 

heavily influenced by the term itself. Yet we treat those two carefully chosen words as if they were elemental, 

neutral in themselves, handed down from the heavens. When of course they are only, like all language, a 

verbal container, which, like all such containers, allows the emergence of certain ideas while limiting the 

possibilities of others. 

What would our debates about fiction look like, I sometimes wonder, if our preferred verbal container for the 

phenomenon of writing about others was not “cultural appropriation” but rather “interpersonal voyeurism” or 

“profound-other-fascination” or even “cross-epidermal reanimation”? Our discussions would still be vibrant, 

perhaps even still furious—but I’m certain they would not be the same. Aren’t we a little too passive in the 

face of inherited concepts? We allow them to think for us, and to stand as place markers when we can’t be 

bothered to think. What she said. But surely the task of a writer is to think for herself! And immediately, 

within that bumptious exclamation mark, an internal voice notes the telltale whiff of baby boomer 

triumphalism, of Generation X moral irresponsibility…. I do believe a writer’s task is to think for herself, 

although this task, to me, signifies not a fixed state but a continual process: thinking things afresh, each time, 

in each new situation. This requires not a little mental flexibility. No piety of the culture—whether it be I 

think therefore I am, To be or not to be, You do you, or I contain multitudes—should or ever can be entirely 

fixed in place or protected from the currents of history. There is always the potential for radical change. 

“Re-examine all you have been told,” Whitman tells us, “and dismiss whatever insults your own soul.” Full 

disclosure: what insults my soul is the idea—popular in the culture just now, and presented in widely variant 

degrees of complexity—that we can and should write only about people who are fundamentally “like” us: 

racially, sexually, genetically, nationally, politically, personally. That only an intimate authorial 

autobiographical connection with a character can be the rightful basis of a fiction. I do not believe that. I 

could not have written a single one of my books if I did. But I feel no sense of triumph in my apostasy. It 

might well be that we simply don’t want or need novels like mine anymore, or any of the kinds of fictions 
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that, in order to exist, must fundamentally disagree with the new theory of “likeness.” It may be that the 

whole category of what we used to call fiction is becoming lost to us. And if enough people turn from the 

concept of fiction as it was once understood, then fighting this transformation will be like going to war against 

the neologism “impactful” or mourning the loss of the modal verb “shall.” As it is with language, so it goes 

with culture: what is not used or wanted dies. What is needed blooms and spreads. 

Consequently, my interest here is not so much prescriptive as descriptive. For me the question is not: Should 

we abandon fiction? (Readers will decide that—are in the process of already deciding. Many decided some 

time ago.) The question is: Do we know what fiction was? We think we know. In the process of turning from 

it, we’ve accused it of appropriation, colonization, delusion, vanity, naiveté, political and moral 

irresponsibility. We have found fiction wanting in myriad ways but rarely paused to wonder, or recall, what 

we once wanted from it—what theories of self-and-other it offered us, or why, for so long, those theories felt 

meaningful to so many. Embarrassed by the novel—and its mortifying habit of putting words into the mouths 

of others—many have moved swiftly on to what they perceive to be safer ground, namely, the supposedly 

unquestionable authenticity of personal experience. 

The old—and never especially helpful—adage write what you know has morphed into something more like a 

threat: Stay in your lane. This principle permits the category of fiction, but really only to the extent that we 

acknowledge and confess that personal experience is inviolate and nontransferable. It concedes that personal 

experience may be displayed, very carefully, to the unlike-us, to the stranger, even to the enemy—but insists 

it can never truly be shared by them. This rule also pertains in the opposite direction: the experience of the 

unlike-us can never be co-opted, ventriloquized, or otherwise “stolen” by us. (As the philosopher Anthony 

Appiah has noted, these ideas of cultural ownership share some DNA with the late-capitalist concept of brand 

integrity.) Only those who are like us are like us. Only those who are like us can understand us—or should 

even try. Which entire philosophical edifice depends on visibility and legibility, that is, on the sense that we 

can be certain of who is and isn’t “like us” simply by looking at them and/or listening to what they have to 

say. 

Walt Whitman; drawing by David Levine 

https://shop.nybooks.com/products/walt-whitman-1977
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Fiction didn’t believe any of that. Fiction suspected that there is far more to people than what they choose to 

make manifest. Fiction wondered what likeness between selves might even mean, given the profound mystery 

of consciousness itself, which so many other disciplines—most notably philosophy—have probed for 

millennia without reaching any definitive conclusions. Fiction was suspicious of any theory of the self that 

appeared to be largely founded on what can be seen with the human eye, that is, those parts of our selves that 

are material, manifest, and clearly visible in a crowd. Fiction—at least the kind that was any good—was full 

of doubt, self-doubt above all. It had grave doubts about the nature of the self. 

Like a lot of writers I want to believe in fiction. But I’m simultaneously full of doubt, as is my professional 

habit. I know that the old Whitmanesque defense needs an overhaul. Containment—as a metaphor for the act 

of writing about others—is unequal to the times we live in. These times in which so many of us feel a 

collective, desperate, and justified desire to be once and for all free of the limited—and limiting—fantasies 

and projections of other people. With all due respect to Whitman, then, I’m going to relegate him to the 

bench, and call up, in defense of fiction, another nineteenth-century poet, Emily Dickinson: 

I measure every Grief I meet 

With narrow, probing, eyes— 

I wonder if It weighs like Mine— 

Or has an Easier size. 

This gets close to the experience of making up fictional people. It starts as a consciousness out in the world: 

looking, listening, noticing. A kind of awareness, attended by questions. What is it like to be that person? To 

feel what they feel? I wonder. Can I use what I feel to imagine what the other feels? A little later in the poem, 

Dickinson moves from the abstract to the precise: 

There’s Grief of Want—and grief of Cold— 

A sort they call “Despair”— 

There’s Banishment from native Eyes— 

In sight of Native Air— 

She makes a map in her mind of possibilities. But later, as the poem concludes, she concedes that no mental 

map can ever be perfect, although this does not mean that such maps have no purpose: 

And though I may not guess the kind— 

Correctly—yet to me 

A piercing Comfort it affords 

In passing Calvary— 

To note the fashions—of the Cross— 

And how they’re mostly worn— 

Still fascinated to presume 

That Some—are like my own— 

In place of the potential hubris of containment, then, Dickinson offers us something else: the fascination of 

presumption. This presumption does not assume it is “correct,” no more than I assumed, when I depicted the 

lives of a diverse collection of people in my first novel, that I was “correct.” But I was fascinated to presume 

that some of the feelings of these imaginary people—feelings of loss of homeland, the anxiety of assimilation, 

battles with faith and its opposite—had some passing relation to feelings I have had or could imagine. That 

our griefs were not entirely unrelated. The joy of writing that book—and the risk of it—was in the 

uncertainty. I’d never been to war, Bangladesh, or early-twentieth-century Jamaica. I was not, myself, an 

immigrant. Could I make the reader believe in the imaginary people I placed in these fictional situations? 
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Maybe, maybe not. Depends on the reader. “I don’t believe it,” the reader is always free to say, when 

confronted with this emotion or that, one action or another. Novels are machines for falsely generating belief 

and they succeed or fail on that basis. I know I can read the first sentence of a novel and find my reaction is I 

don’t believe you. And many a reader must surely have turned from White Teeth in exactly the same spirit. 

Yet the belief we’re talking about is not empirical. In the writing of that book, I could not be “wrong,” 

exactly, but I could be—and often was—totally unconvincing. I could fail to make my reader believe, but 

with the understanding that the belief for which fiction aims is of a very strange kind when we recall that 

everything in a novel is, by definition, not true. What, then, do we mean by it? In my capacity as a writing 

teacher, I’ve noticed, in the classroom, the emergence of a belief that fiction can or should be the product of 

an absolute form of “correctness.” The student explains that I should believe in her character because this 

is exactly how X type of person would behave. How does she know? Because, as it happens, she herself is X 

type of person. Or she knows because she has spent a great deal of time researching X type of person, and this 

novel is the consequence of her careful research. (Similar arguments can be found in the interviews of 

professional writers.) 

As if fiction could argue itself into a reader’s belief system! As if, armed with our collection of facts about 

what an X type of person feels, is, and does, always and everywhere, a writer could hope to bypass the 

intimate judgment of a reader, which happens sentence by sentence, moment by moment. Is it this judgment 

we fear? It’s so uncertain, so risky. You can’t quantify it—it’s not data. It happens between one reader and 

one writer. It’s a meeting—or sometimes a clash—of sensibilities, which often takes the form, as Dickinson 

understood, of griefs compared. 

What do I have in common with Olive Kitteridge, a salty old white woman who has spent her entire life in 

Maine? And yet, as it turns out, her griefs are like my own. Not all of them. It’s not a perfect mapping of self 

onto book—I’ve never met a book that did that, least of all my own. But some of Olive’s grief weighed like 

mine. Certainly I might turn from a writer like Elizabeth Strout toward a writer like Toni Morrison and find 

our griefs more closely aligned, for obvious reasons like race and class, which two contingencies do so much 

to form a person’s experience and therefore their sensibilities. But what passed between me and Olive was not 

nothing. I am fascinated to presume, as a reader, that many types of people, strange to me in life, might be 

revealed, through the intimate space of fiction, to have griefs not unlike my own. And so I read. 

But reading seems to be easier to defend than writing. Writing is a far larger act of presumption. Sensing this, 

we seek to shore up the act of writing with false defenses, like the dubious idea that one could ever be 

absolutely “correct” when it comes to representing fictional human behavior. I understand the desire—I have 

it myself—but what I don’t get is how anyone can possibly hope to achieve it. What does it mean, after all, to 

say “A Bengali woman would never say that!” or “A gay man would never feel that!” or “A black woman 

would never do that!”? How can such things possibly be claimed absolutely, unless we already have some 

form of fixed caricature in our minds? (It is to be noted that the argument “A white man would never say 

that!” is rarely heard and is almost structurally unimaginable. Why? Because to be such a self is to be 

afforded all possible human potentialities, not only a circumscribed few.) 

But perhaps I am asking the question the wrong way round. The counterargument would be that when it 

comes to presumption, we are in far less danger of error when writer and subject are as alike as possible. The 

risk of containment is the risk of false knowledge being presented as truth—it is the risk of caricature. Those 

who are unlike us have a long and dismal history of trying to contain us in false images. And so—the 

argument runs—if we are to be contained by language, let that language at least be our own. 

In an ideal world, one way to mitigate the problem of false containment would be with variety. I can’t 

imagine the white man who felt, upon the publication of Rabbit, Run, contained or threatened as a white 
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man by Updike’s portrayal of Rabbit Angstrom—but then there were such a variety of portrayals of white 

men in the culture that no one presentation had to bear the weight of representation of an entire people. Rabbit 

Angstrom was not the white man. He was just one white man among many, and so Updike’s portrayal of him 

had no power to distort a white man’s social capital in America. (Meanwhile, the black men in Updike’s 

books, almost all caricatures, are precisely evidence of grotesque containment.) By contrast, when Margaret 

Mitchell published Gone With the Wind, there were a vanishingly small number of nontoxic representations of 

black women in the culture, and therefore the damage Mitchell did with her notorious “Mammy” character 

was substantial: she placed a fresh dose of an old poison into the culture that still exists and reached even me, 

aged twelve, in my little corner of London, looking for some form of cultural reflection, any kind at all, but 

finding only distorted mirrors, monstrous cliché, debasing ridicule, false containment. 

Given this history, it’s natural that we should fear and be suspicious of representations of us by those who are 

not like us. Equally rational is the assumption that those who are like us will at least take care with their 

depictions, and will be motivated by love and intimate knowledge instead of prejudice and phobia. In the 

twentieth and twenty-first centuries, writing by women, and by oppressed minorities of all kinds, has 

wondrously expanded the literary landscape, ennobling griefs that had, historically, either passed unnoticed or 

been brutally suppressed and caricatured. We’re eager to speak for ourselves. But in our justified desire to 

level or even obliterate the old power structures—to reclaim our agency when it comes to the representation 

of selves—we can, sometimes, forget the mystery that lies at the heart of all selfhood. Of what a self may 

contain that is both unseen and ultimately unknowable. Of what invisible griefs we might share, over and 

above our many manifest and significant differences. We also forget what writers are: people with voices in 

our heads and a great deal of inappropriate curiosity about the lives of others. 

Toni Morrison; drawing by David Levine 

https://shop.nybooks.com/products/toni-morrison-2003
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Most of us have love for, and interest in, our own lives—our “own people.” Our lives are nonfiction. This is 

my family. My neighborhood. My body. My reality. Fiction, as a mode, shared this love and interest but 

always with the twist of, well, fiction. It was always interested not only in how things are but also in how 

things might be otherwise. I once wrote a novel about an imaginary, multihyphenated British-Jewish-Chinese 

boy. It was love and interest that motivated me, but my love and interest was located in the other. In my case, 

love of and interest in Judaism and Buddhism—two systems of thought in which I have no birthright. But also 

deep curiosity about this imagined person, Alex-Li, whose voice I had in my head. 

Alex-Li is a weird, nerdy, obsessive, melancholy type of guy. Though you wouldn’t know it to look at him, 

he’s probably more “like me” than any character I ever created. But the question is: In what does this “like 

me” consist? He doesn’t look like me. We don’t share the same gods. We don’t share the same race or gender. 

But he is a part of my soul. And fiction is one of the few places left on this earth where a crazy sentence like 

that makes any sense at all. Alex-Li is not “correct.” He cannot and doesn’t aim to represent the community of 

half-Jewish, half-Chinese people. In the spirit of Kafka, he barely represents himself. And so it may be that by 

his existence he is in fact oppressive, simply because he is “taking up space” where a “real” half-Jewish, half-

Chinese fictional character might be. He cannot defend himself from that accusation—and it would be out of 

character for him to try. All he can say is that he doesn’t mind if he is unread, unbought, unloved. But if even 

one person happens to come across him and find that his feelings and their own have a similar weight, then he 

will have completed his absurd fictional role in this world. 

Perhaps “containment” and the “fascination to presume” are not that different. They carry the same risk: being 

wrong. Maybe we only think of it as containment when it goes wrong. The textbook example is Madame 

Bovary. For over a century, women have profoundly identified with this imaginary woman, created by a man, 

who himself supposedly claimed an outrageous personal identification with the other: Madame Bovary, c’est 

moi. I am one of those women readers, and yet there are many moments in Madame Bovary when I feel the 

presence of a masculine consciousness behind it all, as I do when I read Anna Karenina. Which is to say the 

mapping of self to other that Flaubert and Tolstoy attempted is not perfect. But it is not nothing. Anna 

Karenina has meant as much to me as any imaginary woman could. 

And I, along with generations of women readers, have wondered: How could a man know so much of us? But 

the mystery is not so mysterious. Husbands know a great deal about wives, after all, and wives about 

husbands. Lovers know each other. Brothers know a lot about sisters and vice versa. Muslims and Christians 

and Jews know one another, or think they do. Our social and personal lives are a process of continual 

fictionalization, as we internalize the other-we-are-not, dramatize them, imagine them, speak for them and 

through them. The accuracy of this fictionalization is never guaranteed, but without an ability to at least guess 

at what the other might be thinking, we could have no social lives at all. One of the things fiction did is make 

this process explicit—visible. All storytelling is the invitation to enter a parallel space, a hypothetical arena, in 

which you have imagined access to whatever is not you. And if fiction had a belief about itself, it was that 

fiction had empathy in its DNA, that it was the product of compassion. I could fill a library with self-

congratulatory quotes about this belief, but I will choose one I found recently in a memoir by the wonderful 

Colombian writer Héctor Abad: 

Compassion is largely a quality of the imagination: it consists of the ability to imagine what we would feel if 

we were suffering the same situation. It has always seemed to me that people without compassion lack a 

literary imagination—the capacity great novels give us for putting ourselves in another’s place—and are 

incapable of seeing that life has many twists and turns and that at any given moment we could find ourselves 

in someone else’s shoes: suffering pain, poverty, oppression, injustice or torture. 
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This was what fiction believed about itself, but like all beliefs not a little of it was always wishful thinking. 

Has fiction, over the centuries, been the creator of compassion or a vehicle for containment? I think we can 

make both cases. Fiction was often interested in the other but more often than not spoke for the other instead 

of actually publishing them. Fiction gave us Madame Bovary but also Uncle Tom. (It’s also given us a 

marvelous, separate literature that has no interest in human selves of any kind—which is concerned instead 

with animals, trees, extraterrestrials, inanimate objects, ideas, language itself.) But whether fiction’s curiosity 

about the other was compassionate or containing, one thing you could always say for it was that 

it was interested. 

By contrast, a prominent component of the new philosophy is a performative display of non-interest, a great 

pride in not being interested in the other, which is sometimes characterized as revenge and sometimes as an 

act of self-preservation. (When you feel hatred coming from the other, it’s reasonable to turn from the other 

completely.) The expression of this pride usually comes in some version of I’ve had enough of, I just can’t 

with—fill in the blank. And the strange thing is that the people we now cast into this place of non-interest 

were once the very people fiction was most curious about. The conflicted, the liars, the self-deceiving, the 

willfully blind, the abject, the unresolved, the imperfect, the evil, the unwell, the lost and divided. Those were 

once fiction’s people. 

What all liberation movements want, surely, is comprehension and compassion. Their members want to be 

seen and named correctly. To be respected and known. But that is by no means all they want. They also want 

to be free. They want education and rights and the ability to live in safety. Sometimes, in order to secure these 

things, an ideology of separatism emerges, because the compassion of the other is in no way available, or has 

historically never appeared, and it is assumed it never will. Everyone, politically and personally, has a right to 

the ideology of separatism. It is the hard-won right of the political realist and the student of history. But 

fiction’s business was with the people, all the people, all the time. This in no way meant that fiction had to 

be about all the people—it very rarely was—but only that the identity, sensibilities, and feelings of the reader 

could never be entirely known, controlled, or predetermined. 

Toni Morrison wrote for her people primarily. But a variety of readers will be moved by the stations of the 

cross depicted within. And be surprised to find griefs not unlike their own, just as Morrison found griefs not 

unlike her own in Faulkner and—if you read her academic essays on American literature—a thousand less 

likely places. Even if we practice a form of separatism in our fiction—books for our people, our community, 

our crowd—the infinite variety of selves and experience that lie within whoever claims to be “a people” will 

overwhelm any fantasy we have of controlling the reactions of our readers. I can still pick up a novel by a 

woman like me in every particular—same race, class, sexuality, nationality, heritage—read the first sentence 

and find she is not, after all, “like me.” Our sensibilities are different. Our griefs have different weights. But 

none of this will make me either put her book aside or read it ravenously. The only thing that can decide the 

fitness (or otherwise) of a book for me is this mysterious belief, which a writer can’t summon by citing her 

copious research or explaining to me that all of this “really happened.” Belief in a novel is, for me, a by-

product of a certain kind of sentence. Familiarity, kinship, and compassion will play their part, but if the 

sentences don’t speak to me, nothing else will. I believe in a sentence of balance, care, rigor, and integrity. 

The sort of sentence that makes me feel—against all empirical evidence to the contrary—that what I am 

reading is, fictionally speaking, true. 

We behave as if we don’t want to be known by one another, but we sometimes seem oblivious to the idea that 

we spend our days feeding ourselves into a great engine of knowing, one that believes it knows every single 

thing about us: our tastes, our opinions, our beliefs, what we’ll buy, who we’ll love, where we’ll go. The 

unseen actors who harvest this knowledge not only hope to know us perfectly but also to modify us, to their 

own ends. And this essay, too, will no doubt enter that same digital maw, and be transformed from ideas to 
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data points, and responded to, perhaps, with a series of pat phrases, first spotted by the machine, then turned 

viral, and now returned to us as if it were our own language. “I just can’t with Zadie Smith right now,” or else 

“This Zadie Smith is everything,” or—well, you know the drill. We’ve gotten into the habit of not 

experiencing the private, risky act of reading so much as performing our response to what we read, which is 

then translated into data points. 

And the dark joke at the end of it all is that these unique selves to which we feel so attached, that we believe 

to be nontransferable, and with which some of us hope to write fiction—these spectacularly individualized 

selves who hold this opinion rather than that, who claim one identity as superior to another—are entirely 

irrelevant to the second, shadow text that lies behind it all. To the technological monopolies that buy and sell 

your data—and for whom your daily input of personal information is only raw product, to be traded like 

orange juice futures or corn yields—you reveal yourself not so much in your views or hot takes as by the 

frequency of your posts or tweets, their length or syntax, the pattern of their links and follows. They do not 

care that you are woke or unwoke, patriot or activist. To that shadow text, all you are is data. You are the 

person who tweets fourteen times in twenty minutes and therefore is needy in some way and vulnerable to a 

particular kind of political advertising, or else you are the person who moves through a series of lifestyle and 

news sites, which route will predict, with extraordinary specificity, the likelihood of your booking a vacation 

in early February or voting in November. 

This data version of you is “correct” to the nth degree: it sees all and knows all, and makes the fuzzy 

knowledge of selves that fiction once claimed look truly pathetic. A book does not watch us reading it; it 

cannot morph itself, page by page, to suit our tastes, or deliver to us only depictions of people we already 

know and among whom we feel comfortable. It cannot note our reactions and then skew its stories to confirm 

our worldview or reinforce our prejudices. A book does not know when we pick it up and put it down; it 

cannot nudge us into the belief that we must look at it first thing upon waking and last thing at night, and 

though it may prove addictive, it will never know exactly how or why. Only the algorithms can do all this—

and so much more.* 

By now, the idea of depriving this digital maw of its daily diet of “you” has become inconceivable. 

Meanwhile, the closed circle that fiction once required—reader, writer, book—feels so antiquated we hardly 

see the point of it. Why have a silent dialogue with an invisible person about imaginary things? Besides, the 

question of fiction’s utility is, in truth, another ambivalent tale. How many compassionate stories about the 

other do we need to tell you before you see us as fully human, the way you see yourself? Depending on what 

you believe, either all those compassionate stories made no difference at all, or they are the foundation upon 

which all liberation movements stand. 

To speak for myself, as a reader, the balance has been on the side of compassion. I have closed novels and 

stared at their back covers for a long moment and felt known in a way I cannot honestly say I have felt known 

by many real-life interactions with human beings, or even by myself. For though the other may not know us 

perfectly or even well, the hard truth is we do not always know ourselves perfectly or well. Indeed, there are 

things to which subjectivity is blind and which only those on the outside can see. But, frustratingly, there are 

no fixed rules to regulate this process. We know some representations are privileged and some ignored. 

Prejudice in these matters must be thought through, each and every time. Is this novel before me an attempt at 

compassion or an act of containment? Each reader will decide. This is the work of an individual 

consciousness and cannot be delegated to generalized arguments, not even the prepackaged mental container 

of “cultural appropriation.” 

We can suspect that some people will tell our story better than others. But we can never be entirely certain. 

Despite the confidence of the data harvesters, a self can never be known perfectly or in its entirety. The 

https://www.nybooks.com/articles/2019/10/24/zadie-smith-in-defense-of-fiction/#fn-*
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intimate meeting between a book and its reader can’t be predetermined. To put it another way, a book can try 

to modify your behavior, but it has no way of knowing for sure that it has. In front of a book you are still free. 

Between reader and book, there is only the continual risk of wrongness, word by word, sentence by sentence. 

The Internet does not get to decide. Nor does the writer. Only the reader decides. So decide. 

1. * 

For more on the digital exploitation and modification of selfhood, see Shoshana Zuboff, The Age of 

Surveillance Capitalism (PublicAffairs, 2019). ↩ 

  

https://www.nybooks.com/articles/2019/10/24/zadie-smith-in-defense-of-fiction/   
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Scientists find new cancer-killing compound in sea snail goo 

By Nick Lavars 

 

Professor Kirsten Benkendorff has conducted research into the secretions of an Australian sea snail with very 

promising results 

Kirsten Benkendorff/Southern Cross University 

VIEW 6 IMAGES 

The natural world is a huge source of important medicines, and among all the species that scientists turn to for 

inspiration the humble snail continues to provide the goods. New and improved insulins and painkillers are a 

couple of possibilities these mollusks have put forward, and researchers have uncovered yet another in the 

form of an anti-cancer compound sourced from the glands of an Australian sea snail. 

The research was led by scientists from Australia’s Flinders University, Southern Cross University and 

Monash University, who were investigating the makeup of anti-bacterial substances the white rock sea snail 

secretes onto its eggs to protect them from the bacteria-rich marine environment. 

These properties led the scientists to suspect the purple goo might contain compounds that could also take the 

fight to cancer. They conducted experiments exposing extracts of the substance to human cancer cell lines and 

found that they did indeed bring about their death, prompting further investigations to try and understand 

how. 

https://newatlas.com/author/nick-lavars/
https://newatlas.com/insulin-snail-venom/45423/
https://newatlas.com/snail-venom-painkiller-opioid-addiction-utah-university/48012/
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“We were able to go into a long-term colorectal cancer model,” Catherine Abbott, professor of molecular 

biology at Flinders University and study author, explains to New Atlas. “This meant we were able to show 

that one of the compounds in the extract, 6-Br, was able to reduce tumors. Before this we had only looked at 

their effects, six hours after DNA damage had been caused to a colon cell.” 

These longer term observations of the compound’s activity were then corroborated and probed further through 

an advanced form of mass spectrometry. This allowed the scientists to actually track how the compound 6-Br 

moved through a mouse model toward the tumors after being administered orally. 

“We are able to show that 6-Br and its metabolites are present in the GI tract and are delivered to the colon 

where the tumors are formed,” Abbott tells us. “The breakthrough here is demonstrating that this specialized 

mass spectrometry technique can be used to trace the fate of an orally administered drug from the stomach to 

the feces.” 

One convenient byproduct of this approach is an ability to keep an eye out for metabolites that could produce 

toxic side effects. The team tested out a couple of versions of the compound and the technique is already 

helping them work out the most promising pathways forward. 

"We treated animals with synthetic 6-Br and crude extract containing natural 6-Br,” Abbott explains. “We 

believe the toxic metabolites are coming from another compound found in the extract, thus they were not 

observed when we used the synthetic 6-br compound alone. The metabolites of this 6-br do not appear to be 

toxic, so synthetic is a great lead compound for further development.” 

There are parallels between this research and another project we covered back in 2016, where scientists at 

Australia’s University of Wollongong identified a new class of molecules in the eggs of sea snails that proved 

particularly potent against cancer cells that had grown resistant to chemotherapy drugs. 

As with that research, there is a long way to go before this compound is translated into anti-cancer drugs for 

clinical use, but the early results are promising. Colorectal cancer is the second-leading cause of cancer-

related mortality, with 862,000 deaths in 2018, according to the World Health Organization. So any new tools 

in the fight would be very welcome indeed. 

"We're very excited about these latest results and hope to attract investment from a pharmaceutical company 

to work on a new drug to reduce development of colorectal cancer tumours,” says Abbott. 

The team has published its research in the journal Scientific Reports. 

Source: Flinders University via EurekAlert 
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The Life and Times of a Filipino 

Overseas Worker 

Rosalie Villanueva's 8,500-Mile Journey From a Manila Slum to a Texas Hospital 

VIA VIKING 

By Jason DeParle 

 

Thirty years ago, I was a young reporter in Manila with an interest in shantytowns, the warrens of scrap-wood 

shacks that covered a third of the city and much of the developing world. I called the Philippines’s most 

famous nun, who lived in a slum called Leveriza. Though I didn’t say so, I was hoping she would help me 

move in.  

Sister Christine Tan was a friend of the new president, Cory Aquino, and busy on a commission rewriting the 

constitution. 

“Call me back in a few months,” she snapped. 

Hoping for a quicker audience, I explained that I worked with another nun in her order. Apparently, they 

weren’t friends. “That’s a mistake!” she said. “Meet me tomorrow morning, outside the Manila Zoo.” 

Raised in affluence, educated in the United States, Sister Christine had gained her renown as a critic of 

Ferdinand Marcos, the American-backed dictator who had proclaimed martial law in 1972 and plundered the 

country with the help of his  shoe-happy wife, Imelda. “I hate their deceitfulness, their sham, their greed, their 

avarice, their lies, the deliberate trouncing of our rights and the burying of our souls,” she once said. The 

Vatican had told her to tone things down. The police had threatened arrest. Sister Christine had defied them 

all and gone off to find Jesus in the slums. At 56, she had a smooth, grandmotherly face, which made her look 

gentle, though she wasn’t.  

“Are you  CIA? . . . You wouldn’t tell me if you were, would you?” she began. When she called herself “anti-

imperialist,” it sounded like an accusation.  

https://www.penguinrandomhouse.com/books/313176/a-good-provider-is-one-who-leaves-by-jason-deparle/?pdivflag
https://lithub.com/author/jasondeparle/
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“The poor are magnificent people, unlike the rich,” she said, but boarding in Leveriza wouldn’t work. Most of 

the shanties lacked toilets, and Americans can’t live without them. A host would feel obligated to serve pricey 

food. I’d be a burden. She denounced the United States for keeping military bases in the Philippines, then 

suddenly waved a hand above her head. “That’s all up here,” meaning her views of American policy. 

“Somehow, we have to build links between the First World and the Third World.” If I returned in a few days, 

she’d see what she could do.  

Sunk into a mudflat near Manila Bay, Leveriza held 15,000 people in a labyrinth of alleys behind the 

whitewashed walls of one of Imelda’s old beautification campaigns. Children played beside listing shacks. 

Women squatted over tubs of laundry. Roosters crowed. Sanitation mostly meant “flying saucers,” bundles of 

waste wrapped in newspaper and flung in the surrounding canals.  

I figured that Sister Christine would use the time before my return to approach a potential host or two. 

Instead, she led me into the maze and auctioned me off on the spot. I knew just enough Tagalog to realize our 

first prospect was aghast. “Hindi pwede, Sister!” It’s not possible. The second candidate smiled more but 

ducked as rapidly. The third was too astonished to respond. Tita Comodas was 40 years old and sitting at her 

window in an old housedress, selling sugar and eggs. A scruffy American looking to rent floor space had the 

appeal of a biblical plague.  

Her thin patience exhausted, Sister Christine left. “If you don’t want him, pass him on to someone else. And 

don’t cook him anything special— if he gets sick, too bad!”  

I don’t know who was more frightened, Tita or me. Neighborhood entertainment was scarce; we drew a 

crowd.  

“Ask him if he eats rice!”  

“Ask him if he knows how to use a spoon!”  

“Ask him if he wants to marry a Filipina!”  

Tita had a boisterous neighbor who fed her questions and whooped at the answers. But Tita struggled to see 

the humor—after all, it was her house. The reasons to decline were many. Her husband was working in 

Saudi  Arabia . . . she was busy raising five  kids . . . she already had two relatives sleeping on the  floor . . . 

her English was limited and my Tagalog was worse . . . Who knew what problems a strange foreigner might 

cause? Then she surrendered to what she took as Sister Christine’s request and said I could move in. I stayed 

on and off for eight months and made a lifelong friend.  

Immigration widened class divides between the affluent, who are most likely to benefit from migration, and 

the less privileged, who are more likely to bear its costs. 

The eldest of 11 children raised in a farm family, she had quit school after sixth grade and moved to Manila as 

a teenager to work in a factory. Marriage and children followed, with home a series of Leveriza hovels, each 

as forlorn as the last. Her husband, Emet, had hustled a job cleaning the pool at a government sports complex 

and held it for nearly two decades. On the spectrum of Filipino poverty, that alone marked him as a man of 

modest fortune. 

But a monthly salary of $50 wasn’t enough to keep his family fed. Their eldest daughter had a congenital 

heart defect that turned her lips blue and fingernails black and who needed care that he couldn’t afford. After 

years of worrying over her frail physique, Emet had dropped to his knees and asked God for a decision: take 

her or let him have her. God had answered in a mysterious way. Soon after, Emet got an offer to clean pools 

in Saudi Arabia. He would make ten times his Manila wage but live five thousand miles away in an Islamic 
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autocracy when stories of abused laborers were rife. He accepted on the spot. By the time I arrived, years 

later, his daughter had more medicine and the shanty had a toilet.  

Up before dawn to cook the breakfast rice, Tita was a weary homemaker, trudging to the market every day 

and scrubbing her hands raw over laundry. But she was also a lieutenant in Sister Christine’s slum 

improvement group, a small army of housecoat revolutionaries that ran Bible studies, sold subsidized rice, 

joined political protests, and found strength in the nun’s message, counterintuitive amid the squalor, that Jesus 

had a special love for the poor. 

Tita’s life revolved around eggs: she bought 2,000 a week to sell in the group’s co-op stores and stacked them 

under a kitchen light in an attempt, only partly successful, to protect them from the rats. The enterprise was 

metaphoric: in the post-Marcos Philippines, her hopes and the country’s were equally fragile. Despite a 

limited education, or perhaps because of it, Tita was full of questions. She read English newspapers with a 

Tagalog dictionary and asked me about the news. “Ano ang imperyalismo?” she asked me. “I’m always 

hearing, ‘No to imperialism!’ but I don’t know what means ‘imperialism.’ ”  

Tita’s oldest child was an indifferent student of modest ambition who spent his spare time on the family farm. 

The second was sick. The two youngest boys were spindle-legged scamps, busy chasing roosters through the 

alleys. That left Tita’s middle child, Rosalie, her confidence keeper and chief helpmate.  

A slight, shy, doe-eyed girl, mature beyond her 15 years, Rosalie was easy to overlook. Her religiosity 

cloaked her ambition. In addition to school and chores, she was a stalwart of Sister Christine’s youth group; 

when it staged plays, Rosalie played the nun. Noting Rosalie’s strength and faith, Sister Christine saw the 

makings of a real nun, but Rosalie had another idea. There was a nursing school near Leveriza, and the 

students looked smart and clean in their starched white dresses. Filipino nurses went far in life. Some went as 

far as the United States.  

* 

In 1965 (six years before Rosalie was born), Lyndon Johnson sat beside the Statue of Liberty and signed an 

immigration law he both celebrated as a civil rights landmark and dismissed as a measure of little 

consequence. Johnson said he was ending a “cruel and enduring wrong” by abolishing quotas from the 1920s 

that banned most nonwhite immigrants. Passed in an age of peak immigration, aimed at southern and 

eastern  Europeans—the nonwhites of the day—the quotas had kept immigration to a trickle for four decades. 

Johnson praised the new law for ending discrimination but insisted it wouldn’t attract more people or change 

America’s ethnic composition. “This bill that we sign today is not a revolutionary bill. It does not affect the 

lives of millions. It will not reshape the structure of our daily lives, or really add importantly to either our 

wealth or our power.” He added, “The days of unlimited immigration are past.”  

Johnson was spectacularly wrong. In the decades that followed, the foreign-born share of the population 

soared to near ecord highs, and immigration set the United States on course to become a majority minority 

nation. The United States counts more than 44 million immigrants, nearly five times as many as in 1965, and 

as many as the next four countries combined. The United States has more immigrants than Canada has 

Canadians. Nearly 90 percent come from the developing world, with 11 million Mexicans trailed, 

respectively, by Indians, Chinese, Filipinos, Salvadorans, Vietnamese, Cubans, Dominicans, Koreans, and 

Guatemalans. 

Non-Hispanic whites, 83 percent of America when Johnson signed the bill, account for 62 percent today. 

Much attention gets paid to the share of immigrants, about a quarter, who are here illegally and less to the fact 
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that most come through authorized channels. With one in four children in the United States an immigrant or 

the child of one, it’s no exaggeration to say their future is America’s.  

In a thousand ways, large and small, Johnson wouldn’t recognize the society his pen stroke helped create. 

Immigrants brought a hundred languages to the Des Moines public schools, turned the South Side of 

Milwaukee from Polish to Latino, and raised mosques in the Washington suburbs. In 25 years, the  foreign-

born population of Greater Atlanta rose nearly 1,200 percent. 

Immigration changed the way Americans eat and the way they pray. It powered the rise of Silicon Valley and 

redrew the electoral map. It bred cosmopolitanism. It bred resentment. It widened class divides between the 

affluent, who are most likely to benefit from migration, and the less privileged, who are more likely to bear its 

costs. It made America more vibrant but less united, wealthier but less equal, more creative but more volatile. 

Shockingly, the demographic upheaval brought Barack Obama. More shockingly, it brought Donald Trump.  

The United States is not alone. About 258 million migrants are scattered across the globe, and they support a 

population back home as big if not bigger. Were these half billion or so people to form their own country, it 

would rank as the world’s third largest. Just since the turn of the century, their numbers have grown nearly 50 

percent. While the movements of the 19th century were largely transatlantic, what stands out about migration 

today is its ubiquity. Ireland elected its first African-born mayor. Mongolians do scut work in Prague. The 

roster of recent Miss Israels includes one  Ethiopian-born. 

“I went to bed in one country and woke up in a different one,” wrote the Irish novelist Roddy Doyle, who 

peoples his stories of multiethnic Dublin with characters like Fat Gandhi, the Celtic Tandoori King. A few 

decades ago, migration seemed so  irrelevant to international affairs that doctoral students in political science 

couldn’t find professors to guide dissertations. Now it threatens to tear apart the European Union.  

My own light bulb moment came in learning that remittances—the sums migrants send home—are three 

times the world’s foreign aid budgets combined. Migration is the world’s largest antipoverty program, a 

homegrown version of foreign aid. Mexico earns more from remittances than from oil. Sri Lanka earns more 

from remittances than from tea. About $477 billion a year now flows home to the developing world, an 

increase of more than sixfold in the 21st century.  

Yet competing with the literature of gain is a parallel literature of loss. About half the world’s migrants are 

women, many of whom care for children abroad while leaving their own children home. “Your loved ones 

across that ocean . . .” Nadine Sarreal, a Filipina poet warns,  

Will sit at breakfast and try not to gaze 

Where you would sit at the table 

Meals now divided by five 

Instead of six, don’t feed an emptiness  

Earlier waves of globalization, the movement of money and goods, were shaped by mediating protocols. The 

International Monetary Fund regulates finance. The World Trade Organization regularizes trade. The 

movement of people, the most intimate form of globalization, has the fewest rules. There is no World 

Migration Organization to say who has the right to migrate or what rights a migrant should have.  

Migration disquiets the West, but demographic logic suggests it will grow. Aging societies need workers. 

Workers in poor countries need jobs. Rising incomes in the developing world give more people the means to 

move and instant communication spreads word of opportunity. Refugee populations have soared. 

Economically, incentives to move are profound. An unskilled migrant in the 19th century might triple his 
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wage by moving to the States; his counterpart today can multiply his earnings six or seven times (even after 

accounting for the cost of living), a pay raise twice as high.  

No country does more to promote migration than the Philippines, where the government trains and markets 

overseas workers, whom presidents celebrate as “heroes.” More than two million Filipinos depart each year, 

enough to fill a dozen or more 747s a day. About one Filipino worker in seven works abroad, and the $32 

billion that Filipinos send home accounts for 10 percent of the gross domestic product. Migration is to the 

Philippines what cars once were to Detroit: the civil religion. The Philippine Daily Inquirer runs hundreds of 

stories a year on Overseas Filipino Workers. Half have the fevered feel of gold rush ads. Half sound like 

human rights complaints.  

“Remittances Seen to Set New Record.” 

“Happy Days Here Again for Real Estate Sector.” 

“5 Dead OFWs in Saudi.” 

“We Slept with Dog, Ate Leftovers for $200/ month.”  

* 

I wasn’t thinking about migration when I arrived in Leveriza. I was thinking about rats and eggs, about how 

people like Tita endure such dire poverty. Migration was part of the answer. Emet came home during my visit 

and did all he could to stay. But he couldn’t earn a living in Manila. Forced to choose between living with his 

children and supporting them, he returned to Saudi Arabia, a cycle he sustained for nearly 20 years.  

What started as an act of desperation became a way of life. All five of Tita and Emet’s children grew up to 

become overseas workers, and they are part of a close, extended family that stretches across the globe. Of the 

eleven siblings in Tita’s generation, nine went abroad or had spouses who did. So far, 24 of their 49 children 

have done the same. Most of what could happen to a migrant, good or bad, has happened to someone in the 

clan. Some lost marriages; one lost a limb. Others replaced thatched huts with cement block homes and hung 

their children’s college degrees on the freshly painted walls. 

Migration disquiets the West, but demographic logic suggests it will grow. Aging societies need workers. 

Workers in poor countries need jobs. 

Tita has a  grade chool education, but her sister Peachy earned a doctorate, with money that her daughter 

made cleaning cabins on a cruise ship. Peachy’s husband’s years abroad nearly destroyed their marriage; she 

understands migration’s social costs. But when I asked if the sacrifices had been worth it, she articulated the 

unofficial family creed: “A good provider is one who leaves.”  

Soon after I left Leveriza, Rosalie started nursing school, which was possible (if barely) because Emet was 

away cleaning Saudi Arabian pools. She was 24 when she landed her first overseas job, at a hospital outside 

Mecca. By the standards of foreign workers in the Persian Gulf, Rosalie was in luck: nurses earn much more 

money, and suffer less abuse, than the migrants who go in much greater numbers as nannies, cooks, drivers, 

or maids. 

But Rosalie left nursing school with an overriding goal, to reach the United States. Two decades later, she was 

still trying, working in Abu Dhabi, along with her husband, and worried that she had become a stranger to her 

three young kids, who were living with Tita and Emet back in the Philippines. Then a hurricane slammed the 

Texas Gulf Coast and left behind a nursing shortage. Rosalie got her chance.  
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In 2012, I met her in Manila and flew with her to Galveston. Her husband, Chris, followed five months later 

with Kristine, Precious Lara, and Dominique (ages nine, seven, and six), who spoke little English and hadn’t 

lived with their parents in years. They had to learn a new country and form a new family at the same time. I 

tracked their experiences on a near daily basis for three years, following Rosalie in her hospital and the kids in 

the Galveston schools. 

Migration has become the defining story of the 21st century; by the accident of an old friendship, I had an 

intimate view. This was a journalistic endeavor but not an entirely arm’s length one; occasionally my 

presence shaped events I was trying to record. But our long relationship affords a perspective that 

conventional deadlines don’t afford. Rosalie was a 15-year-old schoolgirl when I met her and a 48-year-old 

nurse, wife, and mother as her story goes to print. 
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From A Good Provider Is One Who Leaves by Jason DeParle, published by Viking, an imprint of Penguin 

Publishing Group, a division of Penguin Random House, LLC. Copyright (c) 2019 by Jason DeParle. 

 

The politics of migration, at home and abroad, have radically changed since the project began. Britain voted 

to leave the EU, the Far Right gained a hold on the German Bundestag, and the United States elected a 

president who denounces immigrants in terms no president has ever used. The Trump administration muscled 

through a travel ban aimed at Muslims, separated mothers and children at the border, cut refugee  admissions 

to the lowest level in four decades, assailed protections for immigrants brought to the United States illegally 

as kids, and erased the words “Nation of Immigrants” from the work of the immigration agency. No one can 

fault President Trump for hiding his views. He cut a 2018 campaign ad too racially inflammatory for Fox 

News. Among the labels he’s attached to immigrants are “drug dealer,” “terrorist,” “ani-mal,” “gang 

member,” “criminal,” “rapist,” and “snake.”  

Little about Rosalie, a four-foot, eleven-inch nurse, evokes the main American controversies. She never 

crossed a border illegally. She doesn’t sport gang tattoos. To the challenges of assimilation, she brings 

advantages the poor and unauthorized lack. She’s the kind of immigrant who is largely invisible in political 

debate but increasingly common. Since 2008, the United States has attracted more Asians than Latin 

Americans, and nearly half of the newcomers, like Rosalie, have college degrees. Every corner of America 

has an immigrant like her.  

In a world where migration is a growing norm, it is tempting to call Rosalie’s experience an ordinary one, 

propelled by a common mix of hope and doubt. But nothing about an immigrant’s life is truly ordinary. The 

journey from a Manila slum to a Texas hospital spanned 8,500 miles and a quarter century, and little that 

happened along the way went according to plan. For Rosalie, as for the world, immigration is a story filled 

with surprise.  

______________________________________ 

 

Jason DeParle 

Jason DeParle is a reporter for The New York Times and has written extensively about poverty and 

immigration. His book, American Dream: Three Women, Ten Kids, and a Nation’s Drive to End Welfare was 

a New York Times Notable Book and won the Helen Bernstein Award from the New York City Library. He 

was an Emerson Fellow at New America. He is a recipient of the George Polk Award and is a two-time 

finalist for the Pulitzer Prize. 

 

https://lithub.com/the-life-and-times-of-a-filipino-overseas-worker/ 

  

https://www.penguinrandomhouse.com/books/313176/a-good-provider-is-one-who-leaves-by-jason-deparle/?pdivflag
https://lithub.com/author/jasondeparle/
https://lithub.com/the-life-and-times-of-a-filipino-overseas-worker/
https://lithub.com/author/jasondeparle/
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How to Find Your Artistic Voice: Ben Folds on Empathy, Creativity, and the Courage to Know 

Yourself 

“What an artist has to offer is obvious to just about anyone else but the artist him- or herself.” 

BY MARIA POPOVA 

 

“The best that can be said of my life so far is that it has been industrious, and the best that can be said of me is 

that I have not pretended to what I was not,” the astronomer Maria Mitchell wrote in her diary at the apogee 

of her improbable and pathbreaking career as she was reflecting on the art of finding one’s purpose. A century 

later, in his wonderful advice to young artists, E.E. Cummings offered: “To be nobody-but-yourself — in a 

world which is doing its best, night and day, to make you everybody else — means to fight the hardest battle 

which any human being can fight.” This, of course, is the perennial battle of every creative person in any field 

— what James Baldwin called “the artist’s struggle for integrity” — and it has played out again and again on 

the scale of generations and civilizations, fought by every visionary creator, from Sappho and Shakespeare to 

Cummings and Baldwin. It is a battle won only with the courage to create rather than cater, to unflaggingly 

https://www.brainpickings.org/2017/01/19/maria-mitchell-purpose/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2017/09/25/e-e-cummings-advice/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2016/04/13/james-baldwin-the-artists-struggle-for-integrity/
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/1984817272/braipick-20
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buoy one’s singular vision and sensibility against the billowing tide of convention and conformity. And so, in 

any body of work marked by true originality, creativity and courage are inextricably linked — for creativity 

without courage dissolves into fruitless daydreaming, and courage without creativity festers into the most 

insufferable hubris. 

All of that, and so much more, is what musician Ben Folds — an artist of convention-breaking vision and 

unrelenting creative courage — explores in his lovely memoir, A Dream About Lightning Bugs: A Life of 

Music and Cheap Lessons (public library), which radiates his goofy, brilliant, genuine, deeply empathetic 

spirit, marked by the kind of amiable self-consciousness with which unboastful genius often shades itself 

from the harsh stage-glare of attention. 

Art by Olivier Tallec from What If… by Thierry Lenain 

 

Even the title bespeaks Folds’s disarming self-deprecation, which makes the book so pleasurable and 

uncontrived: The lessons, of course, are not cheap — they are costly learnings from innumerable tribulations, 

relayed with unselfconscious sincerity and ample humor; they are the un-autotuned record of hard-earned, 

messy triumphs of maturity and artistic integrity; they are the life-tested, vitalizing assurance that such 

https://www.benfolds.com/
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/1984817272/braipick-20
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/1984817272/braipick-20
https://www.worldcat.org/title/dream-about-lightning-bugs-a-life-of-music-and-cheap-lessons/oclc/1101388228&referer=brief_results
https://www.brainpickings.org/2019/07/29/what-if-tallec-lenain/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2019/07/29/what-if-tallec-lenain/
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triumphs await anyone talented enough and willing enough to risk humiliation, heartbreak, poverty, endless 

toil, and repeated rejection by the establishment for the sake of turning an improbable vision into something 

that changes the artistic landscape of reality. 

In the tradition of visionaries relaying a symbolic childhood experience that illuminated their creative path — 

Pablo Neruda and the hand through the fence, Albert Einstein and the compass, Patti Smith and the swan with 

the blue sail — Folds opens with the first dream he remembers, dreamt when he was three: 

It was set in one of those humid Southern dusks I knew as a kid. The kind of night where I’d look forward to 

the underside of the pillow cooling off, so I could turn it over and get something fresher to rest my head on for 

a good minute or so. The old folks described this sort of weather as “close.” In my dream, a group of kids and 

I were playing in the backyard of my family’s home in Greensboro, North Carolina. Fireflies — “lightnin’ 

bugs,” as the same old folks called them — lit up in a dazzling succession and sparkled around the backyard. 

Somehow, I was the only one who could see these lightnin’ bugs, but if I pointed them out, or caught them in 

a jar, then the others got to see them too. And it made them happy. This was one of those movie-like dreams 

and I recall one broad, out-of-body shot panning past a silhouetted herd of children, with me out in front. 

There was joyous laughter and a burnt sienna sky dotted with flickering insects that no one else could see 

until I showed them. And I remember another, tighter shot of children’s faces lighting up as I handed them 

glowing jars with fireflies I’d captured for them. I felt needed and talented at something. 

[…] 

At its most basic, making art is about following what’s luminous to you and putting it in a jar, to share with 

others. 

https://www.brainpickings.org/2014/10/30/pablo-neruda-childhood-and-poetry/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2016/01/05/einstein-wonder-autobiographical-notes/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2016/01/08/patti-smith-just-kids-swan/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2016/01/08/patti-smith-just-kids-swan/
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Art by the Brothers Hilts from A Velocity of Being: Letters to a Young Reader. 

https://www.brainpickings.org/2018/11/20/a-velocity-of-being-letters-to-a-young-reader/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2018/11/20/a-velocity-of-being-letters-to-a-young-reader/
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Artists, Folds reflects, are as obsessed with the pursuit of luminosity as they are animated by the irrepressible 

impulse to share the light with others — a testament to Annie Dillard’s insistence that a generosity of spirit is 

the mightiest animating force of art. He writes: 

As we speed past moments in a day, we want to give form to what we feel, what was obvious but got lost in 

the shuffle. We want to know that someone else noticed that shape we suspected was hovering just beyond 

our periphery. And we want that shape, that flicker of shared life experience, captured in a bottle, playing up 

on a big screen, gracing our living room wall, or singing to us from a speaker. It reminds us where we have 

been, what we have felt, who we are, and why we are here. 

We all see something blinking in the sky at some point, but it’s a damn lot of work to put it in the bottle. 

Maybe that’s why only some of us become artists. Because we’re obsessive enough, idealistic enough, 

disciplined enough, or childish enough to wade through whatever is necessary, dedicating life to the search 

for these elusive flickers, above all else. 

Art 

from Flashlight by Lizi Boyd 

https://www.brainpickings.org/2016/03/28/annie-dillard-writing-the-abundance/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2016/03/28/annie-dillard-writing-the-abundance/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2014/08/12/flashlight-lizi-boyd/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2014/08/12/flashlight-lizi-boyd/
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Artists, he argues, are not inventors but uncoverers of truth and beauty — people who “point out things that 

were always there, always dotting the sky,” making them visible for all to delight in. He adds: 

My job is to see what’s blinking out of the darkness and to sharpen the skill required to put it in a jar for 

others to see. Those long hours of practice, the boring scales, the wading through melodies that are dead 

behind the eyes in search of the ones with heartbeats. And all that demoralizing failure along the way. The 

criticism from within, and from others, and all the unglamorous stuff that goes along with the mastering of a 

craft. It’s all for that one moment of seeing a jar light up a face. 

But for Folds, born into a working-class family in the South, where it was far more common and condoned to 

become a contractor than a composer, the creative spark might have been extinguished early on, were it not 

for his mother. Having grown up in an orphanage and marked by a rebellious creative streak of her own, she 

became “a defense attorney of sorts” for her son’s intense creative leanings. An unusual child, obsessed with 

music and astronomy, hyper-focused and unable to cope with interruption, young Ben was spending eight 

hours a day blissfully splayed before the record player, absorbing every note. His grandmother found this 

supremely worrisome and sent for a child psychologist, who deemed Ben developmentally challenged and 

recommended that he be held back a year or two in school. His mother flatly dismissed the diagnosis, sensing 

an uncommon gift in her child. Instead, she let him spend his days at the record player, began reading to him 

every night for years, and started him in first grade a year early. Folds reflects: 

She saw my flunking of the doctor’s test as proof of my imagination. I reminded her of herself. 

His childhood brought other lessons from everyday life that would later ferment into the essence of his artistic 

ethos. Peppering the politeness-culture of the South were some bigots of especially deplorable caliber, whom 

Folds could barely stomach encountering. But those encounters became testing ground for the greatest mark 

of the artist — empathy. (Lest we forget, the word “empathy” only entered the modern lexicon a century ago, 

to describe the imaginative act of projecting oneself into a work of art.) A generation after Carl Sagan 

considered what it takes to move beyond us vs. them and bridge conviction with compassion, Folds writes: 

By dignifying even the most despicable character as a human being, by offering them what empathy we can 

manage, we also hold them accountable for their choices. You can’t really convincingly condemn a monster 

for being a monster. He’s just being the best monster he can be. Sure, it’s easier to make a caricature of 

someone you don’t want to relate to, but the more lines you can step over, the closer you can get to a subject, 

the better off you’ll be — and the more complex and effective your songwriting will be. From the filthy rich 

to the filthy minded, I learned to meet people one at a time. 

Folds reflects on this lesson, which later shaped his songwriting: 

Stand in as many pairs of shoes as you can manage, even ones you consider reprehensible or repulsive — 

even if it’s just for a moment. If you’re going to be a tourist, be a respectful one. Observe, report, imagine, 

invent, have fun with, but never write “down” to a character or their point of view, because everyone is the 

most important person in the world — at least to that one person… Position yourself upon a bedrock of 

honesty and self-knowledge, so that your writing comes from your own unique perspective. Know 

where you stand and what your flaws are. Know thyself. Then you can spin all kinds of shit and all the tall 

tales you like. It’s art. 

Finally, empathy and perspective are everything, and neither should be taken for granted. After all, there’s 

always someone out there who thinks you’re the monster. Remember that the ground beneath your feet can 

always shift and that it should always be questioned. 

https://www.brainpickings.org/2016/12/14/you-must-change-rilke-rodin-empathy/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2016/11/09/carl-sagan-demon-haunted-world-ignorance-compassion/
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Art from Trees at Night by Art Young, 1927. 

https://www.brainpickings.org/2019/08/06/trees-at-night-art-young/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2019/08/06/trees-at-night-art-young/
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This question of how to anchor oneself firmly to the “bedrock of honesty and self-knowledge” is fundamental 

to the quest for finding one’s creative purpose and direction, or what Folds calls “artistic voice.” He writes: 

By artistic voice, I’m referring to one’s artistic thumbprint — the idiosyncratic stuff that makes an artist 

unique. It’s not a precise science, and finding it is always a painful process. I think it has to be about 

subtraction. It’s not a matter of cooking up a persona or style so much as it is stripping away what’s covering 

up the essence, what was already there. 

In consonance with the great neurologist Oliver Sacks’s insight into the crucial role of imitation in the 

development of originality, Folds writes: 

Sometimes it’s just growing out of the imitation phase. Most artists have a period where they sound like their 

favorite musician, and once they’ve learned from that they can shed that effort. Sometimes the subtraction is 

about casting off a misconception about how music is actually performed, or how art is made. No matter what 

your particular subtraction is, the artistic voice you will discover will ideally be something you haven’t seen 

or heard before. 

https://www.brainpickings.org/2017/11/09/oliver-sacks-the-river-of-consciousness-the-creative-self/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2017/11/09/oliver-sacks-the-river-of-consciousness-the-creative-self/
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One of Arthur 

Rackham’s rare 1917 illustrations for the fairy tales of the Brothers Grimm 

https://www.brainpickings.org/2016/02/29/arthur-rackham-brothers-grimm/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2016/02/29/arthur-rackham-brothers-grimm/
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Echoing Nietzsche’s insistence that “no one can build you the bridge on which you, and only you, must cross 

the river of life,” Folds adds: 

Ben, age 6, at his turntable, with his brother. 

 

That impossible search for the voice is, in the end, about being yourself. It’s self-honesty. And in those 

moments that the artistic voice shows its face, it’s hard to imagine what was so difficult about finding it. But 

it is difficult getting there. Added to the challenge of looking for something for which you have no prior 

example, once you find it, you’re the only one who will never truly see what’s special about it. What an artist 

https://www.brainpickings.org/2015/09/30/nietzsche-find-yourself-schopenhauer-as-educator/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2015/09/30/nietzsche-find-yourself-schopenhauer-as-educator/
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/1984817272/braipick-20
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has to offer is obvious to just about anyone else but the artist him- or herself. It’s not terribly profound or 

abstract to say that the way we hear our speaking voice, reverberating in our own skull, is not the way we 

sound to others. We never get a chance to meet ourselves the way others have. It’s the same with the artistic 

voice. It’s something you feel in the dark. 

A Dream About Lightning Bugs is a delightful read in its entirety, drawing on elements of Folds’s life — the 

unbidden generosity of a piano elder who spotted rare talent in a teenage rascal, the innumerable stupidies of 

young love, the perspective-calibrating birth of his children, near-death experiences involving an airplane, a 

mugging, and a dental catastrophe — to glean rich, unpontifically offered lessons on the life of art and the art 

of life. (The audiobook is especially delightful, narrated by Folds himself, adorned with some perfectly placed 

sound effects and music samples, and featuring a charming surprise cameo by Amanda Palmer.) 

For a necessary counterpoint, see poet Robert Penn Warren’s admonition against the problematic notion of 

“finding yourself,” then revisit Hermann Hesse on how to find your destiny, Beethoven’s advice on being an 

artist, penned in a letter to a little girl who had sent him fan mail, and Amanda Palmer on how to keep on 

making art when life unmakes you. 

 

https://www.brainpickings.org/2019/08/22/ben-folds-a-dream-of-lightning-

bugs/?mc_cid=d7ab67dd06&mc_eid=d1c16ac662 

  

http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/1984817272/braipick-20
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/B07RLY9CP5/braipick-20
https://www.brainpickings.org/tag/amanda-palmer/
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More evidence teen smartphone use & screen time is not associated with mental health problems 

By Rich Haridy 

 

Beautiful young woman in a black dress looking at her smartphone screen. A gray wall background with a 

social media sketch 

denisismagilov/Depositphotos 

VIEW 1 IMAGE 

A robust new study tracking associations between adolescent digital technology use and mental health 

problems has found absolutely no link between excessive smartphone use and depression, loneliness or 

suicidal ideation. The research follows on from a recent study that did find a potential link between frequent 

social media use and increased feelings of distress in teenage girls, but the association was attributed to 

disruptions in sleep and exercise rather than the medium itself. 

Mental health problems in adolescents have been rapidly rising over the past decade. The trend is strikingly 

clear, however what is not clear is what is causing the increase. Many commentators have unsurprisingly 

pointed to the growth of digital media, smartphones and social media as the most probable culprit. But so far, 

there has been very little evidence to back up that hypothesis. In fact, a great deal of research suggests screen 

time and social media use is not particularly related to mental health outcomes in young people. 

A new longitudinal study, tracking nearly 400 adolescents over several years, has again found no correlation 

between increased digital technology usage and mental health problems. The subjects studied were aged 

https://newatlas.com/author/rich-haridy/
https://depositphotos.com/183483230/stock-photo-woman-with-a-smartphone-social.html
https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2019/03/190315110908.htm
https://newatlas.com/social-media-screen-time-teenage-depression/60604/
https://newatlas.com/screen-time-digital-technology-adolescent-mental-health/58019/
https://newatlas.com/screen-time-child-sleep-duration-oxford/57140/
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between 12 and 15, with daily technology use measured via self-reporting across a number of different 

measures, including number of text messages sent each day, and hours spent using a device each day. Time 

spent on digital devices was broken down to separate social media communications from school work or 

content creation. 

The results revealed no association between frequent technology use and increased mental health issues. The 

researchers note only two significant associations appearing in the data, and both were somewhat unexpected. 

Most strangely, the study showed the more text messages an individual sent, the lower the depression 

symptoms reported. Higher levels of time spent on technology for school work was also found to be linked 

with frequent ADHD symptoms. 

“Contrary to the common belief that smartphones and social media are damaging adolescents’ mental health, 

we don’t see much support for the idea that time spent on phones and online is associated with increased risk 

for mental health problems,” says Michaeline Jensen, a psychologist working on the research from the 

University of North Carolina at Greensboro. 

The study follows on from another recently published paper looking at data from almost 10,000 teenagers 

aged between 13 and 16. That research found higher levels of psychological distress could be associated with 

very frequent social media use. This association was primarily identified in girls and not boys. 

Digging into the behavioral data the researchers suggest the correlation between reduced well-being and 

social media use is not due to the effects of the technology but rather more related to factors such as loss of 

sleep, lack of exercise and exposure to cyberbullying. 

“Our results suggest that social media itself doesn’t cause harm, but that frequent use may disrupt activities 

that have a positive impact on mental health such as sleeping and exercising, while increasing exposure of 

young people to harmful content, particularly the negative experience of cyber-bullying,” explains Russell 

Viner, lead on the research from University College London. 

The research recalls compelling work from a team of Oxford University researchers published earlier this 

year finding digital technology use having a minimal effect on a young person's overall negative well-being. 

Accounting for a large array of factors that influence a young person’s well-being, that Oxford research 

concluded wearing glasses seemed to confer a greater negative effect on adolescent well-being than digital 

technology use. 

Candice Odgers, from University of California, Irvine, who worked on this latest study with Michaeline 

Jensen, suggests it is now important to broaden the conversation past simply blaming smartphones and social 

media for all the problems arising in modern youth, and instead start discussing how to better support our 

teenagers. 

“It may be time for adults to stop arguing over whether smartphones and social media are good or bad for 

teens’ mental health and start figuring out ways to best support them in both their offline and online lives,” 

says Odgers. 

The new research was published in the journal Clinical Psychological Science. 

Source: University of California, Irvine 
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Rich Haridy 

Rich is based in Melbourne, Australia and has strong interests in film, new media, and the new wave of 

psychedelic science. He has written for a number of online and print publications over the last decade while 

also acting as film critic for several radio broadcasters and podcasts. Rich was Chair of the Australian Film 

Critics Association for two years (2013-2015) and completed a Masters degree at the University of 

Melbourne. Since joining the New Atlas team three years ago Rich’s interests have considerably broadened to 

examine the era-defining effects of new technology on culture and life in the 21st century. 
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VIA PENGUIN RANDOM HOUSE 

What It’s Like to Be Told You Have Dementia 

“Little bits of me feel like they’ve dropped off and gone missing.” 

By Nicci Gerrard 

 

August 29, 2019 

Leaving the memory clinic, I am slightly breathless. I feel thin-boned and insubstantial. Relief hasn’t yet 

flowed into the place where anxiety had been; I have a sense of being scraped out. But I’ve been reassured 

that I’m still on track. Those appalling blanks, those moments of addled vacancy when I scramble around in 

my mind for names, dates, certainty, a sense of connectedness to the world around me, are simply a product of 

age and normal forgetting. I unlock my bike, put on my helmet, cycle off, the wind in my face. 

However kindly and tactfully it’s delivered, however parenthetical, it’s a sentence. You have dementia. We all 

know that we are going to die, but we don’t really know, not until we are sentenced. Dementia is a terminal 

illness, one that usually works with grinding slowness, chipping away at the mind’s sense of itself. 

“Do I use the ‘D’ word?” asks Claudia Wald. “It depends.” 

“I felt cold water running down my spine,” says Tommy Dunne in his little bungalow in Liverpool. Beside 

him, Joyce sits quite upright, her face calm, her hands folded on her lap. “I thought: ‘My life is over. I’ll 

become one of those people sitting in a chair. My family will come and visit me, first once a day, then once a 

week, then once in months, until they don’t come at all. Just me, a chair, a bed, a room.’” The countdown. 

ARTICLE CONTINUES AFTER ADVERTISEMENT 

https://www.penguinrandomhouse.com/books/559607/the-last-ocean-by-nicci-gerrard/9780525521969/
https://lithub.com/author/niccigerrard/
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Claudia Wald says that to move from fear to certainty can be a relief, and Sube Banerjee agrees. “It can be 

really bad not to know. Of course, some people don’t want to, but by knowing you have access to care. 

Knowledge is power trumps ignorance is bliss.” 

But still, the sound of the gallows being built beneath the window . . . 

“I take my cues from them,” Claudia tells me. “I sometimes use euphemisms: it is possible to be honest while 

omitting some things. There is no simple rule: you have to respond to each person as they present themselves. 

I do not say: ‘It’s a progressive, relentless disease for which there is no cure,’ because how many people can 

live with that? You have to instill as much hope as possible; make them know they are courageous to come—

and they are!—and that by coming they will be supported.” 

The diagnosis of dementia may be a confirmation rather than a surprise—a small step across a shifting, 

blurred and arbitrary line. Nothing changes and yet everything does. The person is no different the day after 

the diagnosis than in the days before—they are in a world that’s both eerily the same and yet utterly changed 

and which can hold unspeakable terrors for those who are unsupported and unprepared. The bravery and 

endurance that the diagnosis requires—from the person who has the illness and from those who care for 

them—is very great. It shouldn’t have to be borne alone. Often it is. 

The diagnosis of dementia may be a small step across a shifting, blurred and arbitrary line. 

Andrew Balfour is a psychoanalytic psychotherapist and the CEO of the Tavistock Center for Couples 

Relationships, where he has developed the center’s “Living Together with Dementia” work. Both the affected 

individual and their partner are supported by therapeutic, person-centered interventions, particularly at the 

point of diagnosis, where couples can feel abandoned. He tells me of a time early in his career when he told a 

patient that he had dementia. He remembers watching him and his wife through the window of his room as 

they walked away, supporting each other, in a “very powerful image of distress and mutual love.” 

The disease crept into my father’s life slowly and silently, no broken windows or alarm bells shrilling, just 

occasional rustles in the night, a creak on the stairs, odd things missing from their usual place but not missed. 

I don’t know when he suspected and I don’t know when we did either, or which came first. His mother had 

had dementia at a young age; his elder sister too. And my father had always been absent-minded—which is no 

indicator of dementia, but it felt like one, as if his future was woven into his benevolent, abstracted 

personality, the way he could disappear into his own secret world where no one could follow. 

Fog thickened. His vagueness became a kind of lostness. His cheerfulness (perhaps a form of stoicism) was 

punctured by an anxiety that sometimes blighted his final decade, even when he was—this is one of those 

catch-all phrases that catches less than it drops—“living well” with the condition. 

ARTICLE CONTINUES AFTER ADVERTISEMENT 

Time heals; time undoes. In those sliding-down years there wasn’t one thing, a particular event, though of 

course I look back now and I recognize the signs. When he struggled to remember the name of a flower that 

grew in the hedgerow. When his hand, holding a mug of tea, shook. When he lost his hearing aid yet again, 

lost track of what he was saying, lost his way (but we all do that). Scraped the car against a gateway. Left the 

key in the lock. When we asked him the time and he told us the cricket score (but he always was absent-

minded). When on his face I would see an expression I didn’t recognize (but he was always a little 

mysterious: he stood just out of reach). We didn’t talk about it at first: when is the point at which you say, Do 

you think that something is wrong, that your memory is beginning to fail you? 

That shape standing to one side, that shadow falling coldly—don’t give it attention. 
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There came a time when we all knew. He went to see a doctor; he had his memory test; eventually he received 

the sentence, hedged about with reassurances and strategies and tact, but there it was nonetheless: you have 

dementia. For me, it wasn’t a punch to the solar plexus, more like a soft nudge that pushed him over that 

moveable line—from knowing really to really knowing. In fact, I can’t even remember hearing the news. 

My mother is a fighter; she believed that together they could face down the disease, hold it at bay and beat it. 

My father is a stoic. (Was a stoic.) He believed you must simply and with dignity endure what life hands you. 

I don’t know what he felt about the diagnosis. A man of inwardness and reserve, he didn’t talk a great deal 

about his emotions and believed in getting on with things, no matter what. Up at the same time every day; 

make the breakfast, empty the dishwasher, mow the lawn, pay the bills, feed the birds, prune the roses, do the 

crossword; keep to the structure of the day, the week. That shape standing to one side, that shadow falling 

coldly—don’t give it attention. Keep looking ahead; not too far ahead, where darkness obscures the path, just 

a few paces. 

His role in life had been one of steady competence: he was the protector and now he needed our protection, 

the carer, and now he needed our care. He had looked after the finances (long after he could handle money, he 

kept his soft leather wallet with him and would often take it out, looking through the old membership cards 

that were in there), the garden, done the shopping, read the map and driven the car. (Claudia Wald tells me 

that, for men in particular, the issue of driving can be a watershed: “It’s a further stripping away of the self.” 

It’s not uncommon that they refuse to take the test because of the risk of losing their license.) He had kept the 

house in order, fixed things that were broken. Now something in him was broken, or breaking. 

To acknowledge vulnerability when his task had been to help vulnerable others was painful, almost 

impossible. He didn’t fall apart and he didn’t articulate his fears, but every so often he took to his bed, where 

he would lie under the covers, shaking. Life went on around him—the hum of the vacuum cleaner, the rise 

and fall of voices, the chink of cutlery, a phone ringing somewhere, a dog barking, cars outside, the smell of 

baking, of garlic frying, my mother coming softly into the room and standing beside him a while—and he 

would lie there until the shaking stopped. 

* 

Some people do fall apart, especially when the diagnosis comes at them like an ambush. Tommy Dunne had 

been told he was bipolar, and that was bad enough. But when he got lost in a car park and had a panic attack 

so severe that he was taken to hospital suspected of having had a heart attack, he found himself referred to an 

old-age psychiatrist. 

“I thought, ‘Old-age? But I’m only 57.’” 

The doctor told Tommy and Joyce that the good news was that Tommy wasn’t bipolar after all, and neither 

did he have a brain tumor. But he did have Alzheimer’s. We tend to think of Alzheimer’s as a memory-loss 

disease because, as Sube Banerjee put it, “Memory is more measurable.” However, Tommy Dunne’s 

particular version of the illness affects perception more than memory, is spatial as well as cognitive: “Little 

bits of me feel like they’ve dropped off and gone missing. Everything seems nearer than it is; puddles look 

like gaping holes; the escalator is a chasm. Then there are gaps and jump-cuts in time. I remember being on a 

bus journey that I was very familiar with, had done a hundred times, and suddenly I’d missed several stops 

and had to get off and go back in the other direction. It was like watching things on CCTV, things jerking 

forward.” He smiles at me, his round face strained. “I’m frightened of my own shadow, if I’m honest.”  

Some people do fall apart, especially when the diagnosis comes at them like an ambush. 
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Their doctor broke the news gently, telling them it was the best dementia to have and that there were many 

things that could be done to help him. For Joyce, it was a relief. For Tommy, it was not. He immediately 

imagined himself at dementia’s end-stage, like one of Philip Larkin “old fools“ in his bitterly bleak poem of 

that name. Pessimistic, corporeal, viciously mocking but with no target to mock, the poem describes not 

simply anger and humiliation at old age but fear and disgust, when the mouth “hangs open and drools” and 

the body disintegrates into unlovely body parts: “Ash hair, toad hands, prune face dried into lines.” Tommy’s 

imagined future self filled him with utter dread. 

Things changed only when he and Joyce went to a post-diagnostic group and Joyce volunteered him to be part 

of a group working on dementia (“He gave me a stare that would have stopped a galloping horse”). 

Grudgingly, he went along, and once there he found that speaking out “for my peers, the ones who don’t 

speak,” gave him confidence again. Bit by bit, he became an advocate and a spokesperson for people living 

with dementia: he had a purpose, a community and a status. 

Tommy tells people that he meets he has dementia because he doesn’t want anyone to think he’s stupid. “I’m 

ill, that’s all.” He gets very tired (after he gives a talk he feels like he has run a marathon) and he gets very 

angry, and “I grieve every day for the person I was. I miss the Tommy I used to be. But I never say, Why me? 

Why not? It’s the straw I’ve drawn and I have to make the most of what I’ve got—like a torch won’t work 

without a negative and a positive. This is the best I can make.” 

———————————————————— 
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From The Last Ocean by Nicci Gerrard. Reprinted by arrangement with Penguin Press, a member of Penguin 

Group (USA) LLC, A Penguin Random House Company. Copyright © Nicci Gerrard, 2019. 

coping with illnessdementiadiagnosisforgettinggetting olderillnesslife changesmemorymemory problemsNicci 

Gerrardold agepenguin random houseThe Last Ocean 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Nicci Gerrard 

As well as being a novelist, Nicci Gerrard is a journalist, a campaigner and a humanist celebrant. Nicci 

Gerrard writes for The Observer and is the co-author, with Sean French, of the UK bestselling Nicci French 

thrillers. In 2016 she won the Orwell Prize for Journalism, for a piece exploring dementia. Following her 

father’s death in 2014, she co-founded John’s Campaign which seeks to make care for those who are 

vulnerable and powerless more compassionate, and is now a national movement in the UK. 
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Better, safer flame retardants may be made from plants 

By Ben Coxworth 

 

One of the esters used by the scientists was obtained from the buckwheat plant 

Markit/Depositphotos 

VIEW 1 IMAGE 

You've no doubt heard how the flame-retardant chemicals used in products such as furniture can make their 

way into the rest of the home, potentially causing health problems. Well, scientists are working on a solution, 

by replacing those substances with ones derived from plants. 

Currently, the most effective flame retardants incorporate what are known as organohalogen compounds. 

Derived from petroleum, these can migrate out of the items to which they've been added, becoming part of the 

household dust and thus subsequently getting inhaled or ingested. Additionally, they may persist in the 

environment for years after those items have been discarded. 

Because recent studies have suggested that organohalogen compounds may be neurotoxic, last year the state 

of California banned their use in children’s products, mattresses and upholstered furniture. Given that a less-

threatening alternative is now needed, researchers at Central Michigan University are looking at two plant-

based chemicals – gallic acid, which is commonly found in fruits, nuts and leaves; along with 3,5-

dihydroxybenzoic acid, from buckwheat. 

https://newatlas.com/author/ben-coxworth/
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Led by Dr. Bob Howell, the scientists utilized a simple chemical reaction to convert hydroxyl groups from 

these compounds into flame-retardant phosphorous esters. Those esters were then added to a polymer epoxy 

resin, of a type commonly used in electronics, automobiles and aircraft. 

When samples of the polymer were fire-tested, it was found that the esters reduced the intensity of the flame, 

along with the speed at which it spread – they did so at least as well as many commercially-available 

organohalogen flame retardants. And as an added benefit, the esters are less likely to migrate out of household 

products, plus they harmlessly decompose when left open to the elements. 

The scientists have not yet determined the toxicity of the specific esters they've tested, although previous 

studies on similar compounds have indicated that they are "much less harmful than the corresponding 

organohalogens." 

Source: American Chemical Society 
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Ben Coxworth 

Based out of Edmonton, Canada, Ben Coxworth has been writing for New Atlas since 2009 and is presently 

Managing Editor for North America. An experienced freelance writer, he previously obtained an English BA 

from the University of Saskatchewan, then spent over 20 years working in various markets as a television 

reporter, producer and news videographer. Ben is particularly interested in scientific innovation, human-

powered transportation, and the marine environment. 
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https://www.360dx.com/infectious-disease/mylan-atomo-diagnostics-get-who-prequalification-approval-hiv-self-test?utm_source=TrendMD&utm_medium=TrendMD&utm_campaign=1&utm_term=360Dx%20MDx%20Bulletin&trendmd-shared=1#.XTMUpugzbIU
https://www.360dx.com/molecular-diagnostics/adaptive-biotechnologies-files-potential-230m-ipo?utm_medium=TrendMD&utm_campaign=1&utm_source=TrendMD&trendmd-shared=1#.XPE7fohKiUk
https://newatlas.com/author/ben-coxworth/
https://newatlas.com/materials/plant-based-flame-retardants/
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NSF-funded leadership-class computing center boosts U.S. science with largest academic 

supercomputer in the world 

Frontera, at the Texas Advanced Computing Center, will power discoveries of nation’s top computational 

scientists 

 
 

The Frontera supercomputer at the Texas Advanced Computing Center. 

 Credit and Larger Version 

  

 

September 3, 2019 

Today, the Texas Advanced Computing Center (TACC) at The University of Texas at Austin (UT Austin) 

launched Frontera, the fastest supercomputer at any university and the fifth most powerful system in the 

world. The system is the result of a $60 million investment by the National Science Foundation (NSF) to 

advance the next generation of leadership class computing. 

Joined by representatives from NSF, UT Austin and technology partners Dell EMC, Intel, Mellanox, 

DataDirect Networks, NVIDIA, IBM, CoolIT and Green Revolution Cooling, TACC inaugurated a new era 

of academic supercomputing with a resource that will help the nation's top scientists explore science at the 

largest scale and make the next generation of discoveries. 

https://www.nsf.gov/news/news_images.jsp?cntn_id=299134&org=NSF
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"Scientific challenges demand computing and data at the largest and most complex scales possible. That's 

what Frontera is all about," said Jim Kurose, assistant director for Computer and Information Science and 

Engineering at NSF. "Frontera's leadership-class computing capability will support the most computationally 

challenging science applications that U.S. scientists are working on today." 

First announced in August 2018, Frontera was built in early 2019 and earned the number five spot on the 

twice-annual Top500 list in June, achieving 23.5 PetaFLOPS (one thousand million million floating-point 

operations-per-second) on the high-performance LINPACK benchmark, a measure of the system's computing 

power. 

Frontera has been supporting science applications since June and has already enabled more than three dozen 

teams to conduct research on a range of topics from black hole physics to climate modeling to drug design, 

employing simulation, data analysis and artificial intelligence (AI) at a scale not previously possible. 

 

Frontera is the result of a $60 investment by the National Science Foundation. 

 

Credit: TACC 

 

Olexandr Isayev, a chemist from the University of North Carolina, used Frontera to run more than 3 million 

atomic force field calculations in less than 24 hours -- a major achievement in high-speed quantum 

computation. The calculations are part of an effort to train an AI system that can predict the likely 

characteristics of new drug compounds and identify compounds with the ability to target specific cells. 
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"It's a great machine, especially for quantum mechanics applications," Isayev said. "We're really looking 

forward to running large-scale calculations that were not possible before." 

Ganesh Balasubramanian, an assistant professor of mechanical engineering and mechanics at Lehigh 

University, has been using Frontera to study the dynamics of organic photovoltaic materials and model 

manufacturing conditions. 

"The lightning speed at which Frontera performs computations is very beneficial," said Balasubramanian, 

who during the early user period experienced a five time speed-up in his simulations of solar material 

manufacturing. "Overall, the entire pace of computational research will be increased by the arrival of 

Frontera." 

Manuela Campanelli, an astrophysicist at the Rochester Institute of Technology, has been using Frontera to 

perform the longest simulations ever of the merger of neutron stars, including for the 2017 event detected by 

the Laser Interferometer Gravitational-Wave Observatory (LIGO), the Europe-based Virgo detector, and 70 

ground- and space-based observatories. 

 

Visualization of a simulation of brain activity in the rodent hippocampus in a computational model developed 

in the Soltesz lab at Stanford University. [Visualization developed by Ivan Raikov] 

 

Credit: TACC 
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"Frontera is an amazing system because it gives us a very large number of computer nodes that we can use to 

solve very complex problems," Campanelli said. "These types of resources are unavailable on most university 

campuses, so we really need to have Frontera in order to be able to do the simulation we do." 

Frontera combines Dell EMC PowerEdge servers with 8,008 compute nodes, each of which contains two, 

second generation Intel Xeon scalable ("Cascade Lake") processors, totaling more than 16,000 processors and 

nearly half a million cores, connected by a 200 gigbit-per-second HDR Mellanox InfiniBand high-speed 

network. 

The system incorporates innovative flash storage from DataDirect Networks and novel cooling systems from 

CoolIT, Cooltera and Green Revolution Cooling (GRC) and employs several emerging technologies at 

unprecedented scales, including high-powered, high-clock rate versions of the latest Intel Xeon processors, 

Intel Deep Learning Boost, Intel Optane memory and several kinds of liquid cooling. 

In August, Frontera added two new subsystems to provide additional performance and to explore alternate 

computational architectures for the future. A 360 NVIDIA Quadro RTX 5000 GPU (graphics processing unit) 

system submerged in liquid coolant racks developed by GRC will explore more efficient ways to cool future 

systems, as well as explore single-precision optimized computing. An IBM POWER9-hosted system with 448 

NVIDIA V100 GPUs will provide additional performance and provide the top-performing GPU architecture 

with tight coupling to the processor and memory subsystems. These additional systems will accelerate AI, 

machine learning and molecular dynamics research for Frontera researchers in areas ranging from cancer 

treatment to biophysics. 

In the coming months, Frontera will integrate with cloud providers Microsoft, Google and Amazon to provide 

researchers access to emerging computing technologies and long-term storage. 

Frontera (Spanish for "frontier") will operate for at least five years and will support hundreds of research 

projects and thousands of researchers in nearly every field of science over its lifetime. It is expected to have a 

major impact on: 

 Natural hazards modeling -- predicting the trajectory and intensity of storms, and helping to design 

infrastructure that can withstand the strongest disasters; 

 Genomics -- including precision agriculture to feed the world's growing population; 

 Energy research -- from fusion to solar power to cleaner coal. 

 Astrophysics -- including multimessenger astronomy and gravitational wave modeling. 

 Materials sciences -- using a combination of modeling and deep learning to accelerate the 

development of new molecules for medicine and engineering. 

Projects will be selected through a competitive application process and researchers will need to show that they 

require a computer at the scale of Frontera to solve their problems. 

Faculty at the Oden Institute for Computational Engineering and Sciences at UT Austin are leading the world-

class Frontera science applications and technology team, with partners from the California Institute of 

Technology, Cornell University, Georgia Tech, Ohio State University, Princeton University, Stanford 

University, Texas A&M University, the University of Chicago, the University of Utah and the University of 

California, Davis. 

Frontera will serve as a workhorse for the largest and most experienced computational users in the nation and 

a training ground for the next generation of scientists. 

https://www.nsf.gov/cgi-bin/good-bye?https://www.oden.utexas.edu/
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"Academic researchers have never had a tool this powerful to solve the problems that matter to them," said 

Dan Stanzione, TACC executive director. "We are proud to launch Frontera -- a new, national resource for 

science that will power the discoveries of the future." 

-NSF- 

 

https://www.nsf.gov/news/news_summ.jsp?cntn_id=299134&WT.mc_id=USNSF_51&WT.mc_ev=click 

  

https://www.nsf.gov/news/news_summ.jsp?cntn_id=299134&WT.mc_id=USNSF_51&WT.mc_ev=click
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A Lamentation 

by Denise Levertov 
Issue no. 33 (Winter-Spring 1965) 

Grief, have I denied thee?  

Grief, I have denied thee. 

That robe or tunic, black gauze  

over black and silver my sister wore  

to dance Sorrow, hung so long  

in my closet. I never tried it on. 

                               And my dance  

was Summer—they rouged my cheeks  

and twisted roses with wire stems into my hair.  

I was complaint, Juno de sept ans,  

betraying my autumn birthright pour faire plaisir. 

Always denial. Grief in the morning, washed away  

in coffee, crumbled to a dozen errands between  

busy fingers. 

                      Or across cloistral shadow, insistent  

intrusion of pink sun stripes from open  

archways, falling recurrent. 

Corrosion denied, the figures the acid designs  

filled in. Grief dismissed,  

and Eros along with grief.  

Phantasmagoria swept across the sky  

by shaky winds endlessly,  

the spaces of blue timidly steady—  

blue curtains at trailer windows framing  

the cinder walks. 

There are hidden corners of sky  

choked with the swept shreds, with pain and ashes. 

                                                            Grief, 

have I denied thee? Denied thee.  

The emblems torn from the walls,   

and the black plumes. 

If you enjoyed this poem, why not read … 

 “The Mutes” by Denise Levertov, also from Issue 33, Winter-Spring 1965? 

 

https://theparisreview.us17.list-

manage.com/track/click?u=b6c161007733f0d4c084f3fde&id=dc2e2cf0e5&e=d538c8f2e0 

  

https://theparisreview.us17.list-manage.com/track/click?u=b6c161007733f0d4c084f3fde&id=dc2e2cf0e5&e=d538c8f2e0
https://theparisreview.us17.list-manage.com/track/click?u=b6c161007733f0d4c084f3fde&id=50a2f922b4&e=d538c8f2e0
https://theparisreview.us17.list-manage.com/track/click?u=b6c161007733f0d4c084f3fde&id=dc2e2cf0e5&e=d538c8f2e0
https://theparisreview.us17.list-manage.com/track/click?u=b6c161007733f0d4c084f3fde&id=dc2e2cf0e5&e=d538c8f2e0
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Curation as Creation 

Jason Farago 

 

Harald Szeemann: Museum of Obsessions 

an exhibition at the Getty Research Institute, Los Angeles, February 6–May 6, 2018; Kunsthalle Bern, June 

9–September 2, 2018; Kunsthalle Düsseldorf, October 13, 2018–January 20, 2019; and Castello di Rivoli, 

Turin, February 26–May 26, 2019 

Catalog of the exhibition edited by Glenn Phillips and Philipp Kaiser with Doris Chon and Pietro Rigolo 

Getty Research Institute, 406 pp., $69.95 

Grandfather: A Pioneer Like Us 

an exhibition at the Institute of Contemporary Art, Los Angeles, February 4–April 22, 2018; 

Gerechtigkeitsgasse 74, Bern, June 9–September 2, 2018; Kunsthalle Düsseldorf, October 13, 2018–January 

20, 2019; Castello di Rivoli, Turin, February 26–May 26, 2019; and Swiss Institute, New York City, June 28–

August 18, 2019 

Harald Szeemann: Selected Writings 

edited by Doris Chon, Glenn Phillips, and Pietro Rigolo and translated from the German by Jonathan Blower 

and Elizabeth Tucker 

Getty Research Institute, 406 pp., $49.95 (paper) 

A restaurant near my apartment sells “curated salads”; a home goods store sells “carefully curated sheets”; a 

babysitting agency offers “curated care”; my inbox bulges with curated newsletters, curated dating apps, 

curated wine programs. Kanye West, the Trumpist rapper, calls himself a curator, as do Chris Anderson, who 

runs TED Talks, and Josh Ostrovsky, who under the name the Fat Jew spews plagiarized jokes and alcohol 

advertising to millions of followers on social media. It’s been well over a decade now since the figure of the 

curator—a once auxiliary player in the world of art—became vulgarized and generalized in consumer society, 

and still its demented currency endures; you can eat burgers at the Curator restaurant at Heathrow Airport. 

Actual curators, by which I mean the people who care for objects in museums and organize exhibitions and 

biennials, have had to start looking for new titles. (Carolyn Christov-Bakargiev, this year’s winner of a major 

prize for curators, prefers “draftsperson.” She says, “You curate pork to make prosciutto.”) 

The curator, especially the curator of contemporary art, is a young figure in art history; we critics have 

thousands of years on them. Aristocrats, physicians, and clergymen proudly oversaw the connoisseurship and 

display of their own Wunderkammern in the early modern period, while at the Louvre, the first of the national 

museums established in the late eighteenth century, the décorateurs who hung paintings and installed 

sculptures were artists themselves. Audiences discovered new painting and sculpture at artist-juried 

exhibitions such as the Salon in Paris, and later at commercial art galleries; braver souls might first see the 

modernist avant-gardes in exhibitions artists organized on their own. 

Only in the middle of the twentieth century did the curated exhibition take over from the salon, the dealership, 

and the independent show as the principal launch pad of contemporary art. In fits and starts, the professional 

curator arrogated responsibilities once held by the artist, the collector, the historian, or indeed the critic, 

becoming the figure who assigned meaning and importance to new art: someone the art historian Bruce 

https://www.nybooks.com/contributors/jason-farago/
https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/1606065599?ie=UTF8&tag=thneyoreofbo-20&linkCode=as2&camp=1789&creative=9325&creativeASIN=1606065599
https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/1606065548?ie=UTF8&tag=thneyoreofbo-20&linkCode=as2&camp=1789&creative=9325&creativeASIN=1606065548
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Altshuler has called “the curator as creator.” Soon after, the curator stepped beyond the single museum or 

institution to become a roving organizer and analyst of contemporary art. 

Balthasar Burkhard/© J. Paul Getty Trust/Getty Research Institute, Los Angeles 

Harald Szeemann (seated) on the last night of ‘Documenta 5: Questioning Reality—Image Worlds Today,’ 

Kassel, Germany, 1972 

In the United States, the paragon of this authorial form of curating contemporary art was Walter Hopps, a 

Californian who in the 1960s offered the first museum retrospectives of Marcel Duchamp and other living 

artists. (He later became the first director of the Menil Collection in Houston.) In Europe, it was Harald 

Szeemann, a shaggy Swiss savant whose early career at a small, noncollecting institution prefigured nearly 

four decades of organizing and circulating large-scale exhibitions. From his unruly headquarters in the 

mountains of Ticino, where his papers and books filled an entire warehouse he called the Fabbrica Rosa, 

Szeemann—who died in 2005 aged seventy-one—planned exhibitions of contemporary art “from vision to 

nail.” Some were staged in the world’s largest museums, others on view in private apartments or hilltop 

redoubts. Self-supporting, self-assured, with a Rabelaisian appetite for both art and life, Szeemann became the 

prototype for the frequent-flying contemporary art curator who emerged at the turn of the twenty-first century, 

bleary-eyed, with his crumpled Prada suit and dinged Rimowa suitcase, in the arrival terminals of Venice and 

São Paulo and Hong Kong. 

In 2011 the Getty Research Institute in Los Angeles took ownership of the Fabbrica Rosa—the largest single 

archive it has ever acquired. Szeemann’s catalogs, letters, photographs, hand-sketched exhibition layouts, and 

https://cdn.nybooks.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/farago_1-102419.jpg
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scribbled artist rosters were on view last year in a comprehensive exhibition at the Getty (which then toured to 

three European museums), and they’re assembled, too, in the hefty volume Museum of Obsessions, packed 

with scholarly essays and interviews on Szeemann’s expansive career. The Getty has also published a volume 

of Szeemann’s translated writings, while another fraction of the archive was deployed in the recreation of one 

of Szeemann’s weirdest and most important shows: “Grandfather: A Pioneer Like Us,” an obsessive 

reconstitution of the life and collection of his grandfather, who was a hairdresser. First seen in Los Angeles 

last year, “Grandfather” finished its tour this summer at Swiss Institute in New York’s East Village, and it 

contained no art as such. Instead, one discovered more than a thousand historical objects and documents 

Szeemann had preserved and kept in the Fabbrica Rosa archive, all presented within freestanding temporary 

walls that replicated the dimensions of the show’s first venue: his own Bern apartment. 

The very act of restaging a decades-old exhibition, from the placement of walls to the design of the displays, 

suggests how thoroughly the object of inquiry in contemporary art has passed from individual artworks to 

full-scale shows. (And this is not Szeemann’s first to be resuscitated; in 2013 the Fondazione Prada in Venice 

restaged “When Attitudes Become Form,” his breakthrough 1969 exhibition of postminimal sculpture and 

conceptual art.) But the richly illustrated Museum of Obsessions does not aim to replicate his shows on paper, 

and does not even include a list of the more than 150 exhibitions he curated.* 

“The fact that Harald Szeemann was a curator,” writes Glenn Phillips in the introduction to Museum of 

Obsessions, “is not the thing that makes him interesting.” That sounds a bit like a rearguard action to those of 

us who’ve eaten one too many “curated” sandwiches and frowned at hotels’ “curated” pillow menus, as if the 

editors want to insulate him after the fact from the generalization and dilution of the curatorial mode. Yet 

perhaps Szeemann, who always called himself an Austellungsmacher (a maker of exhibitions), would have 

liked the abnegation. For this king of curators was also his own public relations officer, his own technical 

chief, his own accountant—and, as countless Getty employees and interns have since learned, his own 

diligent archivist. 

Harald Szeemann was born in Bern in 1933, into a family of hairdressers. In his teenage years he started a 

cabaret, but he left the theater for art history, eventually completing a Ph.D. on French modernism at the 

University of Bern and, later, the Sorbonne. The natural decision for a newcomer of his ambition, in the 

hundred years before 1961, would have been to stay in Paris. But the young Szeemann noticed that the most 

interesting European art—and the most interesting exhibitions, which was beginning to mean the same 

thing—had shifted out of the French capital and toward internationally minded museums to the north, in 

particular the Stedelijk Museum Amsterdam under Willem Sandberg (which Szeemann visited every month) 

and Moderna Museet in Stockholm, led by Pontus Hultén. 

So Szeemann stayed in Switzerland. He had already curated his first exhibition, on the theme of poets and 

painters, for the Museum St. Gallen, where “the intensity of the work made me realize this [making 

exhibitions] was my medium. It gives you the same rhythm as in theater, only you don’t have to be on stage 

constantly.” In 1961, aged twenty-eight, he was named director of the Kunsthalle Bern, an exhibition hall 

governed by a local artists’ union. These days the Kunsthallen of German-speaking Europe host big-ticket 

shows and publish authoritative catalogs, but in the early 1960s the Kunsthalle Bern had a staff of three, a 

piddling budget of 60,000 Swiss francs (“My whiskey consumption took care of my salary in no time”), and 

just a few hours’ turnaround time between shows. The straitened circumstances enjoined Szeemann to 

collaborate with institutions like the Stedelijk, whose larger budget he relied on to ship over the work of 

Jasper Johns, Robert Rauschenberg, and other American artists. He also improvised thematic exhibitions like 

“12 Environments” (1968), for which artists came to Bern to fill, slather, and overwhelm the galleries, while 

Christo draped the Kunsthalle’s functionalist building with a plastic sheet. Christo, interviewed for Museum of 

https://www.nybooks.com/articles/2019/10/24/harald-szeemann-curation-creation/#fn-*
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Obsessions, relates that the show so irritated Bernese art audiences that someone wrapped Szeemann’s 

Volkswagen Beetle in retaliation. 

The local press regularly flayed him, but people outside Switzerland were talking about sleepy Bern, and on 

the strength of “12 Environments” the tobacco company Philip Morris made Szeemann a very strange offer: a 

no-strings-attached budget of $150,000 (more than $1 million in 2019 dollars) to organize any show he 

wanted. Even in 1968 such corporate hand-washing could raise hackles (Hultén, at Moderna Museet, had 

faced protests for accepting tobacco company sponsorship), but the chain-smoking Szeemann pocketed it 

gleefully. He used the cash to travel to America—in Museum of Obsessions you can see his densely annotated 

address book, with phone numbers for Bruce Nauman and Robert Ryman in New York, Ed Ruscha and Mary 

Corse in Los Angeles. Back in Bern in 1969, he blew the rest of the tobacco money on an exhibition that 

would leave the most fundamental principles of aesthetic appreciation in tatters. 

“When Attitudes Become Form”—or, to give its unwieldy full title, “Live in Your Head: When Attitudes 

Become Form; Works—Concepts—Processes—Situations—Information”—brought to Bern sixty-nine 

radical young artists, many of whom have since become demigods, whose work could exist either in real, 

material form or else in imagined, conceptual, rumored, or otherwise immaterial modes. Richard Serra 

showed up to splash molten lead into the corner of the museum. Joseph Beuys smeared another corner with 

fat. Lawrence Weiner excised one square meter of a gallery wall. Michael Heizer took a boulder and smashed 

up the sidewalk. Many of the artists made, or conceived yet did not make, art far from the Kunsthalle: the 

British artist Richard Long did nothing but hike for four days in the Berner Oberland. Walter De Maria stayed 

in New York and made very occasional calls to a telephone in the gallery. 

“When Attitudes Become Form” short-circuited what Szeemann called “the studio-museum-gallery triangle”: 

the pathway of modern art from the artist’s studio, via the commercial gallery, to the public or private 

collection. In its place it proposed a more pervasive, even numinous conception of art that has endured ever 

since. It insisted that “art” is a whole bundle of activities, stretching past autonomous images and objects, that 

encompasses being an artist, speaking like an artist, and acting like an artist within a specific setting. It 

proposed that texts, recordings, and other forms of documentation were integral components of artistic 

creation, and that the eyes were insufficient to perceive a work of art in its totality. And it positioned the 

curator as an active agent in artistic creation, perhaps even an author or an Über-artist. (The artist Daniel 

Buren would later complain that Szeemann was exhibiting his work as mere “brushstrokes in his [i.e., 

Szeemann’s] painting”; the curator generously published the insult in the exhibition’s catalog.) 

Even if some of these propositions had their roots in Dada and other modernist tendencies, they were still not 

common currency in the 1960s, and “When Attitudes Become Form” set off a national scandal. “Is Art 

Finally Dead?” read one magazine headline. Artists dumped a pile of manure outside the front door. 

Szeemann was forced to resign as artistic director of the Kunsthalle, and he would never again hold a job. 

Later in 1969 he established the Agentur für geistige Gastarbeit (Agency for Spiritual Guest Labor): a one-

man operation for the production of exhibitions, tarted up with pseudocorporate letterhead and official-

looking stamps and seals. With the Agentur, Szeemann essentially invented the position of the freelance 

curator, organizing and circulating exhibitions at museums in Switzerland, across Europe, and as far afield as 

Sydney. 

“When Attitudes Become Form” made enough of an impact that Arnold Bode, the founder of Documenta, 

invited Szeemann to organize its fifth edition. Documenta is a giant exhibition held every four or five years in 

Kassel, Germany (running from June to September, it is known as the “museum of 100 days”), founded in 

1955 to redeem large-scale German art exhibitions after the Degenerate Art Show of the Nazi era. But it had 

badly misstepped in 1968 with a conservative, American-heavy edition that incited protests and boycotts. 
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Bode heard the demands for a new direction at Documenta and found, in Szeemann, a figure who could 

inscribe the era’s countercultural protests and avant-garde impostures inside his institution, when others 

wanted to tear it down entirely. 

If Documenta is now the world’s most important exhibition of contemporary art, that is largely the legacy of 

Szeemann’s edition of 1972, for which he reassembled most of the postminimal and conceptual artists of 

“When Attitudes Become Form,” but also included photorealism, hyperrealistic sculpture, political 

propaganda, and the art of the mentally ill, all of which typified what he called “individuelle Mythologien” 

(individual mythologies). Large-scale international exhibitions of new art were already well established (the 

Venice Biennale by then was more than seventy-five years old), but Szeemann’s Documenta established the 

megashow as we imagine it today: a thesis-driven presentation with a unified mode of display; bold, often 

temporary public interventions; and theoretical discourses in the form of catalogs, debates, performances, and 

interviews. “The notion of innovation was no longer sufficiently attractive,” Szeemann later wrote, “and an 

accumulation of painters was replaced by the exhibition as Gesamtkunstwerk.” 

But a Gesamtkunstwerk is not a democratic endeavor. Farewell to the Salon jury or the independent artists’ 

group; in their place was the curator as gatekeeper, designer, chief theoretician, and impresario. The critic 

Barbara Rose, in New York magazine, called the show “a kind of Disneyland as designed by Hieronymus 

Bosch,” and took an ironic pleasure in how thoroughly Szeemann had institutionalized the avant-garde: 

“Every strategy and ploy of the contemporary artist to remain outside of society and critical of its institutions 

is proved useless.” Serra, Donald Judd, Robert Morris, and other American artists decried this new curatorial 

dominance in an open letter to the Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung, insisting that artists alone should govern 

their work’s presentation in the gallery and interpretation in the catalog. 

Rose, going further, averred that Documenta 5 really had only one artist: the “brilliant” Szeemann himself, 

“the greatest conceptual artist in the world.” But I’m not sure Szeemann was an artist manqué so much as a 

compulsive accumulator of artistic information—and he might have had loftier career goals than any artist. 

Looking back on his appointment to direct the Kunsthalle Bern, he spoke of himself as “the world’s youngest 

museum director, the first Catholic director in Protestant Bern. There were some similarities to John F. 

Kennedy.” He invited both Mao and Nixon to Documenta; neither replied. From Kassel he fired off a letter to 

the United Nations, inquiring as to whether his artistic diplomacy might be channeled elsewhere: 

Sirs, I heard this evening at the local radio station that Mr. U Thant will give up his job at the end of this year. 

I like him. If he is willing to stay another year I would be glad to present myself as a candidate to this very 

[taxing] job of general secretary. 

Only seven thousand people ever saw “When Attitudes Become Form” in Bern—its renown, then and now, 

depended on photographic documentation and coverage in art magazines. But Documenta 5 introduced some 

220,000 visitors to Szeemann’s expanded field of art and visual culture. Most of the press was brutal, and 

even Jürgen Habermas, whom Szeemann expected to appreciate Documenta 5’s emphasis on communication 

and interaction, said Chuck Close and the other photorealists were all he could make sense of. The show also 

went over budget; the city of Kassel sued him for liability. Morris and his fellow American detractors 

imagined Szeemann to be an art-world dictator, but he was, by 1973, essentially broke. 

Back in Bern, he withdrew from the large-format exhibition to create the strangest show of his career. 

“Grandfather: A Pioneer Like Us,” staged in his apartment in the spring of 1974, was a tribute to his late 

grandfather Étienne Szeemann, a high-end hairstylist who also invented a permanent-wave machine. 

“Grandfather” included more than 1,200 hairdressing tools, cosmetics, dolls, teacups, and documents, 

carefully organized by chronology, geographical origin, color, and theme. These objects did more than relate 

Étienne Szeemann’s migration from Hungary, professional success, and family life. They also, in Harald 
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Szeemann’s presentation, outlined a half-century’s cultural history, with hairdressing as a funhouse reflection 

of the modernist avant-garde. Wig stands in the form of bald, big-eyed maidens became Surrealist totems. A 

framed Helvetian white cross on a red field, which the elder Szeemann made after he took Swiss citizenship 

in 1919, is crafted from dyed human hair. His worrying perm machine, topped by a dozen tangled metal 

cylinders dangling from wires, looks rather like an electric chair. 

Rich, dense, and tinged with melancholy, “Grandfather” owed a profound debt to another roving assemblage 

of mundane objects: the Belgian artist Marcel Broodthaers’s Musée d’art moderne, département des aigles, 

which mapped centuries of national and European history through an aggregation of hundreds of postcards 

and tchotchkes of eagles. (First shown in Broodthaers’s Brussels apartment in 1968, the mock museum 

traveled to Szeemann’s Documenta 5.) Phillips, in Museum of Obsessions, glosses “Grandfather” as “a 

symbol of curating in its purest form—exhibition making as a creative act, curating for curating’s sake.” Its 

full-scale restaging, with nearly all the original objects, is an achievement perhaps only the Getty could pull 

off, and demonstrates that archival curating, far from a programmatic exercise, is capable of eliciting the most 

intense emotions. 

Balthasar Burkhard/© J. Paul Getty Trust/Getty Research Institute, Los Angeles 

Installation view of Harald Szeemann’s ‘Grandfather: A Pioneer Like Us,’ Bern, 1974 

If “Grandfather” romanticized and miniaturized the individual mythologies Szeemann appreciated in the 

artists of Documenta 5, it also cleared the path for several of his later exhibitions, particularly the touring 

show “Bachelor Machines” (1975–1977). Drawing on Duchamp’s intertwining of erotics and mechanics, 

https://cdn.nybooks.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/farago_2-102419.jpg
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“Bachelor Machines” narrated an onanistic history of modernism in which engines and contraptions get 

confused for flesh and blood. Duchamp’s Bicycle Wheel, a bicycle wheel fastened to a stool, stood next to the 

Swiss sculptor Robert Müller’s La Veuve du Coureur, a stationary bike whose pedals powered a phallus that 

rose and fell through the saddle. Szeemann also commissioned several models of bachelor machines from 

literature, most fearsomely a full-scale rendition of the torture device in Kafka’s “In the Penal Colony,” which 

tattoos a condemned prisoner with the law he has broken. (Several objects from “Grandfather” were included, 

though not the perm chair; it would have fit right in.) 

As so often with Szeemann, “Bachelor Machines” grafted the art of his contemporaries onto an earlier, 

messier modernism of the 1880s to the 1920s, typified by Duchamp, Kafka, Raymond Roussel, and the earlier 

pataphysics of Alfred Jarry, the author of Ubu Roi. (The years around World War II did not interest Szeemann 

much, and he almost never exhibited Abstract Expressionism.) His other major show of the 1970s, “Monte 

Verità,” warmer and freer than the closed circuit of “Bachelor Machines,” studied a collection of spiritualists, 

utopians, anarchists, and vegetarians who all came to the titular mountain in the years around 1900. You can 

still see this permanent exhibition in a house in Ascona, Switzerland—and “Monte Verità” may, more than 

any other show, typify Szeemann’s advocacy for a blending of art and life, with one foot planted in the 

mountains and the other traipsing around Europe. 

Nam June Paik, speaking to a Swiss television station in 1992, celebrated Szeemann as “one of few guy [sic] 

who can combine the impetus and the anger and the rebellion of our underground artists…with institutions 

and money people and bankers…. Art world’s problem is that all radical people must live on the most dirty 

rascals’ money.” Szeemann’s later career, often focusing on national art scenes (Austria, Belgium, Spain, the 

Balkans) and culminating in two editions of the Venice Biennale in 1999 and 2001, tried to reconcile those 

two camps, and the results were mixed. These late shows had larger budgets, drew larger audiences, but had 

little of the fissiparous invention and theoretical heft of “Grandfather,” “Bachelor Machines,” and the other 

achievements of the 1970s. 

The one place he could hold onto the spirit of that era was up near Monte Verità, in the ever-growing archive 

of the Fabbrica Rosa, which held in tension the curator’s Apollonian impulse to organize and Dionysian drive 

to freedom. Christov-Bakargiev, who curated Documenta in 2012, writes in Museum of Obsessions that this 

extended even to Szeemann’s drinking habits: “For forty years he drank a simple midrange Ticino 

merlot…and used the cardboard boxes that the wine bottles had been packed in as containers for his 

archive…so that ‘the more I drink, the more I organize.’” 

Artists called Szeemann “King Harry,” but is the curator still the boss? By the late 1990s, the 

institutionalization of the avant-garde that began with “When Attitudes Become Form” had begotten a global 

network of biennials, fairs, schools, and publications. My generation of artists and writers (I’m thirty-six) 

treated curators like Okwui Enwezor and Vasıf Kortun with the intellectual deference our predecessors 

reserved for critics like Clement Greenberg and Rosalind Krauss. Art historians began to study the “history of 

exhibitions,” and “curatorial studies” programs proliferated outside the traditional academy and even within 

it, at institutions like my alma mater, the Courtauld Institute of Art. 

Now these curatorial studies graduates fill the seats of every EasyJet flight from Brussels to Berlin, banging 

out catalog entries for one of three-hundred-odd biennials worldwide. Almost none, though, have the 

authority (or the budgets) that Szeemann and his immediate heirs commanded, for better and worse. When 

Szeemann quit the Kunsthalle Bern to work as a freelance curator, he imagined his withdrawal as part of “the 

spirit of ’68.” The art historian Beatrice von Bismarck proposes in Museum of Obsessions that his career in 

fact presages today’s post-Fordist, “immaterial” conception of work—in which the manufacture of objects has 
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been superseded by managing, organizing, displaying, and advising, and even the most senior figures work on 

a project-to-project basis. 

Today’s young curators have not only come of age when artists themselves can regulate their own attention 

through digital networks, and when their art often involves the remixing and redeployment of preexisting 

images. They also must fight for attention when all of us are marketing a “curated” self to our friends, lovers, 

coworkers, and sponsors, and where each day human classifications and judgments increasingly give way to 

algorithmic “curation.” (Every Instagram feed is a curated show of one’s own.) Add to this a deep skepticism 

of the all-encompassing visions of “When Attitudes Become Form” and “Bachelor Machines”—for a certain 

sort of younger curator, every interpretation from above is an act of violence—and you can understand why 

so many sound more like social workers and educators, committed to “listening” and “learning,” than like 

master builders. 

When I heard last February that Documenta 15 (to open in 2022, the fiftieth anniversary of Szeemann’s show) 

would be “drafted” by ten Indonesian artists planning to partner with Kassel’s local hospitals and youth 

soccer teams, it felt as if the curtain had come down on the old model of the curator as creator. We in the art 

world spent years laughing at the curated pizzas and curated nail salons, but the joke was on us: the practice 

of curating, in the Szeemannian sense of organizing ideas and images into meanings and narrative, really has 

been universalized and cheapened. This may not be a bad thing, and art today may benefit from a quieter, 

more modest, more collaborative approach to organizing exhibitions. But I suspect the standing of the curator 

is going the way of that of the critic, and no one ever built a monument to us. 

1. * 

If you want a straight history of Szeemann’s exhibitions, you’ll have to go back to the even heftier Harald 

Szeemann—with by through because towards despite, an eight-hundred-page “catalogue raisonné of 

exhibitions,” published in 2007 by Birkhauser. ↩ 

  

 

https://www.nybooks.com/articles/2019/10/24/harald-szeemann-curation-creation/   

https://www.nybooks.com/articles/2019/10/24/harald-szeemann-curation-creation/#fnr-*
https://www.nybooks.com/articles/2019/10/24/harald-szeemann-curation-creation/
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Why is climate change denied? 

Invited Researcher September 9, 2019 

Author: Martha Villabona works at Centro Nacional de Innovación e Investigación Educativa (CNIIE) of the 

Spanish Ministry of Education and Vocational Training, where she coordinates the area of multiple literacies. 

Scientific disinformation about climate change is having a great impact especially in countries like the United 

States (USA). Misinformation about this topic and about scientific issues in general, not only confuses the 

population and discredits scientific findings but also paralyzes evidence-based policies. Farrell et al 

(2019)1 provide a series of examples and strategies that can be carried out to combat misinformation. 

Photo by Gian-Reto Tarnutzer / Unsplash 

One of the examples offered by the authors of the article is that of the US Environmental Protection Agency, 

in which a former administrator established a standard that would reduce the number of scientific studies and 

with which the Agency would limit itself to regulate the toxic chemicals and carbon emissions that science 

has shown to have harmful effects on the environment and health. This restriction of studies does not suppose 

in itself erroneous information, but the formulation of norms from arising from politics and not from science 

generates clear harm. According to the study, the norm responded to interests of institutional and economic 

powers and fossil fuel companies were behind its formulation. 

https://mappingignorance.org/author/invited-researcher/
http://www.educacionyfp.gob.es/educacion/mc/cniie/inicio.html
https://mappingignorance.org/2019/09/09/why-is-climate-change-denied/?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+MappingIgnorance+%28Mapping+Ignorance%29#note-6225-1
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Scientific disinformation about climate change has existed for years, but until now it has not had so much 

impact. As the authors of the article affirm, among the actors responsible for disseminating and supporting 

this type of information are entities, groups of experts and pressure groups that promulgate informs and 

reports with an appearance of alternative scientific evidence but are really biased data favourable to political 

and industrial interests. In addition, they use different media/mass media to generate a supposed scientific 

debate that really should not exist because it is already more than proven that climate change is produced by 

the action of man but gives the impression to the general public that the theme is not settled. 

What can be done about these disinformation campaigns? The authors of this publication offer a series of 

strategies that focus on four areas. The first one is a focus on the public. It is no longer effective to repeat to 

the general society that climate change exists or to participate in equitable debates against those who say that 

it does not exist. It only generates more confusion and misunderstanding of the science itself by the 

population. According to the study, the public combines its beliefs about science, politics and economics with 

the confidence in what the government says and they lack means and education to interpret specialized 

scientific information. In this way, disinformation arises. One of the strategies to curb what the authors call 

the “inoculation of the public” is the “inoculation of attitudes”, that is, just as a vaccine generates antibodies 

to resist disease, public attitudes about climate change can be modified exposing it to arguments refuted 

before they are heard. In the educational context, it would be very useful because students are still not 

contaminated with incorrect information. As the study reports, there are already experimental investigations 

on this technique 2, that demonstrate its positive effect, but it remains to be seen whether it can be applied to 

larger segments of the population. 

The second area proposed by the study is based on legal strategies. The study explains the case of the oil 

company Exxon Mobil and the prolonged disinformation campaign that it did from 1977 to 2014. In March 

2019 this company refused to participate in a public hearing of the European Parliament that was 

investigating its supposed truth-bending campaign. Its refusal was based on the participation in the audience 

as an expert of one of the researchers who had demonstrated what the company had been doing for decades: it 

has recognized in internal reports that climate change is due to the action of man, while publicly issued 

reports in which they expressed their doubts about this evidence. This is an example that the fight against 

misinformation can be done from the courts. 

The third area is that of political mechanisms. The article gives as an example the case of the energy company 

Entergy. This company wanted to build a power plant in a town in the USA but needed the full support of the 

town hall. It was going to be debated whether its construction was necessary or not. To achieve this support, 

the electricity company hired an advertising company that supposedly hired 50 actors who acted as activists in 

favour of its construction. They intervened with previously prepared speeches and applauded when someone 

said something against wind and solar energy – this method of creating an illusion that there is basic social 

support is known as “astroturfing” -. Although it was investigated whether these agents were hired to generate 

discord and confusion, the construction of the power plant was approved. 

Given these facts, many organizations are not investing in companies that try to distort reality with this type 

of techniques. There are also community leaders who speak out in public against those industries that finance 

the arguments that climate change is not the product of man. 

The fourth and final area focuses on the transparency of financing. According to the study, knowing where it 

comes from and how it works the financing of institutions that come from foundations, anonymous donors 

and private companies, would suppress the flow of intentional and influential scientific disinformation in 

political decisions. According to the study, there are organizations in the USA that track money and this 

becomes a fundamental resource for the researcher because they provide objective data on financing. 

https://mappingignorance.org/2019/09/09/why-is-climate-change-denied/?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+MappingIgnorance+%28Mapping+Ignorance%29#note-6225-2
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The authors of the study conclude that scientists should not underestimate the power of a country’s industry, 

economy and politics. The truth on your side is not enough. Therefore, they propose to work in a coordinated 

manner the four areas to synchronize the scientific evidence provided by experts with legal actions, political 

leaders and anyone who is interested in fighting against misinformation, not only on the topic of climate 

change but in other scientific and social issues. 

References 
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'Disarmingly intimate' photos of women 

An exhibition at the Rencontres d’Arles festival features work by three female photographers who each 

capture revealing and rarely seen images of women. 

 By Andrew Dickson 

The US photographer Susan Meiselas first began shooting women who took their clothes off for a living in 

1972, when she was in her mid-20s. Travelling around New England, she’d encountered the country fairs that 

toured rural parts of the northeastern US; many had a ‘girl show’ tent, where women danced in striptease acts. 

Meiselas was fascinated. Over the course of three summers, she haunted the fairgrounds, befriending dancers 

and sneaking backstage to capture what their lives were really like. She also recorded hundreds of hours of 

interviews. In order to blend into the crowd and get the shots she needed, she sometimes dressed like a man. 

The book Meiselas eventually produced, Carnival Strippers (1976), has become a classic. Unsparing but 

sympathetic, both humane and abjectly sad, it showed a world many at the time preferred to ignore: one in 

which women danced nude for handfuls of dollars, in tawdry, spit-and-sawdust tents erected in one-horse 

towns. Yet perhaps the most remarkable thing about the work is that Meiselas gives the story a complicating 

twist. We might expect a sob story – a tale of exploited, objectified women in an exploitative, objectifying 

industry. Yet Meiselas finds nuance in the biographies of the women who danced, along with remarkable 

amounts of self-awareness and courage. One says that performing is her path to financial independence; 

another that the carnival has given her a home when she had nowhere else to go. 

“It was a complex story, and I wanted to show it in its complexity,” Meiselas tells BBC Culture. “Not 

everyone was expecting that.” 

https://www.bjp-online.com/2018/01/susan-meiselas-carnival-strippers/
https://www.bjp-online.com/2018/01/susan-meiselas-carnival-strippers/
https://www.magnumphotos.com/arts-culture/performing-arts/carnival-strippers-by-susan-meiselas/
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Forty-three years after it came out, Carnival Strippers is the centrepiece of an exhibition at this 

year’s Rencontres d’Arles photography festival. Entitled Unretouched Women, it reunites Meiselas’s photo 

essay with two other books from the same period by American female photographers, both canonical in their 

way. One is the publication that gives the show its title, The Unretouched Woman (published the same year, 

1976), in which Eve Arnold, a pioneering photojournalist, compiled portraits she had taken of women around 

the world over the previous quarter-century. The third is Abigail Heyman’s Growing Up Female (1974), 

which describes itself as “about women, and their lives as women, from one feminist’s point of view”. 

When you look at them today, you realise how topical and relevant they are now – Clara Bouveresse 

All three books were their authors’ first: a chance to make their own creative selections  and tell the story in 

their own terms, rather than dealing with the whims of magazine picture editors (usually male). And in their 

different ways, all three paint a portrait of a tumultuous and convulsive era. Second-wave feminists were 

campaigning for issues such as abortion rights, workplace equality and an end to sexual harassment; female 

photographers were challenging the male gaze and questions about how women should be represented. Four 

decades ago this might be, but walking through the show, you feel you’re not so much stepping into history as 

peering at a mirror of the present day. 

 

Susan Meiselas, Shortie on the Bally, Barton, Vermont, USA (Credit: Susan Meiselas / Magnum Photos) 

“Back then, these issues were only just starting to filter into photography,” says the curator, Clara Bouveresse. 

“But when you look at them today, you realise how topical and relevant they are now.” 

Private moments 

When Meiselas and I speak, I ask her for her memories of the mid-70s, and how Carnival Strippers fitted into 

the debates of the time. She recalls that opting to turn her lens on women who stripped felt like a controversial 

https://www.rencontres-arles.com/en/expositions
https://www.rencontres-arles.com/en/expositions/view/775/eve-arnold-abigail-heyman-susan-meiselas
https://www.magnumphotos.com/arts-culture/society-arts-culture/eve-arnold-the-unretouched-woman/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Growing_Up_Female
https://ichef.bbci.co.uk/wwfeatures/wm/live/1600_900/images/live/p0/7l/gq/p07lgqm6.jpg
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act: some of her fellow feminists were appalled that she was attempting to document and understand this 

world rather than condemn it outright. 

 

Susan Meiselas, Tunbridge, Vermont, USA, 1974 (Credit: Susan Meiselas / Magnum Photos) 

“A lot of women regarded the girl shows as straightforwardly exploitative,” she says. “That was the debate 

that was going on. But I wanted the book to be part of a dialogue. When one of the women I photographed, 

Lena, says she found performing a revolutionary experience, that for the first time she'd got men eating out of 

her hand, who could deny her that feeling? She was acting in defiance against what the world she’d grown up 

in expected her to be.” 

You see the variety of bodies, the flesh, the skin, the hair, the wrinkles, the scars – Clara Bouveresse 

The pictures in Carnival Strippers are disarmingly intimate. We do see the dancers in their carefully crafted 

public roles, gyrating on makeshift stages in tasseled bikinis or posing for mobs of gawping, baying men. One 

particularly uncomfortable shot shows a woman in a semi-transparent twin piece perching on the ‘bally box’ 

outside the tent to drum up business, as if she’s a prize animal on show. 

https://ichef.bbci.co.uk/wwfeatures/wm/live/1600_900/images/live/p0/7l/gq/p07lgqw2.jpg
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Susan Meiselas, Debbie and Renee, Rockland, Maine, USA, 1972 (Credit: Susan Meiselas / Magnum Photos) 

But we also glimpse the strippers in private moments: lounging in dressing rooms playing cards; horsing 

around; swigging beer; collapsed on motel beds. For women who spend their lives on show, these times, 

captured by Meiselas in grainy, low-light photographs drenched in shadow and atmosphere, must have been 

particularly precious. In contrast to the bodies they put on display for paying customers, artfully costumed and 

made up, their real bodies – scarred, sweaty, dirty, sometimes bruised – are finally visible. It is a different and 

altogether more revealing kind of nakedness. 

Bouveresse agrees: “There’s an empowerment of sorts in these pictures: you see the variety of bodies, the 

flesh, the skin, the hair, the wrinkles, the scars.” 

https://ichef.bbci.co.uk/wwfeatures/wm/live/1600_900/images/live/p0/7l/gq/p07lgqz9.jpg
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Susan Meiselas, New Girl, Tunbridge, Vermont, USA (Credit: Susan Meiselas / Magnum Photos) 

Complexity is everywhere you look. A shot of Lena undercuts – or at least complicates – her words about 

revolution by depicting her after the show, naked and plainly exhausted, pressing a towel to her face in what 

looks like desperation. Yet elsewhere you sense something more defiant: a sense that these women are 

attempting to control how we look at them (Meiselas made sure to share her contact sheets with her subjects, 

often asking them to choose which pictures they liked). For all the tattiness of the fairs, what comes through is 

the sense of a close backstage community – solidarity, perhaps sisterhood. 

Meiselas says, as a women watching these women, she felt it too. “I was like them and not like them,” she 

says. “That’s why the project was so interesting to me, in a way.” 

A democracy of looking 

Eve Arnold’s pictures are revealing in a different sense. Born in Philadelphia in 1912, Arnold shattered nearly 

every glass ceiling placed in her way: one of the first full members of the prestigious Magnum photo agency 

in the late 1950s, she managed to make a career as an independent photojournalist in an era when that trade 

was almost exclusively male (she once observed that “it’s the frustration that drives you”). 

https://www.economist.com/prospero/2012/01/10/the-unretouched-woman
https://www.economist.com/prospero/2012/01/10/the-unretouched-woman
https://www.theguardian.com/artanddesign/2012/jan/05/eve-arnold
https://ichef.bbci.co.uk/wwfeatures/wm/live/1600_900/images/live/p0/7l/gr/p07lgr2x.jpg
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Eve Arnold, Marlene Dietrich at the Recording Studios of Columbia Records, New York, November 1952 

(Credit: Eve Arnold / Magnum Photos) 

A self-confessed workaholic, she had pictures printed in nearly every major photography publication of the 

60s and 70s, among them the Sunday Times Magazine, Esquire, Harper’s Bazaar, and Life magazine, and 

became especially renowned for candid shots  of celebrities such as Joan Crawford, James Dean, Andy 

Warhol and Paul Newman. Despite the astonishing range of her work – South African townships in the 

apartheid era alongside confessional portraits of Marilyn Monroe, whom she shadowed for nearly a decade – 

she always had an eye for female subjects. In the early 1960s, she shot a pioneering photo essay on birth, and 

in 1971 made a film, Women Behind the Veil, which stepped inside the closeted world of Arab hammams and 

harems. 

Even so, she waited until her 60s to produce The Unretouched Woman. “It was a way of looking back at her 

career as a photographer, saying who she was,” says Bouveresse. 

Though some of the images in the book feel a little uninvolved – pitch-perfect, pin-sharp pictures gathered by 

a globetrotting pro – they nonetheless speak to the democracy of Arnold’s way of looking at the world, 

especially the women in it. Next to an image of pregnant Zulu women in a labour ward in South Africa there 

is a melancholy portrait of an elderly woman in a care home in the Cotswolds in England. Yes, here’s 

Marilyn, probably the most photographed face of her era, but there are also women from Afghanistan, their 

own features obscured by flowing chadors. 

Heyman’s images show us, again and again, how rarely women are portrayed as they really are in the media, 

even now 

Perhaps the most moving images in the Arles exhibition are those shot by Abigail Heyman. A neglected 

figure now, Heyman’s attempt to capture female experience in Growing Up Female (subtitle: A Personal 

https://uk.phaidon.com/agenda/photography/picture-galleries/2012/january/06/when-eve-arnold-met-marilyn-monroe/
https://ichef.bbci.co.uk/wwfeatures/wm/live/1600_900/images/live/p0/7l/gr/p07lgrfn.jpg
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Photojournal) is more inward-looking than the other books: a living-out of the mantra that the personal is 

political. Combining unstaged, stripped-back photographs with handwritten comments, it echoes another 

canonical feminist text of the era, the bestselling study of female health and sexuality, Our Bodies, Ourselves. 

Where that book – which included guidance on everything from sexual orientation and gender identity to birth 

control – encouraged women to take control of their destiny, Heyman’s images show us, again and again, how 

rarely women are portrayed in the media as they really are, even now. 

 

Abigail Heyman, Beauty Pageant, 1971 (Credit: Courtesy of Abigail Heyman) 

https://www.ourbodiesourselves.org/
https://ichef.bbci.co.uk/wwfeatures/wm/live/1600_900/images/live/p0/7l/gr/p07lgrs1.jpg
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Eve Arnold, Actress Joan Crawford, Los Angeles, 1959 (Credit: Eve Arnold / Magnum Photos) 

 

As well as the simple beauty of these photographs – shot in a luminous black-and-white that, in Arles, seems 

to leap off the walls – they’re full of sly irony. One of Heyman’s photographs is a group shot of a beauty 

pageant in the Deep South of the US: six teenage girls, impeccably preened and perched on folding chairs, 

looking bored out of their skulls by the experience – as well they might. A picture taken at the Houston 

Livestock Fair in 1970 is a droll essay in gender expectations: three men in sober slacks and blazers clustered 

around a woman wearing a ten-gallon hat, knee-high boots and the shortest of shorts (one wonders what 

would have happened if the dress codes had been reversed). 

Equally often, though, those expectations are turned on their head. A picture of schoolgirls in uniform tartan 

skirts catches one girl in pigtails separated from the rest of the pack: legs planted wide with a fearsome 

expression on her face, she stands defiantly alone, determined not to go along with the crowd.  

https://ichef.bbci.co.uk/wwfeatures/wm/live/1600_900/images/live/p0/7l/gr/p07lgrnt.jpg
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Abigail Heyman, Self-Portrait, 1971 (Credit: Courtesy of Abigail Heyman) 

Somehow, it’s the photographs Heyman took of herself – a feminist photographer’s perspective on her own 

experience as a woman – that speak loudest to the exhibition’s theme. One of her most reproduced images is 

of her own face caught in the bathroom mirror in an expression of surprise. Because of the angle she’s taken 

the photograph from, her features are tiny, half cut-off by the mirror. Looming large at the bottom of the 

frame – far larger, in fact, than Heyman’s head – are a clutter of beauty products, creams, gels and powders. 

Which is the more honest self-portrait, it seems to ask: my face, or the stuff I’m expected to put on it because 

of my gender? In the era of the #nomake-up selfie, it’s a question we’re asking still. 

Unretouched Women is at the Rencontres d’Arles until 22 September. 

 

http://www.bbc.com/culture/story/20190823-intimate-photos-of-womens-bodies?xtor=ES-213-

[BBC%20Features%20Newsletter]-2019September6-[Culture%7c+Image] 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/av/entertainment-arts-26677800/the-no-make-up-selfie-social-media-campaign
https://www.rencontres-arles.com/en/expositions/view/775/eve-arnold-abigail-heyman-susan-meiselas
http://www.bbc.com/culture/story/20190823-intimate-photos-of-womens-bodies?xtor=ES-213-%5bBBC%20Features%20Newsletter%5d-2019September6-%5bCulture%7c+Image%5d
http://www.bbc.com/culture/story/20190823-intimate-photos-of-womens-bodies?xtor=ES-213-%5bBBC%20Features%20Newsletter%5d-2019September6-%5bCulture%7c+Image%5d
https://ichef.bbci.co.uk/wwfeatures/wm/live/1600_900/images/live/p0/7l/gr/p07lgrxv.jpg

